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Abstract

This thesis is concerned with problems encountered in image-based rendering (IBR) sys-

tems. The significance of such systems is increasing as virtual reality as well as augmented

reality are finding their way into many applications, from entertainment to military. Par-

ticularly, I propose methods that are based on graph theory to address the open problems

in the literature of image and video compositing, and scene completion.

For a visually plausible compositing, it is first required to separate the object to be

composed from the background it was initially captured against, a problem that is known

as natural image matting. It aims, using some user interactions, to calculate a map that

depicts how much a background color(s) contributes to the color of every other pixel in

an image. My contributions to matting increase the accuracy of the map calculation

as well as automate the whole process, by eliminating the need for user interactions. I

propose several techniques for sampling user interactions which enhance the quality of

the calculated maps. They rely on statistics of non-parametric color models as well as

graph transduction and iterative graph cut techniques. The presented sampling strategies

lead to state-of-the-art separation, and their efficiency was acknowledged by the standard

benchmark in the literature. I have adopted the Gestalt laws of visual grouping to formu-

late a novel cost function to automate the generation of interactions that otherwise have

to be provided manually. This frees the matting process from a critical limitation when

used in rendering contexts.

Scene completion is another task that is often required in IBR systems. This docu-

ment presents a novel image completion method that overcomes a few drawbacks in the

literature. It adopts a binary optimization technique to construct an image summary,

which is then shifted according to a map, calculated with combinatorial optimization, to

complete the image. I also present the formulation with which the proposed method can

be extended to complete scenes, rather than images, in a stereoscopically and temporally-

consistent manner.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

From education to urban planning, and from entertainment to military training, 3D mod-

elling is at the heart of many applications nowadays. The interest in creating a virtual

world that would resemble a certain environment, a city’s touristic attractions or even a

body part, is on the rise, and it thus has been the scope of intensive and highly-paced

research. For a system which enables a user to walk/fly through a virtual world, the mod-

elling of that world acts like the backbone of such a system. Moving from one location to

another, it is expected to render novel views to the user. The previous statement men-

tions one of the so-called ‘mother problems’ in computer vision and computer graphics,

namely, Novel View Synthesis (NVS). Those problems encompass a multitude of other

‘component problems’. These sub-problems surface at every stage in the pipeline of a

system built to solve the mother problem.

Novel view synthesis is a well-studied area of research with several application-driven

approaches. The research in this document is concerned with a particular approach,

namely, Image-based Rendering (IBR). In IBR systems, the input is a set of images of a

particular environment, captured by a set of calibrated cameras, and the desired output is

non-physical (virtual) views. Those views represent what would have been seen by the user

if he/she was present physically at that particular location in the real environment. This is

how a high-quality immersion is realized. Numerous applications and platforms today rely

on IBR systems, including 3DTV, Free Viewpoint Video (FVV) and NAVIRE systems1

(Virtual Navigation in Image-based Representations of Real World Environments). An

1http://www.site.uottawa.ca/research/viva/projects/ibr/
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illustration of what is a virtual view as compared to physical ones is depicted in Fig. 1.1.

 
 

� Will gather the work of 20+ universities and research centers allover 
the world. 

� Will provide a standard dataset for proper comparison of the 
performance of all  the techniques in the literature. 

� Will facilitate future studies and improvements through creating a 
repository for the previous research efforts done on this topic. 

 
 

 

1. GPU Acceleration can be used to parallelize filling of different holes. 
2. Transfusive learning for perspective-aware hole-filling 
3. Temporal coherency and graph-based filling 
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A Novel 3D Scene-consistent Dis-occlusion Management for 3DTV, FVV and NAVIRE Systems 
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� 3D research in computer vision is witnessing a fast-paced 

development nowadays. 

� Creating and acquiring 3D models of the world has been an ever 

increasing concern in many applications and multimedia systems. 

� Virtual view rendering is a cornerstone in many of these systems 

including 3DTV, FVV and NAVIRE systems. A generic pipeline is 

shown in Fig. 1. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

� During the capturing step, a few views are acquired(together with 

their disparity maps in DIBR systems). 

� In terms of storage space and/or transmission bandwidth, those 

systems are very demanding.  

� Following storage/transmission, the system is expected to allow, 

ideally, free view-point or walkthroughs. This is illustrated in Fig.2. 

 

 

 

 

 

� Virtual views are rendered using the acquired color and depth 

information. 

� A crucial challenge in the rendered views is the dis-occluded areas; 

the areas that were not visible in the physical frame, usually called 

“holes”. An example is shown in Fig. 3 on the Ballet dataset [1]. 

� One has to either over-sample the environment, leading to 

cumbersome capturing setup and an increased storage or 

transmission loads or to mange the dis-occlusions wisely. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

1. Make no use of the offline processing step 

2. Assume the availability of the virtual frame depth map 

3. Fill FG regions with BG regions in the search pool 

4. Search pool with distorted structures 
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1. Exploiting the power of hashing in NNF search. 
2. Hole re-partitioning for proper size reduction of the search 

pool(comprehensive search pool). 
3. Scene-probing for FG-aware hole filling. 
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Motivation 

INTRODUCTION 1 

Benchmarking Hole Filling Techniques 

Figure 1 A schematic of a typical 3DTV/NAVIRE system. Photo is courtesy of Google Images  
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Figure 1 An illustration of k-means hashing and the corresponding used tesseract 

Future Work 

Drawbacks of the Current Techniques 

Figure 2 An  illustration of the capturing setup. 

 

� The feature vector used for patch matching is constructed.  

� Our feature vector includes color, depth, structure and texture 

information. It can be expressed as: 𝐹𝑉 ≔   𝑅𝐺𝐵, 𝐷, 𝑆, 𝐴, 𝐻, 𝑉, 𝐷 , 

� Patches of the above features are clustered using k-means and the 

table of centroids is stored (16 clusters are used for each feature).  

� Bucket construction: clustering the search pool of the warped 

frame is the only gain so far. This is not enough and not robust. 

� The empty-bucket problem and the curse of dimensionality. 

 

 

 

 
� Let’s harness the efficiency of hamming distance computation, let’s 

hash. But we have to preserve the affinities of centroids, so that: 

𝑑 𝒞𝒾(𝓍), 𝒞𝒾(𝓎)   ≅   𝑑 (𝑖(𝓍), 𝑖(𝓎)). 

� We used the k-means hashing [2] on a tesseract 
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Figure 3 An example of a reference frame, a virtual frame and a warped frame 

� We propose a new dis-occlusion management technique which: 

1. Makes use of the physical frames using unsupervised learning. 

2. Incorporates new trends in NNF search for fast patch matching 

3. Exploits new features for robust exemplar-based filling 

4. Adopts scene-consistent strategies to properly fill FG holes 

5. Uses scene-based heuristics to deal with complex-shaped holes. 
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Figure 4 An illustration of a filling step and the empty-bucket problem 

Figure 5 An illustration of the affinity-preserving hashing and the corresponding tesseract 

Post-rendering Processing 

Scene Probing 

Algorithm 1 Scene Probing 

Input: number of connected FG components in the reference and the virtual 
frames (NRef , NVirt) and the pixels in each component. 
Output: the set of pixels Sp4 to be filled by the nearest foreground. 
1: determine the number of excess components, NVirt - NRef  
2: repeat 
3:           Get the smallest component and its contour pixels  
4:           Check its nearest FG component by back projection 
5:           Fill area in between defined as 

𝐴   ≔    𝑆   (𝑝   𝜖  𝐶 ) 

6:           Decrement NVirt  
4: until NVirt = Nref 

 
 

� Limitation of the search pool is a classical practice.  

� Holes are usually vertical but complex-shaped holes may exist due 

to camera motion. Holes which satisfies certain conditions are re-

partitioned such that: 

argmax  
ℒ

𝑉 −  𝑉 +   𝑉   −  𝑉 . 

 

 

 

 

� Holes are filled sequentially and a global coherence is achieved by 

maximizing the following equation: 

𝑑 =    min
     

𝑃   − 𝑄
  ∈  
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Hole Re-partitioning 

Original Ours 

PSNR=32.7dB 

[3] 

PSNR=31.9dB 

[4] 

PSNR=31.7dB 

Original Ours 

PSNR=27.04dB 

[3] 

PSNR=30.1dB 

[4] 

PSNR=29.02dB 

Hole Filling 

Figure 1.1: An illustration of the notion of physical vs. virtual views. Physical views are
depicted as cameras with the letter ‘P’ while the virtual views are depicted as cameras with the
letter ‘V’.

A widely-used criterion to classify the IBR techniques is their dependency on the scene

geometry to accomplish view synthesis. This is depicted by the chart in Fig. 1.2. Starting

from the right-most side of the spectrum, we find techniques that explicitly use the scene

geometry for rendering; texture mapping is a member of that family. Creating novel views

is thus a trivial task, since we already have the 3D model of the environment. However, the

acquisition of that model for an arbitrary real-world environment puts the generality of the

whole approach in question. The other extreme of the spectrum is occupied by methods

that do not rely on any geometric information during synthesis. Obviously, capturing the

scene arrangement thus comes at the expense of an arduous image acquisition step along

with significant retrieval/storage/communication burdens.

The research in this thesis is concerned with a few challenges faced by the techniques

that exist in the middle of the chart in Fig. 1.2. Particularly, I am concerned with the

robustness of view interpolation methods. Those methods are arguably the most prevalent

approaches for IBR. The typical pipeline of a view interpolation system is depicted in

Fig. 1.3. This figure is inspired by a similar figure in [1]. It starts by gathering information

about the scene structure, through depth computation, before it proceeds to synthesizing

novel views. Unless other equipment are available (like range sensors or Microsoft’s Kinect

sensor), this depth is usually measured passively by means of disparity estimation from

2



multi-view stereo. Establishing dense or sparse correspondences between a pair of views

is used to calculate disparity maps, which are then employed to create intermediate views

by means of 3D warping.

More geometry
Les

s g
eo

metr
y

Rendering with explicit geometry

Rendering with implicit geometry

Rendering with no geometry

Texture mapping

View interpolation Layered-depth imaging

LumigraphLight field rendering

Figure 1.2: A schematic showing one possible classification of IBR systems according to their
dependency on scene geometry.

Solving a collection of problems in computer vision is what holds the hope for such an

IBR system to work robustly. These problems include but are not limited to:

1. Stereo matching or disparity estimation and a few associated open problems

(a) Large disparities of thin and small structures

(b) Edge bleeding of patch-based techniques (usually the fastest)

(c) Computational efficiency of segment-based and pixel-based techniques

2. Scene segmentation

(a) Soft segmentation: calculation of a partial opacity map of scene pixels

(b) Hard segmentation: segregation of the scene into color-coherent (or generally

feature-coherent) regions

(c) Semantic segmentation: segregation of the scene into meaningful objects, e.g.,

a chair’s backrest made of wooden and metal parts (with substantially different

colors and textures) is expected to be warped (or more generally, manipulated)

using the same parameters, as a single object.

3. Depth-guided scene completion

3



4. Structure-preserving warping

5. Point cloud matching and registration for 3D surface reconstruction

Each of these component sub-problems is a research area on its own, and usually represents

the overlap between IBR and other vision-based applications.

Figure 1.3: The view interpolation pipeline.

This thesis focuses on two of the problems mentioned above, namely, soft segmenta-

tion and depth-guided scene completion. Soft segmentation is more commonly known as

natural image matting or alpha matting; it is also referred to as the image compositing

problem, which is the eventual goal of the segmentation step – that is to be able to render

novel composites of foreground/background objects. Depth-guided scene completion is

sometimes referred to as depth-guided inpainting or dis-occlusion management. This the-

sis proposes novel strategies and frameworks to address a few challenges in the literature

of the aforementioned problems. The performance of the techniques that represent the

contributions of this research is compared with the performance of the state-of-the-art

(SoA) techniques, and proves to be on-par, and superior in some aspects. The thesis

concludes by providing a multitude of new horizons for future research directions.

1.1 Problem Statement

1.1.1 Background and Motivation of Natural Image Matting

Image compositing is a frequently used operation in image editing, TV broadcasting

and film industry. To be able to make composites of high visual quality, by seamlessly

4



superimposing different foreground objects over various backgrounds, an opacity map

discriminating (or soft-segmenting) the foreground object from the background should

be acquired. This fuzzy map assigns a value, an alpha value, for every pixel in the

image. According to a convex-linear model of image formation, the fractional alpha value

that belongs to [0, 1] determines how much the foreground/background contributes to the

overall color of a certain pixel.

For constrained scenarios, where the foreground object is known a priori and is shot

against a constant or an almost-constant backing color, with subtle illumination changes

and limited camera poses, the well-established technique of blue screen matting [2], also

known as chroma keying, suffices for extracting accurate alpha maps. One method for

calculating an alpha map in such a constrained environment is discussed in section A.2.

Natural image matting, however, involves a more general setup of the problem. In that

setup, the foreground object is not known beforehand, and neither is the background. In

addition, an alpha map (also called an alpha matte in the literature) indicating the con-

tribution of the foreground/background at each pixel is required. Consequently, the linear

convex model that expresses the color of each pixel in the composite as a combination of a

fraction of a foreground color and a fraction of a background color defines an incompletely

specified problem, with three equations and seven unknowns, namely, the un-composited

foreground color vector, the background color vector and the alpha value. Hence, an infi-

nite number of solutions exists unless more information is provided, to prune the solution

space. Fig. 1.4 illustrates the difference between blue-screen matting (or chroma keying)

and the general image compositing problem, and the output of a natural image matting

algorithm.

The main goal of an IBR system is to provide the user with a high-quality navigation

experience in real-world environments. Those environments are usually imposed rather

than chosen. For instance, a tele-collaboration (or a video conferencing) system with

virtual view rendering functionality is expected to be a plug-and-play platform, in any

location and with any collaborators. Consequently, adopting chroma keying and similar

approaches to acquire information about scene structure is not applicable. Rather, this

scenario represents an instance of the general setup of the image compositing problem: For

realistic composites in arbitrary environments, a partial opacity map of the image/scene

5



Figure 1.4: Starting from the upper left corner, this figure reads as follows: if a fuzzy object
is shot against backgrounds whose colors are constant (1st image), using this prior information
(2nd image), that object could be trivially separated from the background (3rd image). Then,
it becomes possible to make composites by replacing the blue background with various (usually
more pleasant) backgrounds (4th image). Natural matting problem though starts from that
latter stage, where the object would have been shot against a complex background that is
unknown beforehand, and the eventual goal is to compute an alpha map like the one pointed to
by the orange arrow (5th image). The image is from the standard matting dataset [3].

is required.

Figure 1.5 shows an example [4]2 of a rendered view from a video conferencing system,

where the novel view shows clear artifacts at the participant’s head boundaries. Hence,

it can be argued that the quality of the output would have been enhanced if alpha maps

(or alpha mattes) of the scene were incorporated in the rendering pipeline. This is closely

related to ‘co-matting’ [5], a recently-coined term for jointly calculating alpha maps from

multiple views.

2http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/%7Eojw/software. htm
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Parameter  ⌫ �s �s �t �t

Value c(12.5N/(N � 1))2 + 1 1.9d 0.24/�s 5000c 6/�t

Table 1: Parameter settings. Values of the constant parameters in our objective function, where
c is the number of colour channels in the input sequence, and d is the constant disparity spacing
between the discrete proposal depths, which varies between input sequences.

(a) Ground truth (b) Warped stereo views

(c) Our result (d) �t = 0 (e) Always fix to V 0

Figure 3: Cones sequence. (a) A ground truth central view, and (b) a view synthesized by warping
(in a manner similar to that of [9]) two outer images into the central view using ground truth depth
maps—blue pixels are unknown due to holes in the depth maps, while cyan pixels are regions
occluded in both input views. Our result (c), and our results (d) removing the texture prior and (e)
using the approximate colour of equation (11) in all data cost calculations.

(a) Input views (b) Result of [1] (b) Our result
Figure 4: Teleconferencing. Rendering a centre view (c) from 2 rectified input views, for direct
gaze teleconferencing. Sequence taken from [1], with the result from the same paper (b).

(a) Input Views (b) Novel View

Figure 1.5: An example of a left and a right view, in a video conferencing (tele collaboration)
context, and a synthesized view from both the input views. The black arrows point to regions
of low plausibility in the synthesized views, which can be greatly enhanced using high-quality
compositing. The figure highlights the role which can be played by matting in the novel view
synthesis problem. The images are re-printed from [4], in accordance with the IEEE rules
regulating the re-usage of copyrighted material by individuals working on theses. A printed
copy of the permission grant is attached in section A.9. Copyright ©2008, IEEE.

1.1.2 Background and Motivation of Image Completion

The need to fill a hole, i.e., a region of missing pixels, in an image or a video could arise in

a variety of contexts. Image retouching, object removal from an image or a video, or scene

re-arrangement, where the positions of people and/or objects in a scene are required to be

changed, are some examples for such contexts. A plethora of approaches do exist for using

the information in the non-hole regions to fill a hole in an image, a video or a scene. One

of those approaches is to diffuse the colors of the pixels surrounding the hole to the inside

of it, which usually suffices for holes of small sizes. As the size of the hole gets larger,

and the content of the non-hole regions becomes richer, with complex textures and/or

structures, for example, simple diffusion is not efficient enough, and better formulations

for the problem of hole filling become necessary. Section 1.3 will highlight the most recent

approaches for image/video completion in the literature, and in Chapter 3, more details on

particular methods that adopt those formulations will be covered. The problem of image

completion, by definition, has no ground-truth or reference, to which the completed/output

image would be compared. Thus, the subjective evaluation of performance is a prevalent

7



characteristic in the literature, as will also be seen in Chapter 3.

When the user of an IBR system chooses to be moved to a particular location in

the virtual environment, 3D warping of the physically acquired scenes takes place. To

visualize this process, one can imagine a rectangular lattice on which the physical scenes

are defined; this lattice resembles a mesh. 3D warping is the manipulation of that mesh

using the camera calibration parameters. In an ideal FVV system, for instance, the user

position should not be constrained. Hence, for some locations, the image/scene function

will not be defined on the warped mesh, resulting in large missing holes in the rendered

scene. The problem here is two-fold. For the half-occluded scene regions, which are not

visible in some physical views but visible in others, direct copy-pasting the pixel values

from where they are seen will not guarantee high-quality renderings [6]. More importantly,

for the fully-occluded scene regions, which are not visible in any of the acquired views,

an algorithm should be engineered to hallucinate those regions in a visually-plausible

way. Moreover, the hole-filling algorithm should employ the acquired disparity maps to

complete the scene in a stereoscopically-consistent (or stereoscopically and temporally-

consistent) manner. Figure 1.6 depicts an example of a dis-occlusion on the ‘Ballet’

sequence3, a case where a warped virtual scene includes large areas of missing pixels.

The literature review that will be presented in Chapter 3 will show that at the heart

of every depth-guided video/stereo-pair/scene completion method, there is a single-image

completion algorithm that represents the core of the pipeline, and that heavily affects its

performance and the quality of its output. This is why the efficiency of single-image

completion methods is central to developing capable dis-occlusion management systems.

Natural image matting and image completion are the scope of the research presented

in this thesis. The next section highlights the wide variety of applications where my

research can be of value.

1.2 Significance and applicability of this research

Since they communicate the transparency of objects in a scene, alpha maps find their

way to every application that involves the creation of image composites. This includes

interactive image editing, augmented reality, real-environment video games, cinematic

3http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/downloads/5e4675af-03f4-4b16-b3bc-a85c5bafb21d/
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Figure 1.6: An illustration of the disocclusion problem on the ‘Ballet’ sequence.

reality, and many other applications that have been appearing in the media and technology

industry everyday.

Current matting techniques still suffer from numerous limitations, even for interactive

image editing, which is the least demanding matting application in the sense that the

background is still static. New platforms like the Oculus Rift 4, for which the consumer

version has been released since April 2015, have paved the way to dramatic new horizons.

For the time being, it is just a head-mounted display, which offers the user a 3D gaming

experience in a virtual world. The next envisaged milestone is the real-environment video

games, where the user will be allowed to capture the environment where the game takes

place as well as the characters to be overlaid on that environment. Superimposing arbi-

trary characters and objects on arbitrary backgrounds will definitely benefit from robust

matting techniques. The more complex and the fuzzier the objects, the more accurate

mattes will be needed to render the object efficiently in different contexts. Cinematic real-

4https://www.oculus.com/
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ity is another revolution taking place in the field of augmented reality. Recently launched

startups, like Magic Leap 5, aim at building platforms that can composite light-field sculp-

tures on real-world environments, and the spectrum of applications is enormous. Crossing

the gap of possible composites from limited pre-modelled objects to on-the-fly modelling

of arbitrary structures of the user’s choice, for educational purposes for example, will also

benefit from natural image matting.

Image and scene completion, the second major scope of this research, is not confined

to managing dis-occlusions in IBR systems. In fact, it is one of the key techniques in

image and video editing, and it represents a pivotal stage in the pipeline of many tasks

such as object removal and scene re-arrangement. In addition, my research involved the

development of a new technique for image skimming, to be used as an integral part of

the scene completion pipeline. Image skimming techniques are envisaged to benefit many

areas of multimedia research. Statistics on skimmed videos can provide valuable insights

about video content, which can be employed at a later stage for video indexing, video

retrieval and re-identification, all of which are very active research areas.

1.3 Summary of the existing techniques and the open

challenges

The literature of natural image matting can be classified into two groups or families of

techniques, namely, propagation-based and sampling-based methods. Propagation-based

or affinity-based matting techniques build and then use an affinity matrix, whose entries

represent the similarity between neighbouring pixels, to propagate the partial opacity

values (alpha values) from the known regions to the unknown regions in the trimap. A

trimap is an image with the same size as the image for which the matte is required. In

that trimap, some pixels are marked as definite foreground (using a white brush) with

α = 1, others are marked as definite background (using a black brush) with α = 0, and

the rest of the pixels with alpha values to be calculated are marked with a grey brush,

hence the name. Pixels with unknown alpha values will be called the ‘unknown pixels’

throughout the rest of this document. Also, the abbreviations ‘FG’ and ‘BG’ will be used

5http://www.magicleap.com/
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interchangeably with the words ‘foreground’ and ‘background’ respectively.

A critical limitation of many members in this family is the localness of the affinity

matrices they construct. Contrary to sampling-based techniques, propagation-based mat-

ting does not rely on sifting particular foreground/background samples from the trimap

to calculate an alpha value for every unknown pixel. However, some of them assume

image continuity, for the propagation to be valid, which may or may not exist. Other

group members adopt a non-local affinity matrix construction; however, they still suffer

from a characteristic disadvantage of this family, namely, the considerable computational

demands, memory and run-time. Recent algorithms which leverage preconditioned conju-

gate gradient methods, for solving large sparse linear systems, are still much slower than

sampling-based methods. The latter have attained interactive rate matting; and are well-

posed for parallelization which makes them eligible for GPU acceleration and real-time

computation as well [7, 8].

Sampling-based matting approaches adopt a convex-linear compositing model. This

model represents every unknown pixel in the trimap as a combination of a FG pixel and

a BG pixel, sampled from the known regions in the trimap. Sampling-based matting

aims at finding the FG/BG pair that best-describes the color of the unknown pixel under

consideration. This category of matting techniques can be further divided into two major

groups, namely, parametric and non-parametric methods. The former group builds color

distribution models (GMM for example [9, 10]) for the known pixels in the trimap. These

models are then used, at a later stage, to guide the sampling process. Non-parametric

methods, however, try to robustly choose a sample pair without assuming any underlying

color model. In general, highly-textured regions and overlapping color distributions are

the most critical traps for all sampling-based methods (this becomes more severe with

the parametric methods)[9, 11]. Many techniques have been suggested to address the

challenges of sampling-based alpha matting, mainly through the adoption of:

1. A robust sampling strategy that hopefully can result in a comprehensive pool of

foreground/background pairs for each unknown pixel.

2. A more distinctive feature space that can complement the classical color feature.

3. A distance function that can efficiently pick the best pair from the comprehensive
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pool of foreground/background pairs.

The main competition in the sampling-based matting research area has been focused

on proposing efficient trimap sampling strategies. A multitude of sample gathering pro-

cedures can be found in the literature [7, 8]. Some techniques propose to collect samples

by ray shooting [7, 12, 13], others recommend to include all the pixels on the borders of

the trimap [8], and others suggest an adaptive augmentation of the pairs pool size ac-

cording to certain criteria. All of them, however, fail to deal efficiently with the variety of

scenarios and challenges involved in sample gathering [11]. Thus, the problem of efficient

trimap sampling has remained open for further development.

Since the main target of the research presented in this thesis is the enhancement of

the quality of IBR systems, another pivotal, yet application-dependent problem, is the

automatic acquisition of interactions that are normally provided by a user (trimaps, scrib-

bles, etc...). Without this property, the user should somehow provide the system with

a trimap, ideally, for every frame. This is a well-known problem for all video matting

techniques [9, 14]. Although many of them count on the propagation of user scribbles

provided on key frames, they still work within the limitations of the scribbles propaga-

tion quality, which can be threatened remarkably [14] in several situations including, for

example, motion blur. The automatic acquisition of trimaps is thus a direction where a

lot of room for improvements is still available.

Existing techniques for single image completion as well as 3D scene completion still

cannot generalize well and fall short of dealing with the large pool of challenges involved

in such operations. In the rest of this section, the limitations of the existing methods for

single image completion and depth-guided completion will be discussed.

The literature of single image completion is quite extensive. Historically, image

inpainting [15] targeted the problem of filling tiny holes and the removal of scribble-

like attacks on images. The earliest family is the diffusion-based class of techniques

[15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. These methods perform poorly with large hole sizes and cannot repro-

duce texture well, even though some of them can preserve image structures. The problem

with these methods has an obvious resemblance with the shortcomings of propagation-

based matting, since a diffusion-based filling technique also propagates colors to missing

regions. They were followed by the exemplar-based family [20, 21, 22, 23]. The terms ‘an
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exemplar’ or ‘a patch’ will be used interchangeably throughout the rest of this document,

and they will refer to a square window in an image, unless otherwise specified.

Exemplar-based techniques are the prevailing family in the literature to date, thanks

to their better capability to reproduce textured regions plausibly, as compared to the

diffusion-based methods. This has an impact on their generality in terms of filling small

and large missing regions equally well. They can be further divided into matching-based

techniques, graph-based techniques and hybrid techniques. Matching-based techniques

fill the hole regions by explicitly comparing patches from the known (non-hole) regions in

an image with patches from the hole region. Prior to Wexler’s trilogy [23, 24, 25], patch

matching and filling was done in a greedy manner, which can fail easily in case of, for ex-

ample, multiple intersecting linear structures passing through the hole. Nevertheless, the

global coherence measure proposed in [23] could fail to synthesize visually plausible com-

pletions due to its sensitivity to initialization and optimization strategy [26]. A detailed

mathematical modelling for matching-based techniques, as well as techniques associated

with other categories will be presented in Chapter 2, and further detailed in Chapter 3.

Graph-based methods [27, 28, 29] avoid, to a large extent, the demanding process of

patch matching; rather, they seek a globally optimal solution. The optimality here refers

to the process of minimizing or maximizing an energy function for the completion. Thus,

graph-based methods do not suffer from sensitivity to initialization, given proper boundary

conditions. However, this comes at the expense of the computational complexity of solving

a graph labelling problem, whose optimization complexity is linear in the number of labels.

The shift-map formulation [28, 26] is perhaps the most efficient graph-based framework, in

terms of the quality of completions. Nevertheless, methods which adopt it still suffer from

inherent limitations that hinder their ability to deal efficiently with the various parameters

involved in the problem (large hole size, large image size, etc...). Particularly, their

approaches of constructing the bag of significant patches (BoSP), which will be covered in

Chapters 2 and 3, hamper the success of the hole filling procedure. Hybrid matching-

graph-based methods use patch matching and graphical model-based optimization at

consecutive stages along their pipelines [30].

The more information and cues one can acquire, the more plausible completions one

can get. In situations where the task is to fill a 3D scene, not just a single image,
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considering the acquired depth information side-by-side with color features is appropriate.

The approaches adopted by the various depth-based inpainting techniques in the literature

for utilizing depth information are fundamentally different. Some of these methods pre-

process the warped depth maps so that they can be used to control the color/texture

filling process at a later stage. Other approaches, simultaneously, fill the holes in the

depth maps and the synthesized views. Major problems in the existing techniques include

their reliance on pre-smoothing the depth maps [31] which results in noticeable geometric

distortions in the filled views. Another problem is the direct copying of half-occluded

regions from the view where they are seen. This leaves its imprint as poor visual quality

near depth discontinuities [32] in the filled view. A third problem, which is not less severe,

is the adoption of greedy filling algorithms and/or an objective function with multiple-local

minima which fails to produce consistently faithful completions [6, 33]. Some approaches

even proposed to manipulate the distances (calculated from depth maps) in a way that

avoids the presence of missing pixels in the rendered views. This model obviously puts

the viewer satisfaction at risk, since it basically renders a different view than what was

intended by the viewer in a walkthrough or a generic virtual navigation. Hierarchical

approaches [1] that propagate color values across scales of an image pyramid usually

perform well with slim holes that result from narrow baseline stereo setups. However,

real-life wide baselines require a higher level of scene structure understanding. It is then

necessary to find an approach which:

1. Determines a comprehensive bag of significant patches, from the non-hole region,

with which the 3D scene can be completed.

2. Formulates the task of depth-guided completion as a global optimization framework

that yields consistently visually-plausible fillings. This should be done while main-

taining the number of labels (and thus the computational complexity) as low as

possible, without compromising the quality of completions.

3. Deals efficiently with the completion of the warped depth maps, within the limita-

tions of disparity estimation methods, and eliminates the need for pre-smoothing

and similar pre-processing operations.
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1.4 Novelty and Contributions

6 This research revolves around a central theme: Developing new techniques for im-

age/video matting and completion, which can overcome limitations of the state-of-the-art

(SoA) methods, while lending themselves well to IBR systems, aiming at better quality

of novel view synthesis.

For natural image matting, the research presented in this thesis focuses on two prob-

lems, namely, the development of robust trimap sampling strategies, and the automatic

acquisition of interactions (dense trimaps) that are normally provided by a user. I devel-

oped new sampling strategies which avoid several prevalent problems in the literature of

sampling-based matting. All the proposed matting techniques were evaluated according

to an online matting benchmark7. A detailed discussion on this benchmark is given in

section A.1. The first proposed method [11] attained reasonable results according to the

metrics of the benchmark (in addition to three top scores out of ninety-six on the 5th of

January 2014). The second proposed method 8 was placed eighth according to the MSE

metric, over all the techniques in the literature, on the 23rd of May 2015, and is among

the top performing sampling-based matting techniques. The methods presented in this

thesis were also compared objectively with the SoA sampling-based matting techniques

on a training dataset of images, provided by the webpage of the benchmark. They scored

the least MSE in 14 images out of 27 images.

I also developed a new algorithm that incorporates the Gestalt laws of visual grouping

to generate dense trimaps in a fully-automatic fashion. The suggested framework is not

the first in the literature to adopt the Gestalt laws for foreground/background segmen-

tation. Nevertheless, my research formulates a novel objective function that quantifies

those laws [34]9. On one side, this research contributes to image matting, in the context

of image/video editing, by making it more user-friendly through the elimination of the

tedious process of supplying the interactions manually. On the other side, harnessing the

power of soft segmentation in synthesizing plausible novel views is now more applicable,

since the trimaps are not required to be provided by the user frame by frame, nor is the

6The content of the fourth, the fifth and the sixth Chapters of this thesis which overlaps with prior
publications [34, 11, 35] is copyright SPIE 2014-2015

7http://alphamatting.com
8http://www.site.uottawa.ca/%7Eaalka046/TspsMatting/index.html
9http://www.site.uottawa.ca/%7Eaalka046/spie2015matting/index-spie15matting.html
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user vulnerable to the trimap propagation techniques.

Another published contribution of this thesis is a graph-based framework for single

image hole-filling using a near-globally optimal shift map. As mentioned earlier, the

core of every scene (set of panoramas) completion pipeline is a single image completion

technique. Thus, the proposed method represents a cornerstone, that is on-par with the

SoA single image completion methods [23, 24, 25, 26], overcomes their inherent limitations

and lends itself well for further developments that involve the incorporation of disparity

maps for depth-guided scene completion. Along the way, a novel algorithm for image

skimming was developed to construct a comprehensive bag of significant patches to fill

the hole; this algorithm can find its way to a plethora of video editing, summarization

and indexing applications.

1.5 Thesis Organization

The next Chapter will present the theoretical background of the problems addressed in

the thesis as well as the techniques adopted in my research. Chapter 3 is dedicated to re-

viewing the literature of natural image matting and scene completion. For each problem,

a detailed discussion of the recently-proposed techniques will be presented. This is ex-

pected to cover the problem formulation they used, their mathematical model, what they

enhanced over their predecessors, in which aspects they are challenged and the prospec-

tive areas for improvement. This paves the way to the presentation of the contributions of

the thesis which will take place in Chapter 4 through Chapter 7. Chapter 4 and Chapter

5 will include the contributions of the thesis to sampling-based matting. Chapter 6 is

devoted for discussing the suggested framework for automatic trimap generation. Finally,

Chapter 7 highlights the contribution to single image completion. The last Chapter reit-

erates the thesis structure and the contributions, and is concluded by foreseeable future

research directions.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical Background

The proposed research borrows theories and concepts, and benefits from various knowl-

edge areas, namely, signal processing, graph theory, mathematical optimization, machine

learning and visual perception. This chapter is devoted to laying the theoretical founda-

tion upon which the thesis is based. It also serves to introduce briefly how the problems

addressed by my research can benefit from the advances in the aforementioned knowl-

edge areas. The chapter will start off by presenting the mathematical modelling of the

problems addressed by the thesis. This will be followed by a discussion of the techniques

used in my research. This discussion involves a few low-level and high-level image cues,

and is comprised of a presentation of the relationship between the Gestalt psychology

and some basic behaviours of human visual perception, in addition to a review of a re-

cently proposed image decomposition technique. Afterwards, I will highlight some basic

concepts in graph theory such as matrix representations of graphs in addition to graph

cuts, a combinatorial optimization method that has gained remarkable attention from

the computer vision research community since 2001. The Chapter will then be concluded

by explaining a few concepts and techniques from manifold learning theory and compact

representations of data. For the sake of clarity-of-presentation, I summarize the Chapter’s

map below.

1. Mathematical Modelling of Image Matting and Image Completion

2. Image Cues

• The Gestalt laws of perceptual grouping
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• Cartoon-texture image decomposition

3. Graph Theory and Mathematical Optimization

• Matrix representations of graphs

• Graph cuts for computer vision applications

4. Manifold Learning and Label Propagation

• Dimensionality reduction using locally-linear embedding (LLE)

• Learning by transduction

For the rest of this document, I deal with images that are sampled on a rectan-

gular sampling structure. The sampling locations are given the symbol xi, where i ∈
{1, 2, · · · ,M} for an image with M pixels. A pixel in an RGB color image will be given

the symbol Ii which refers to the vector [IR(xi) IG(xi) IB(xi)]
T . In the following sections,

sampling locations could be denoted by horizontal and vertical indices (so a pixel could be

given the symbol Ii,j); however, using a single index (Ii) is the default, unless otherwise

stated.

2.1 Mathematical modelling of the problems addressed

by the thesis

This section starts by modelling the matting problem formally, and highlighting briefly,

in the light of this modelling, the areas of competition among the state-of-the-art tech-

niques. Afterwards, I will proceed to modelling the depth-guided inpainting problem.

In particular, different models of image inpainting, with varying levels of robustness and

generality, will first be explained. Then, the specific model of interest, which is adopted

in my research, will be discussed together with the ‘how to’ of incorporating the depth

information in its pipeline. The open challenges in matting and hole filling will then

conclude this section.

Image matting, in its own right, is a general framework of the image compositing prob-

lem. Nevertheless, it is a branch of a more general application, namely, image blending.
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It is for this reason that alpha compositing is, classically, dubbed as alpha blending in the

computer graphics literature. Alpha blending is modelled as a convex linear combination

of the RGB values of a source image and the RGB values of a destination image. The

general alpha blending model can thus be formulated as:

Icomp = Asrc × Isrc + (1− Asrc)× Idst, (2.1)

where Icomp is the composite image, Isrc is the source image, Idst is the destination image

and Asrc is the alpha channel indicating the translucency/transparency of every pixel in

the source image. If Asrc = 0 at a certain site (pixel), this indicates total transparency

and thus the color of that pixel, in Icomp, is the color of its respective site in Idst. On the

other hand, if Asrc = 1 at a certain site, this indicates complete opaqueness and the pixel’s

color in Icomp will be the color of the source image at that site. Fractional values in Asrc

results in mixing the colors of the source and destination images as given by Eqn. 2.1. In

the usual compositing setup, those destination and source images contain, respectively, a

particular required background and the figural objects to be superimposed on it. Hence,

a more common form of Eqn. 2.1 is:

I = α× F + (1− α)×B, (2.2)

where I is the composite image, F stands for the un-composited foreground, B stands

for background and α stands for the alpha map which is identical to Asrc. For the clarity

of presentation, it is worth mentioning at this point that in section A.2 of the appendix,

which discusses the process of calculating ground truth alpha maps for matting datastes,

the notation of [2] was used, where the un-composited foreground color was given the

symbol Co, while the backing color (or the background color) was given the symbol Ck.

That notation though will not be used elsewhere throughout the thesis except in section

A.2. If the alpha map has been already acquired, the color of a particular pixel Ii in I

can be written in terms of the respective pixels in F and B as:

Ii = αi × Fi + (1− αi)×Bi, (2.3)
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where αi is the partial opacity of the pixel Ii. However, in the natural image matting

problem, the alpha map is required, not given. Accordingly, every pixel’s alpha value needs

to be estimated first. Since only one equation is available, the problem is incompletely

specified (three equations and seven unknowns for an RGB feature), and thus an infinite

number of solutions exist unless more information is provided. Basically, all parameters in

Eqn. 2.3 have to be given. This is usually done using user guidance that takes the form of

either sparse scribbles or dense trimaps. Given a certain pair of foreground/background

pixels (Fu, Bv), known from the given user interactions (sparse scribbles or dense trimap),

we estimate the alpha value at pixel Ii as:

α̂i =
(Ii −Bv) · (Fu −Bv)

‖Fu −Bv‖2
. (2.4)

Handling the case where Fu = Bv will be covered in sub-section 3.1.7. The suitability

of the chosen pair, and thus the correctness of the estimated alpha value, is then judged

by calculating the following color cost function (sometimes dubbed color energy or fitting

error or chromatic distortion):

ξcolor = ‖Ii − (α̂iFu + (1− α̂i)Bv)‖, (2.5)

which can be illustrated using the color-line model shown in Fig. 2.1. The figure is

adapted from previous work in the literature [36]. This figure shows that a certain fore-

ground/background pair can better represent a pixel’s color if it is nearer to the straight

line joining that pair in a particular color coordinate system. The problem of choosing

good samples can also be formulated in a Bayesian framework [37]. Equation 2.5 is em-

bedded in the likelihood term, and the priors are calculated by fitting parametric models

to the known regions in the trimap. Gaussian mixture models (GMM) are a prominent

example. The overall MAP problem is given by:

argmax
αi,Fu,Bv

P (αi, Fu, Bv/Ii) (2.6)

argmax
αi,Fu,Bv

L(Ii/αi, Fu, Bv)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Likelihood

+L(Fu) + L(Bv)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Priors

; (2.7)

where L(·) = logP (·) and the likelihood term is the chromatic distortion given in Eqn. 2.5.
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Figure 2.1: A couple of foreground and background pixel clusters are more suitable to represent
the pixel B than pixel A since the former is nearer to the line joining the two clusters in the
color space. The figure is adapted from previous work in the literature [36].

In Eqn. 2.4, just one pair of foreground/background pixels, namely (Fu, Bv) was men-

tioned. This brings to the surface one of the challenges which arise while solving the

matting problem, that is: How many pairs should be considered? Taking into account all

the given pairs in the known (white and black) regions of the trimap is computationally

prohibitive, and impacts the quality of the calculated maps negatively as well, as will

be seen in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. That is why researchers have kept proposing new

sampling strategies, according to which, they can limit the considered pairs for every

pixel, by adopting certain criteria. This is the fundamental difference between the various

sampling-based matting techniques.

Another main competition area, that is pertinent to the problem modelling, is the

adopted cost functions, like the chromatic distortion in Eqn. 2.5. Many forms (or kernels)

of chromatic distortion functions have been used to date, and each has shown particular

merits and drawbacks. In addition, some algorithms have adopted cost functions with a

variety of terms that weigh other aspects beside the color feature while ranking a certain

FG/BG pair. Detailed differences between sampling-based matting techniques will be

given in the literature review in Chapter 3. The family of matting techniques which

do not rely on pair sampling, but on alpha value propagation from known regions to

unknown regions in the trimap (propagation-based matting techniques) are generally out

of the scope of my research so far, mainly due to their computational demands.

Compared to the matting problem, the mathematical models used for image comple-

tion are more diverse and arguably dependent on the problem formulation. If the filling
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process is formulated as the diffusion of pixels values from known regions to missing re-

gions in the image, then the problem boils down to solving a system of PDEs or similar

systems of equations [15]. This technique deals efficiently with, for example, restoration

of old images and image retouching applications in which the size of missing regions is

quite small. Algorithms in this family are iterative, and they define the restored image at

certain iteration In+1 in terms of the image at the previous iteration In as:

In+1(i, j) = In(i, j) + ∆t Int (i, j) ∀(i, j) ∈ Ω, (2.8)

where (i, j) represents the pixel coordinates, ∆t is the improvement rate and Int (i, j) is

the update for the image In(i, j). The symbols Ω, ∂Ω and Ω̄ are the hole region, the hole

region’s boundary (or the fill front) and the known region respectively. Fig. 2.2(a) depicts

the fundamental symbols and terminology in the hole-filling literature. Diffusion-based

algorithms rely on the propagation of the lines which hit ∂Ω. This requires determining

the information to be propagated and the direction of propagation. To guarantee a smooth

propagation of information across ∂Ω, smoothness estimators are embedded in Int (i, j),

and the direction of propagation ~N is the direction of the ‘isophote’. This term is defined

as the normal to the direction of the largest spatial change. Based on the iterative nature

of the algorithm, the completed image is often referred to as I∞. As will be highlighted in

the literature review; in the context of depth-guided hole-filling, the usage of this family

of techniques has been limited to fill holes in the disparity maps, where most of the

information is expected to be piece-wise constant, linear and/or smooth. This is quite

different from the case of texture-rich RGB images.

Exemplar-based filling techniques are named after their main motif: filling Ω with

exemplars from Ω̄, shown in Fig. 2.2(b). The term ‘exemplar’ is often used in lieu of

‘patch’ which refers to a rectangular area in an image. The majority of these algorithms

are greedy, best-first search algorithms. This was alleviated by adopting a certain filling

order dictated by a priority function M(Is, Co): R2 → R. Starting from the fill front ∂Ω,

the algorithm iteratively ‘peels’ the hole commencing from the location with the highest

priority. That location is defined as the incomplete patch with the maximum product

of isophote strength Is and count of known (non-hole) pixels Co [21]. An example of a

filled patch is shown in Fig. 2.2(b). Although not optimal, this strategy had been used
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by many recently proposed depth-guided filling techniques [38].

Wexler et al. [23, 24] suggested an optimized framework for the patch-matching

process. This was realized using a coherence measure given by:

dcoherence =
∑

P∈Ω

min
Q∈Ω̄
‖P −Q‖2, (2.9)

where P is a patch in the hole region, Q is a patch in the non-hole region and ‖.‖2 is a

distance function. This measure penalizes completions which involve patches whose best

matches are not similar to them. It is usually adopted with a multi-scale strategy, by

building an image pyramid, and then optimized in an expectation-maximization (EM)

fashion. This technique has been recently extended to depth-guided inpainting [6] by

dealing with the input views as RGBD (D stands for depth or disparity) images, and

augmenting Eqn. 2.9 with a term that compares disparities of P and Q in addition to

their RGB patterns.

Hole-filling can also be formulated as a quest for an optimal shift-map [28, 39]. A

justification for this notion is the observation that Ω can be ‘painted’ by shifting Ω̄ in

a direction which maximizes (thus it is dubbed an optimal direction) the coherency of

the completed image I∞. An example of this process is shown in Fig. 2.2(c). With such

formulation, a globally-optimal shift-map can be calculated using a pair-wise energy of

the form

E =
∑

si∈Ω

Ed(si, lm1)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Data Term

+
∑

(si,sj) ∀ si∈Ω,sj∈Ω

Es(si, sj, lm1 , lm2)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Smoothness Term

, (2.10)

where si and sj are two 4-connected sites or pixels in the graph of Ω, while lm1 and lm2 are

two labels from the pool of possible M shifts. The data term in such energies is usually

a constraint of the form

Ed =





0 if lm1 is a valid shift for si

∞ otherwise,
(2.11)

where the validity of a certain shift for a particular hole site is determined using some cri-

teria. These criteria are one fundamental difference among the various proposed energies

in the literature, and in my proposed technique as well. While the data term dictates a
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cost to every possible shift-pixel (site-label) assignment, the smoothness term is designed

to penalize the shift-pixels assignments that lead to incoherent seams. The coherency in

this context is sometimes achieved by minimizing the color difference between neighbour-

ing pixels in Ω, or the color+gradient difference between them. More details on different

energies will be discussed in Chapter 3. Although it has has been shown to be effective,

in terms of the visual quality of the computed image completions, the optimal shift-map

approach has not been used for depth-guided scene completion before.
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Shifting 
Direction

(c)

Figure 2.2: Declaration of hole-filling symbols and basic terminology. The symbols Ω, ∂Ω
and Ω̄ are the hole region, the hole region’s boundary (or the fill front) and the known region
respectively. (a) Hole filling can be formulated as a diffusion of pixel color values from the source
region to the hole region in the image, starting from the fill front. (b) It can also be achieved
using exemplar-based inpainting where patches from the source region are used to fill the hole.
(c) Shifting the source region in a certain direction, indicated by an optimal shift map, can also
be used to fill the hole region.

2.2 The Gestalt laws of perceptual grouping

The Gestalt laws of grouping are a set of principles in a theory of mind named as Gestalt

psychology. As a theory which tries to decode and explain the process of perception and

response to external stimuli, it is not limited to visual perception; however, this latter part
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is clearly what is focused on during this discussion. Among the fundamental pillars of this

theory is an argument stating that humans tend to perceive a scene in a simplistic manner.

This pursuit for simplicity shows up as an inclination to interpret what is seen in terms of

regular patterns, symmetry, organized objects, etc. Since the 1920s, scholars embracing

the theory of Gestalt psychology have been refining and decomposing its fundamental

concepts into a set of rules. Gestalt laws are a sub-group of these rules which account, to

a large part, for the nature of foreground-background assignment and scene organization.

Along the same lines of the innate pursuit for simplistic scene interpretations is the holistic

perception of objects, the tendency to perceive a whole object in lieu of the sum of its

parts which are organized and structured according to those set of laws.

The Gestalt principles of grouping are used extensively in art and design. Other uses

that are more pertinent to the subject of this thesis include the design of graphical user

interfaces and the development of human computer interaction platforms. Recently, those

laws have found their way to an increasing number of computer vision applications. These

applications include saliency modelling [40], figure-ground segmentation [41], and natural

image/video matting [34], [14]. Figure 2.3 depicts a few principles such as:

The law of proximity : This law expresses the tendency of a mind to perceive objects

that are close to each other as one entity, and vice versa.

The law of symmetry : This law claims that humans are inclined to interpret symmetric

entities as a single object formed around a centre point.

The law of enclosure : This law states that regions that are enclosed and surrounded

are more likely to be perceived as figural objects.

The law of similarity : Perhaps this is the least controversial law among them all. It

states that we tend to group parts that are similar in appearance as one object, and vice

versa.

To keep the presentation concise and to-the-point, I haven’t reported other laws that are

not adopted in my research. I refer to [42] and [43] for a more detailed discussion of this

subject.

These cues do correlate, and their quantification in a certain scene/image is not nec-

essarily independent or a per-law process. In fact, as will be pointed out in Chapter 5,

a metric or a distance function designed to evaluate the proximity score of an image can
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give information on its enclosure score as well. Another example for this relates to the

law of symmetry and the law of good continuation. The Gestalt laws of grouping have

been used in this thesis to formulate a new cost function for generating dense trimaps in

a fully-automatic fashion. This helps in closing the gap between natural image matting

and the applications that do not tolerate user interactions, like novel view synthesis.

Windows

MAC OSX

Linux

Firefox

Chrome

Safari

(a) Proximity

Windows

MAC OSX

Linux

Firefox

Chrome

Safari

(b) Symmetry and Enclosure

Windows

MAC OSX

Linux

Firefox

Chrome

Safari

(c) Similarity

Figure 2.3: Some examples for the Gestalt laws of grouping

Since these principles highlight abstract information about scene organization, rather

than pixel-based values or features, they are affiliated with a diverse pool of high-level

image cues in the literature. The next section discusses a low-level image feature which

has been exploited in the research on image matting presented in Chapter 4, and which is

obtained using a relatively-recent technique for signal decomposition, namely, the cartoon-

texture decomposition.

2.3 Cartoon-texture image decomposition

Signal decomposition is a cornerstone in all signal-processing-based applications and tech-

nologies. It aims at decomposing a signal into its main constituents or ‘building blocks’, a

process which has proved to be of vital importance for a diversity of applications includ-

ing signal compression and feature extraction. Cartoon-texture decomposition (sometimes

dubbed structure-texture and geometry-texture decomposition) is an additive decompo-

sition model of the form I = c + t which aims at analyzing the signal into a piece-wise
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smooth (cartoon) component and an oscillatory (textural) component. For this particular

type of decomposition applied to 2D images, the classical linear decomposition techniques,

realized using a high-low-pass filter pair, have two critical disadvantages [44]. First, this

process takes away contours and edges from the cartoon part to the the textural part,

although they are not considered textured areas; at the same time it keeps blurred tex-

tures (out-of-focus areas for instance) with the low-frequency part, although they are not

considered a cartoon part. The work in [45] was the first to propose a variational frame-

work to address this shortcoming. They formulated an energy minimization problem of

the form

(copt, topt) = arginf
(c,t)∈X1×X2

{F1(c) + λF2(t) : I = c+ t}, (2.12)

which picks the cartoon part from the space of functions with bounded variation, and

the textural part from the space of oscillatory distributions [46]. Equation 2.12 reads as

follows: for the functionals F1 and F2, single out the (c, t) pair which minimizes F1(c) +

λF2(t), such that the summation of this (c, t) pair yields the image to be decomposed; λ

is a tuning parameter, and X1, X2 are the spaces of functions for which F1(c) and F2(t)

are exclusively bounded, i.e., F1(c) < ∞ and F2(t) < ∞, if and only if (c, t) ∈ X1 ×X2.

Some details on the choice of X1, X2, F1 and F2 are deliberately skipped to keep the

presentation concise.

Later, other techniques were proposed to obtain a cartoon-texture separation of sig-

nals [47], [48]; an extensive comparison of them was presented in [46]. However, I am

particularly interested in the efficient approach of [46] for three main reasons: its low

time complexity, publicly available code and few tuning parameters (actually only one,

which determines the texture scale). This approach gives an approximate solution for the

original variational problem, and is based on the simple intuition that a textural part in

an image demonstrates both high local total variation (LTV) and high decay rate of such

a variation under image smoothing. Using the notation of [46], the LTV of a pixel at

position x in image I is defined as

LTVσ(x)(I) := Gσ ∗ |∇I|(x), (2.13)

where Gσ is a Gaussian kernel and σ is its standard deviation. The relative decay rate of
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the LTV at x is given by:

λσ(x) :=
LTVσ(x)(I)− LTVσ(x)(Lσ ∗ I)

LTVσ(x)(I)
, (2.14)

where Lσ ∗ I is a low-pass filtered version of I. A high value of λσ(x) (close to 1)

carries strong indications of having a textural patch at x. If a low-high-pass filter pair

can extract the textural part of an image efficiently, with some ‘impurities’ of edges and

contours, can the above LTV-based observation be exploited to locally-guide the filter

pair so that the structural (cartoon) part of I can be kept unchanged? Of course, that

guided filter pair cannot be called linear anymore. The authors of [46] proposed an answer

to the aforementioned question in the form of a non-linear filter pair that is constructed

using a weighted average of I and Lσ ∗ I, where the weights are a function of λσ. The

resulting components are computed on a per-pixel basis and thus c(x) and t(x) augment

the extensive pool of low-level image features available in the literature. In Chapter 4,

the cartoon-texture decomposition of images will be used as the feature vector to locate

good FG/BG samples in the trimap for every unknown pixel. This helps in such cases

where the color distributions of the FG regions and the BG regions overlap, as it becomes

necessary to adopt another more distinctive feature to represent the image pixels.

So far, two types of image cues have been discussed. Whether they are low-level or

high-level features, a common approach is to attach such features to a node or a vertex

in a graph (the node can represent a pixel, a region, an object, etc.) and then formulate

the task at hand as a graph labelling problem. This paves the way to harness the power

of the well-established knowledge in graph theory and spectral graph theory in solving

vision-related problems. I am devoting the next section to review some basic concepts in

graph theory.

2.4 Matrix representations of graphs

The literature review and the proposed research on natural image matting will highlight

three kinds of matrix representations of graphs, namely, the adjacency matrix, the degree

matrix and the Laplacian matrix. The following paragraphs explain the construction of

the three representations and their relation to graph clustering, particularly the undirected
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graphs, since this is the type of networks I use throughout my research.

A graph G is a mathematical structure which consists of a set of vertices V linked by a

set of edges E , most commonly denoted as G = (V , E). The number of vertices, denoted as

|V|, defines the graph’s order, while |E|, the cardinality of {E}, is referred to as the graph’s

size. Thinking of a graph as a network of nodes and pipes, every edge in the graph bears

a weight which reflects the intensity of flow between the two vertices at its ends. When

this weight is independent of the direction of flow, i.e. the weight Wij = Wji, the graph

is undirected or simple. If the set {V} can be sub-divided into two independent groups

of vertices, where every edge in the graph should not have both its ends at members of

the same sub-group, the graph is called a bi-partite graph. To visualize a bipartite graph,

let’s assume a graph with two groups of vertices, each of which has been given a unique

color; in this case, a graph is bipartite if each and every edge in it has two different-colored

ends. Bipartite graphs are commonly denoted as G = (U ,V , E), where U and V refer to

the two parts of the graph while E represents its edges.

For an unweighted graph G, with |V|= N , the adjacency matrix, as its name implies,

is an N ×N matrix that describes the adjacency relations between the graph’s vertices,

while the N ×N diagonal degree matrix indicates the degree of every vertex in the graph;

this is the number of edges connected to it. I will refer to the adjacency and degree

matrices as A and D respectively. Figure 2.4 depicts an example of a graph together

with its adjacency and degree matrices.

The benefits of such matrices go far beyond mere representations since they can be

used to infer the properties of a graph. For instance, a principal insight that can be

acquired about a graph from its adjacency matrix is its connectedness. This property is a

common constraint that arises in many graph-modelled applications, among which is the

natural image matting. One possible approach to check the connectedness of a graph is

the Dulmage-Mandelsohn decomposition of its adjacency matrix A. During this process,

a bi-partite graph is further sub-divided into subsets (or sub-components) of vertices with

the constraint that the members of a sub-component should share an edge in a perfect

matching of a graph [49]1. Since a graph is said to be connected if every pair of its

1A matching of a graph is a subset of its edges that do not share a common vertex. A vertex is said
to be matched if it is one of the endpoints of the edges in the matching. If all the vertices in a graph are
matched, the graph is said to be perfectly matched.
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should share an edge in a perfect matching of a graph [58]1. Since a graph is said to

be connected if every pair of its vertices is connected, the number of sub-components

indicates whether the whole graph is connected or not.

Table 2.1: A graph and its adjacency, degree and Laplacian matrices respectively

5

4
2

1

3

0
BBBB@

0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
1 1 0 1 1
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0

1
CCCCA

0
BBBB@

1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 4 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1

1
CCCCA

0
BBBB@

1 0 �1 0 0
0 1 �1 0 0
�1 �1 4 �1 �1
0 0 �1 1 0
0 0 �1 0 1

1
CCCCA

Another key representation of graphs that is often mentioned in the literature of natural

image matting is the graph Laplacian matrix L. This matrix, whose entries are denoted

as Lij, is defined as the di↵erence between the degree matrix and the adjacency matrix,

L = D �A. Since D is a diagonal matrix and Aij is zero wherever nodes i and j are not

adjacent, the entries Lij can be expressed as

Lij =

8
>>>>><
>>>>>:

Dij if i = j

�1 if i 6= j and Aij = 1

0 otherwise.

An example of the Laplacian matrix is shown in Table 2.1. For constructing the Laplacian

matrix, the adjacency matrix serves to indicate the spatial neighbourhood of two vertices.

If the notion of spatial neighbourhood is replaced with ‘appearance neighbourhood’ which

means the degree of similarity in some feature space (a color coordinate system for exam-

ple), the adjacency matrix will be replaced by the so-called a�nity matrix. The similarity

between two vertices is quantified using a kernel function k and thus the entries of the

1A matching of a graph is a subset of its edges that don’t share a common vertex. A vertex is said to
be matched if it is one of the endpoints of the edges in the matching. If all the vertices in a graph are
matched, the graph is said to be perfectly matched.
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Figure 2.4: A graph and its (b) adjacency, (c) degree and (d) Laplacian matrices respectively

vertices is connected, the number of sub-components indicates whether the whole graph

is connected or not.

Another key representation of graphs that is often mentioned in the literature of

natural image matting is the graph Laplacian matrix L. This matrix, whose entries are

denoted as Lij, is defined as the difference between the degree matrix and the adjacency

matrix, L = D−A. Since D is a diagonal matrix and Aij is zero wherever nodes i and j

are not adjacent, the entries Lij can be expressed as

Lij =





Dij if i = j

−1 if i 6= j and Aij = 1

0 otherwise.

An example of the Laplacian matrix is shown in Table 2.4. For constructing the Laplacian

matrix, the adjacency matrix serves to indicate the spatial neighbourhood of two vertices.

If the notion of spatial neighbourhood is replaced with ‘appearance neighbourhood’ which

means the degree of similarity in some feature space (a color coordinate system for exam-

ple), the adjacency matrix will be replaced by the so-called affinity matrix. The similarity

between two vertices is quantified using a kernel function k and thus the entries of the
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affinity matrix can be expressed as

Aij =




k(i, j) if i 6= j and j ∈ Ni

0 otherwise,

where Ni represents the neighbourhood of the vertex with index i. If the K nearest

neighbours are calculated for every vertex, so only the entries corresponding to those

neighbours in the affinity matrix will take the value of the kernel k(i, j), and the rest

of the entries will be set to zero. Figure 2.5 shows an example of a graph Laplacian

constructed using an affinity matrix. The kernel of this matrix is the absolute difference

between the neighbour vertices (with similar color) and the entries of the diagonal matrix

D are expressed as Dij =
∑
j

Aij. Non-neighbour vertices are actually linked with a zero

weight, but such links are omitted from the graph illustration to keep the figure clear. To

make the matrices meaningful, let the indices of the vertices labelled {35, 15, 10, 60, 20, 70}
be {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} respectively. It can be seen in both examples of the Laplacian matrix

that it serves as a discrete Laplace operator, which is the homologue of its continuous

version on discrete grids (graphs); it quantifies the difference at a certain site in the graph

as compared to its neighbours, in the general sense of neighbourhood. In fact, the entries

of both Laplacian matrices are very similar to the most commonly used kernels of 2D

3× 3 Laplacian filters, shown below.

-1 -1 -1

-1 8 -1

-1 -1 -1

0 -1 0

-1 4 -1

0 -1 0

These kernels, shown above, are meant to approximate the second derivative of a signal

in vertical and horizontal dimensions, with the kernel centred on a particular site in the

signal lattice.

The concepts presented in this section belong to the field of spectral graph theory,

which revolves around the study of the properties of graphs through the spectra of their

representative matrices. It involves other concepts that fall out of the scope of this thesis.

Hence, this section has just covered what suffices to clarify my presentation of the proposed

research and the related work in the literature.
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Table 2.2: A graph, its a�nity matrix, its corresponding diagonal matrix and its Laplacian

35

60
20

10
15

70

1

2

3

4 5 6

0
BBBBBB@

0 20 0 0 15 0
20 0 0 0 5 0
0 0 0 50 0 60
0 0 50 0 0 10
15 5 0 0 0 0
0 0 60 10 0 0

1
CCCCCCA

0
BBBBBB@

35 0 0 0 0 0
0 25 0 0 0 0
0 0 110 0 0 0
0 0 0 60 0 0
0 0 0 0 20 0
0 0 0 0 0 70

1
CCCCCCA

0
BBBBBB@

35 �20 0 0 �15 0
�20 25 0 0 �5 0
0 0 110 �50 0 �60
0 0 �50 60 0 �10

�15 �5 0 0 20 0
0 0 �60 �10 0 70

1
CCCCCCA

discovered/introduced to the computer vision research community, and since then, it has

become a standard tool in many early vision tasks, with a mixture of superiorities and

drawbacks. In this section, I am going to discuss its basics and its incorporation in binary

optimization problems.

Perhaps the backbone of the theory underlying graph cuts, and arguably one of the

most important theorems in combinatorial optimization [7] is the Ford-Fulkerson theorem.

My interpretation of this theorem is the following: Imagine that we have a network flow

model, namely, a set of pipes, a source node and a sink node. A cut in this model is

by definition an interruption in its flow. Let’s assume that we need to know what is the

minimum number of pipes which, if removed, can interrupt the flow in the model. What

can we do? Clearly, we have to saturate the network first, i.e. open all the taps shown in

Fig. 2.2. Basically, these taps symbolize the source node; similarly, all the green pipes on

the left of the figure are assumed to be connected to the sink node of the network model.

In the same figure, it can be seen that removing the blue pipe terminates the proper

flow in the network. At the same time, this blue pipe carries the maximum flow from the

source pipes on the right to the sink pipes on the left. This is the Ford-Fulkerson theorem:

‘The maximum flow from the source to the sink in a network is equal to the min-cut of

this network ’. The word ‘min-cut’ means the cut of minimal cost, where its cost is the
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most important theorems in combinatorial optimization [7] is the Ford-Fulkerson theorem.

My interpretation of this theorem is the following: Imagine that we have a network flow

model, namely, a set of pipes, a source node and a sink node. A cut in this model is

by definition an interruption in its flow. Let’s assume that we need to know what is the

minimum number of pipes which, if removed, can interrupt the flow in the model. What

can we do? Clearly, we have to saturate the network first, i.e. open all the taps shown in

Fig. 2.2. Basically, these taps symbolize the source node; similarly, all the green pipes on

the left of the figure are assumed to be connected to the sink node of the network model.

In the same figure, it can be seen that removing the blue pipe terminates the proper

flow in the network. At the same time, this blue pipe carries the maximum flow from the

source pipes on the right to the sink pipes on the left. This is the Ford-Fulkerson theorem:

‘The maximum flow from the source to the sink in a network is equal to the min-cut of

this network ’. The word ‘min-cut’ means the cut of minimal cost, where its cost is the
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discovered/introduced to the computer vision research community, and since then, it has

become a standard tool in many early vision tasks, with a mixture of superiorities and

drawbacks. In this section, I am going to discuss its basics and its incorporation in binary

optimization problems.

Perhaps the backbone of the theory underlying graph cuts, and arguably one of the

most important theorems in combinatorial optimization [7] is the Ford-Fulkerson theorem.

My interpretation of this theorem is the following: Imagine that we have a network flow

model, namely, a set of pipes, a source node and a sink node. A cut in this model is

by definition an interruption in its flow. Let’s assume that we need to know what is the

minimum number of pipes which, if removed, can interrupt the flow in the model. What

can we do? Clearly, we have to saturate the network first, i.e. open all the taps shown in

Fig. 2.2. Basically, these taps symbolize the source node; similarly, all the green pipes on

the left of the figure are assumed to be connected to the sink node of the network model.

In the same figure, it can be seen that removing the blue pipe terminates the proper

flow in the network. At the same time, this blue pipe carries the maximum flow from the

source pipes on the right to the sink pipes on the left. This is the Ford-Fulkerson theorem:

‘The maximum flow from the source to the sink in a network is equal to the min-cut of

this network ’. The word ‘min-cut’ means the cut of minimal cost, where its cost is the
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discovered/introduced to the computer vision research community, and since then, it has

become a standard tool in many early vision tasks, with a mixture of superiorities and

drawbacks. In this section, I am going to discuss its basics and its incorporation in binary

optimization problems.

Perhaps the backbone of the theory underlying graph cuts, and arguably one of the

most important theorems in combinatorial optimization [7] is the Ford-Fulkerson theorem.

My interpretation of this theorem is the following: Imagine that we have a network flow

model, namely, a set of pipes, a source node and a sink node. A cut in this model is

by definition an interruption in its flow. Let’s assume that we need to know what is the

minimum number of pipes which, if removed, can interrupt the flow in the model. What

can we do? Clearly, we have to saturate the network first, i.e. open all the taps shown in

Fig. 2.2. Basically, these taps symbolize the source node; similarly, all the green pipes on

the left of the figure are assumed to be connected to the sink node of the network model.

In the same figure, it can be seen that removing the blue pipe terminates the proper

flow in the network. At the same time, this blue pipe carries the maximum flow from the

source pipes on the right to the sink pipes on the left. This is the Ford-Fulkerson theorem:

‘The maximum flow from the source to the sink in a network is equal to the min-cut of

this network ’. The word ‘min-cut’ means the cut of minimal cost, where its cost is the
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Figure 2.5: A graph, (b) its affinity matrix, (c) its corresponding diagonal matrix and (d) its
Laplacian

2.5 Graph cuts for computer vision applications

Graph cuts is an optimization technique which lies at the intersection between combina-

torial optimization and graph theory. For over a decade, it has become a standard tool

in many early vision tasks, with significant advantages and inherent drawbacks. This

section presents a discussion on the basics of graph cuts and its incorporation in binary

optimization problems.

Perhaps the backbone of the theory underlying graph cuts, and arguably one of the

most important theorems in combinatorial optimization [50] is the Ford-Fulkerson theo-

rem. My interpretation of this theorem is the following: Imagine that we have a network

flow model, namely, a set of pipes, a source node and a sink node. A cut in this model

is by definition an interruption in its flow. Let’s assume that we need to know what is

the minimum number of pipes which, if removed, can interrupt the flow in the model. To

calculate this number, we have to saturate the network first, i.e. open all the taps shown

in Fig. 2.6. Basically, these taps symbolize the source node; similarly, all the green pipes

on the left of the figure are assumed to be connected to the sink node of the network
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model. In the same figure, it can be seen that removing the blue pipe terminates the

proper flow in the network. At the same time, this blue pipe carries the maximum flow

from the source pipes on the right to the sink pipes on the left. This is the Ford-Fulkerson

theorem: ‘The maximum flow from the source to the sink in a network is equal to the min-

cut of this network ’. The word ‘min-cut’ means the cut of minimal cost, where its cost is

the sum of the flows of the pipes severed by the cut.

Tap

Tap

Tap

Cut

Figure 2.6: Ford-Fulkerson min-cut max-flow theorem [51]

The baseline for a certain problem to benefit from graph cuts is its possession of an

inherent graphical model, like the one shown in Fig. 2.7(a), and its viability to be cast

as an energy minimization problem. In this graph construction, there is a set of vertices

V = {s, t} ∪ P , where s snd t are the source and the sink nodes, and P is the set of all

other gray vertices. The cut shown in Fig. 2.7(b) partitions the graph into two disjoint

groups S and T . To cross the gap between Fig. 2.6 and Fig. 2.7, the Ford-Fulkerson

theorem comes into the picture. In order to infer the min-cut which partitions the graph

to S and T , it is necessary and sufficient to calculate the max-flow of this graph. To the

best of my knowledge, the algorithm in [52], [53] is the most efficient for calculating the

max-flow on grid graphs.

With the gray nodes representing pixels in Fig. 2.7, and source and sink nodes rep-

resenting labels (foreground/background, cow/grass, moving/stationary), the graph cuts

is well-posed for binary labelling problems. In such types of problems, assigning a label

to a node depends on the two following aspects. The first is the similarity between the
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(b) A cut on the graph

Figure 2.7: The iconic graph construction from Greig et al.[54]. Edge costs are illustrated by
the thickness of the arrows. The figure is adapted from Fig.1 in [50].

feature descriptor of the label and that of the node. One possible functional form for

measuring such a similarity is the Euclidean norm. This similarity, in the case of pixels,

depends on the observed pixel values. Hence, this part of the objective function is called

the observed data term. Moreover, in the large majority of image analysis applications,

spatial smoothness is a favourable characteristic in the output labelling. This means that

for a node/pixel to be assigned a certain label, the dissimilarity between its label and the

label of its neighbours should incur a penalty. Hence, the second term in the objective

function is called the smoothness term. The overall energy (or objective) function thus

takes the form

E(f) =
∑

p∈P

Dp(fp) +
∑

(p,q)∈N

Vpq(fp, fq), (2.15)

where the first summation is over all the graph nodes/sites (pixels or super-pixels in an

image for example), while the second summation is over all the set of pairs of neighbouring

nodes in a neighbourhood system, 4 or 8-connected neighbourhood, for example, in grid

graphs. Dp(fp) is the cost of assigning the label fp to node p and Vpq(fp, fq) is the cost of

assigning the labels fp and fq to the neighbouring nodes p and q. Referring to the violet

cut in Fig. 2.7, by recalling the aforementioned definition for a graph min-cut, the one-one

correspondence between the given labels and the min-cut becomes obvious. Last but not

least, graph cuts is guaranteed to find the globally-optimum solution for binary problems
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if and only if the smoothness terms are sub-modular functions [55, 54], i.e., they satisfy

the triangle inequality. For binary problems, this is formulated as

Vpq(0, 0) + Vpq(1, 1) ≤ Vpq(0, 1) + Vpq(1, 0). (2.16)

To the best of my knowledge, only two algorithms [56], [57] have been proposed to address

the problem of optimizing non sub-modular graphs. These algorithms will resurface during

the discussion of the thesis contributions with regard to image completion.

Graph cuts is adopted in this thesis to accomplish near-optimal labelling for matting

and image completion. First, it is a part of the pipeline of the matting technique discussed

in Chapter 5 where it serves to assign each unknown pixel (pixel with unknown alpha

value) a FG/BG pair that well-describes its color. In addition, graph cuts is used to

compute a near-globally optimal shift-map to fill holes in images. The technique in [56]

will be used to accomplish a task called ‘image skimming’ which precedes the computation

of an optimal shift-map and provides the graph cuts algorithm with the labels that will

be used in the optimization. It is worth mentioning that I give a brief presentation on

the convergence and the optimality properties of graph cuts in section A.8. Although

unnecessary, I strongly recommend reading it before proceeding to Chapters 4 through 6.

During the review of the concepts of graph theory and graph optimization, there has

been a common process taking place, namely, the evaluation of a certain distance func-

tion between the graph vertices, intuitively, to quantify their similarity. Whether this

quantified similarity will fill an entry in a representative matrix, or be a data cost or a

smoothness cost in a graph labelling problem, there is always an interest in a better simi-

larity metric to better represent a graph. Better similarity assessment can be achieved by

either adopting a better or more insightful representation of the data and/or formulating

a robust distance function. The rest of this Chapter will shed light on a few techniques

that serve both approaches.

In computer vision, like many other fields of science, the acquisition of more features

may result in a better representation (and thus exploration) of the data at hand. The

previous discussion on graph-cuts has revealed that the output of the graph optimization

process will be heavily affected by the choice of data (likelihood) and smoothness terms.

The better the ability to quantify similarity/dissimilarity between neighboring sites, the
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better the result one can get. This discriminative power is obviously related to the de-

scriptors of the graph sites, whether they are pixels, patches, voxels, objects, etc. When

the classical color feature falls short of the expectations, the intuitive direction is to aug-

ment the vertex descriptors with other features. Whether they are dense or sparse, this

results in a higher-dimensional feature space, the handling of which is more demanding

in terms of time and computational complexity. The provoked curse of dimensionality

would then heavily impact the performance of matching algorithms, from relatively-small

scale applications like disparity estimation to giant search engines. It thus becomes very

appealing to come up with a compact representation for the data being studied. There is

a vast literature on compact data representation techniques such as hashing and dimen-

sionality reduction. The next section will explain one of the non-linear dimensionality

reduction techniques that has been successfully adopted recently in many labelling prob-

lems. Chapter 2 will be concluded by the discussion of transduction – a semi-supervised

learning approach for similarity assessment and label propagation using graph matrices.

2.6 Dimensionality Reduction Using Locally-linear Em-

bedding

Locally-linear Embedding (LLE) is a member of the family of non-linear dimensionality

reduction (NLDR) techniques. Although they do not in general outperform their linear

ancestors such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Linear Discriminant Analysis

(LDA), etc. [58], they have proven to be superior in a diversity of labelling problems

[59] recently. In many vision tasks, typically like numerous sensory phenomena which

involve complex interactions and perception mechanisms, the ‘data’ is believed to lie near

or close to a much lower dimensional manifold, compared to the original representation

of the data. For example, we can observe millions of rotated and scaled versions of an

object (as images) and figure out this redundancy immediately; but how would a robot

know it, just from this large feature space represented by all the images and their RGB

values? This is the embedding that all dimensionality reduction techniques compete to

infer effectively.

The LLE approach commences from the intuition that a data vector ~Xi in a feature
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space F of dimension D can be reconstructed from a linear combination of its neighbours,

given that the manifold of the data is well-sampled, i.e., there are enough data points

available. The neighbours of each data point can be determined in various ways; one

of these is to confine the neighbourhood to the n-sphere of radius r centred at the data

point, or simply to find the K-nearest Neighbours (KNN) for every ~Xi. The second task

in the LLE pipeline is to determine the weight matrix W which defines the contribution

of each neighbour kj ∈ Ni to the vector ~Xi, where Ni refers to the set of neighbours

of ~Xi. For i = 1, 2, . . . , N data points, and j = 1, 2, . . . , K neighbours defined for each

point, the N ×K weight matrix W , with entries wij, is expected to capture the geometric

structure of the feature space’s manifold. Those weights in W are computed by solving

the following constrained optimization problem:

W := argmin
wij

N∑

i=1

∣∣∣∣ ~Xi−
K∑

j=1

wij ~Xj

∣∣∣∣
2

s.t.
K∑

j=1

wij = 1 and wij = 0 ∀ j 6∈ Ni. (2.17)

Accordingly, LLE can be described as a technique which aims at modelling manifolds

through local linear fits [60].

The method of LLE reduces the dimensionality of data as follows: According to the

mathematical field of group theory, the calculated weights exhibit a key symmetry, or

invariance to certain transformations (rotation, scaling, translation), for a particular data

point and its neighbourhood. Thus, the weights lying on any single row of W characterize

the intrinsic geometry of the corresponding neighbourhood in F whose dimension is D.

Now, assume there is a lower dimensional manifold f of dimension d � D, that is con-

structed by a series of scalings, rotations and translations (a linear mapping), and that

well-approximates F; it will be dubbed ‘the embedded manifold’. Since W is resilient to

such transformations (by symmetry), then the characterization power of the wij for the

local geometry of F should be equally valid for f , i.e., a single row in Wi can reconstruct

~Xi in F and, equally well, its coordinate ~xi in f .

The LLE pipeline is concluded by the step of finding that f . In that stage, a linear

mapping Y : F→ f is sought. This mapping is calculated from the weight matrix W and

is thus a neighbourhood-preserving mapping. Every sought d-dimensional ~Yi represents

the global embedded manifold coordinate of ~Xi and is chosen to minimize a quadratic cost
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that is similar to the one in Eqn. 2.17. This means that it depends on the minimization

of the construction error; however, this time, we fix the weights and solve for ~Yi as:

argmin
Yi∈f

N∑

i=1

∣∣∣∣~Yi −
K∑

j=1

wij ~Yj

∣∣∣∣
2

, (2.18)

which is accomplished by solving an N ×N sparse linear system.

LLE has recently shown appealing results in image editing tasks that involve label

propagation, such as image/video re-coloring. Chapter 4 will feature intensive statistics

that were collected from the image matting standard datasets, based on which LLE was

used to reconstruct the alpha values of unknown pixels from those of their neighbours.

As will be seen, this is very favourable in the context of sampling-based matting. The

next section is devoted to highlight another, yet very close technique of label propagation,

namely, the transductive inference.

2.7 Learning by Transduction

Assuming that some training data (with known class/label) is available, the classical

inductive model for inference uses the labelled data points to construct a predictive model

or a mapping function. The task of labelling new test points thus becomes trivial; however,

the labelling is accurate so long as the inferred mapping is representative. For data

lying on complex manifolds, even powerful discriminative model construction approaches,

Adaboost [61] and SVM for example, may fail to crystallize a generic model that works

equally well with the labelled and the out-of-sample data points. This problem was

mentioned in [62] and was attributed to the fact that the inductive model tries to learn a

general rule, using only the known data points. In specific cases or contexts, the necessity

of learning a general rule can be avoided, and both the labelled and the unlabelled data

can be used to classify the unlabelled points; this is transduction.

Figure 2.8 depicts an instance of the two half-moons configuration. As shown, all the

observed data points, labelled and unlabelled, are available beforehand. In Fig. 2.8(a),

the green and orange points are the labelled data (training points), and the goal is to

label the rest of the gray points (testing points). A learning algorithm that uses the
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labelled points may fit a hyperplane as shown in the figure. Obviously, classifying the

data points on the right of the hyperplane as green, and the ones to the left as orange

will result in wrong labels. However, if there is a high confidence that the points are

well-separated in the feature space, a function might be learnt from all the observed data

points such that it should pass through the low-density regions in the feature space; this

is shown as the black curve in Fig. 2.8(b). Although it looks very appealing, transduction

cannot be used in the case of streaming data, and a high-margin feature space should

exist to guarantee the availability of low-density regions. In machine learning, the word

‘margin’ refers to the distance (Euclidean or any other distance) between a datapoint and

the decision (or separating) boundary in the feature space. The separating boundary is

shown in Fig. 2.8(a) as a black line segement, and in Fig. 2.8(b) as a section of a smooth

function in the feature space.
Background Subtraction in Video Sequences Using 

Image Skimming and Transduction

Transduction

(a)

Background Subtraction in Video Sequences Using 
Image Skimming and Transduction

Transduction

(b)

Figure 2.8: Iconic illustration of transduction on a two half-moons dataset

Transductive inference can be done using a variety of methods. In this thesis, I use the

graph Laplacian-based transduction algorithm that was discussed in [63] and developed

in [64]. Figure 2.8 shows that the goal of transduction is to find a smooth mapping f

that varies only in regions of low density in the input space, and simultaneously maps

every training point to its associated (or a very close) label, i.e., f(Xi) = Yi, where Yi is

the label of the training point Xi. The previous requirements can be formulated as an

optimization problem given by

min
f

∑

i∈T

ci[Yi − f(Xi)]
2 +

∫

M

‖∇f‖2psdV. (2.19)

The first term is a summation over the set of training points T . The purpose of this
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term is to penalize the deviation between the labels of the training points and the output

of the sought mapping function. The cost of deviation is controlled by the confidence

parameters ci which reflect how certain we are about the labels of the training points,

or alternatively, how much fitness is required between every Xi and its known label Yi.

The integral term is meant to favour the mapping functions that vary only in the low-

density regions of the input space, according to the parameter s. The input points are

assumed to lie on M , which is a sub-manifold of the Euclidean space, and p is the density

of the input probability distribution in the canonical measure of M (Lebesgue measure

if M is the Euclidean space). Hence, the parameter ‘s’ controls how low the density

should be to allow large variations in f ; the higher it is, the more confident we are that

the data points are well-separated in the feature space. In [65], the authors presented

a discrete alternative to the optimization problem in Eqn. 2.19. Their approach adopts

graph Laplacian methods that are based on a discrete approximation of the s-weighted

Laplacian operator (in the integral term). These methods construct a graph with nodes

representing the training and testing points, and the weights of that graph are induced

using a kernel (often an exponential kernel) that quantifies the affinities between of the

nodes of the graph. The proposed approximation for the problem in Eqn. 2.19 is given by

min
F∈Rn

∑

i∈T

ci(Yi − Fi)2 + F TL F, (2.20)

where L is the graph Laplacian (discussed in sec. 2.4). Equation 2.20 can thus be reduced

to:

min
F∈Rn

(F − Y )TC(F − Y ) + F TL F, (2.21)

where C is the diagonal n×n matrix in which the ith diagonal element is ci for a labelled

point, and 0 for a test point, Y is the n-dimensional vector in which the ith element is

Yi for a labelled point, and 0 for a test point. The n-dimensional vector F can then be

obtained by solving the linear system given by

(L+ C) F = C Y. (2.22)

For the two half-moons example in Fig. 2.8, F should be thresholded to obtain the binary
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labelling of the testing data points.

Recently, transductive inference was introduced to many problems in computer vision,

particularly, the problems that satisfy the aforementioned constraints (well separated

data points that are all available beforehand) and that involve label propagation. These

problems include segmentation [64], matting [66] and people tracking in video sequences

[67]. In Chapter 4, I will present a transductive-inference-based approach for robust

sampling of trimaps. In that approach, every unknown pixel will be proposed FG or BG

pixel from the known regions in the trimap, and the binary labelling will indicate if the

unknown pixel accepts the proposed known pixel as one of its ‘two half-pairs’ (the FG

half-pair and the BG half-pair) or not.
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Chapter 3

Literature Review

The problems addressed by this thesis have quite an extensive body of research. To keep

the discussion focused and concise, its scope will be limited to those methods which are

most-recent, closely related to my presented contributions and ranked among the top

performers. This ranking is either based on a benchmark (for the matting part) or based

on mere subjective plausibility (for the image completion part).

The first section of this chapter presents a literature review for the natural image

matting problem. It starts off by highlighting the motivation behind the interest in

sampling-based matting, rather than the propagation-based framework, in this thesis; this

will be followed by listing its primary challenges. Afterwards, I discuss four state-of-the-

art methods. This involves discussing the different stages in their pipeline, their strengths

and their inherent limitations. The first section will be concluded by enumerating a few

open problems in sampling-based matting.

The literature review of image and scene completion will be discussed in the second

section. Hole filling has been tackled in a wide variety of applications, each of which

represents a distinct context or problem setup. Thus, the discussion will start off by

highlighting all such contexts given in the literature. Among all those contexts, I consider

novel view synthesis to be the most general one, i.e., it involves all the challenges that

might be encountered in the other contexts. For this reason, and for the sake of an

inclusive discussion, I have chosen a few representative techniques to show the following:

first, the diversity of the problem setups, second, the diversity of effectiveness levels even

in the very recent literature, and finally the room available for improvement, even in single
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image completion (which is the simplest setup of hole filling).

3.1 Recent advances in Sampling-based Matting

The following few paragraphs refresh the basics of sampling-based image matting, which

have been already mentioned in the second Chapter; they are reproduced here for the

reader’s convenience. For this Chapter and the next Chapter as well, I will use FG and

BG as a shorthand for foreground and background respectively.

The fundamental equation in sampling-based matting is the compositing equation

given by:

Ii = αi × Fi + (1− αi)×Bi, (3.1)

where αi is the partial opacity of the pixel Ii, while Fi and Bi are the Foreground

(FG)/Background (BG) pair which contributes to the color of that pixel. Since we seek

that αi for every pixel in the image, and we do not know beforehand which FG/BG pair

results in Ii, Eqn. 3.1 defines an under-determined problem. This is resolved by suggest-

ing some pixels (FG/BG pairs) to the algorithm. Those given pixels are then searched

by the matting algorithm to find the pair with the best color fitness (or least chromatic

distortion), given by:

ξcolor = ‖Ii − (α̂iFu + (1− α̂i)Bv)‖ where, (3.2a)

α̂i =
(Ii −Bv) · (Fu −Bv)

‖Fu −Bv‖2
. (3.2b)

In the above equations, (Fu, Bv) is a particular pair among those pairs suggested to the

algorithm. The chromatic distortion in Eqn. 3.2a determines the suitability of a FG/BG

pair by measuring the perpendicular distance between the unknown pixel and the line

spanned by the FG/BG pair (this is illustrated in Fig. 2.1). In the beginning of the

next Chapter, there will be a discussion on cases where a particular FG/BG pair would

minimize the chromatic distortion, yet does not yield the correct alpha value. Such a pair,

in addition to any FG/BG pair that does not simultaneously minimize the chromatic

distortion and yields the correct alpha value will be called a wrong pair throughout
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the document. In addition, a FG/BG pair that simultaneously minimizes the chromatic

distortion and yields the correct alpha value will be called a suitable pair or a good

pair, throughout the rest of this document. Moreover, in all the following Chapters of

this thesis, I will be calling a pixel with unknown alpha value an unknown pixel , and

a suggested FG pixel (or BG pixel) a half-pair . Also, the terms pair space or pair

pool will be used to refer to all the suggested pairs, unless otherwise mentioned. If that

space is further reduced in size using certain criteria, it will be dubbed short-listed pair

space . The gist of sampling-based matting is to single out the best pair for every Ii in a

computationally-efficient manner.

3.1.1 Motivation behind the interest in sampling-based matting

This thesis looks for new ways to benefit from matting in IBR systems. Even though

the offline processing of acquired images is allowed in some scenarios (real-time process-

ing is not a constraint), the speed of processing and the computational cost is always

an issue. In my case, it was the main decision aspect. Most of the speed-ups that are

being reported nowadays, in the computer vision research community, have the same

root, namely, Graphical Processing Unit (GPU)-based accelerations. Until the time of

writing these lines, I affirm that there are no methods, reported in the literature, to solve

large sparse linear systems, of the sizes commonly encountered in propagation-based mat-

ting, on the GPU, in real-time. The next few lines present the general framework of

all propagation-based matting techniques. Afterwards, I will briefly highlight two recent

publications that addressed the acceleration of sparse linear solvers on the GPU [68], [69].

Propagation-based matting relies on the propagation of alpha values from the known

regions to the unknown regions in the trimap (the meaning of the term ‘trimap’ was

mentioned in the first Chapter). This is done by constructing an affinity matrix between

the image pixels, from which the Laplacian matrix can be computed (please refer to

Chapter 2). Since the affinity is constrained to a 3× 3 local window or to KNN non-local

neighbours, both the affinity and the Laplacian matrices are sparse. The per-pixel alpha

values can then be obtained by solving a sparse linear system to minimize a quadratic cost

in α [70], [71], [72]. The affinity and the Laplacian matrices are of size N ×N , where N

is the number of image pixels. For an image of size 400× 300 pixels (we often have larger
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images), the Laplacian matrix has a row/column size of approximately 105 elements.

Speeding up matrix computations using GPUs is a research area on its own, and the

speed-up factor is controlled by numerous aspects. In [68], the performance varied con-

siderably with different pre-conditioners, the format of the sparse matrix-vector product

kernel, and the CPU-GPU synchronization in case some steps are faster to be performed

on the CPU. Arguably, the high-performance-computing research community has not

reached yet the real-time computations phase; it is in the stage of trying to parallelize

the large sparse matrix computations. In [69], the authors reported excellent speedups,

up to 10 times faster than a cluster of 12 CPUs, with number of unknowns that ranged

up to 107. No real-time performance was reported though, and the required computing

capabilities are far beyond what is commonly accessible (a cluster of 12 Nvidia Tesla

GPUs, 500 dollars each). On the other hand, there is already a real-time sampling-based

matting technique in the literature, and its only computational bottleneck is the ‘optional’

post-processing step which involves a large sparse linear solver [7].

Hence, I chose to focus my research on a matting paradigm that lends itself more

easily to fast computation and parallelization, a paradigm that is employed by existing

real-time matting techniques; this is what suits IBR systems the most, even though a real-

time implementation of my own technique has not be implemented yet. In the following

paragraphs, I discuss the primary challenges in sampling-based matting.

I start by presenting my own view for the unifying pipeline of all sampling-based meth-

ods; this is comprised of three stages, namely, descriptor selection, sampling strategy and

FG/BG pair assessment. In the first stage, one decides how the pixels will be described;

is it the color feature only? Which color coordinate system? Is there any other feature

that can favourably augment the color feature? etc. In the second stage, given that a

comprehensive pair space is huge, one tries to narrow it down, particularly, to sample the

most relevant pairs out of it; this is the sampling strategy of a matting technique. Last

but not least, the third stage is meant to pick the best FG/BG pair out of the short-listed

pair space. Researchers have challenges at each stage of those three.

Selecting a robust feature descriptor could be the main advantage of a matting al-

gorithm, but it could be its main computational bottleneck as well. This is because a

high-dimensional feature will probably require a method of dimensionality reduction to
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mitigate its burden. Pair assessment may take the chromatic distortion into account, but

it may weigh other aspects as well, such as the spatial distance, color distribution fitness

and other possible statistics. Weighing those aspects, which lie in different ranges, is an-

other challenge. A chief challenge among them all, that is attributed to the second stage

of the pipeline (mentioned in the previous paragraph), is the distant-but-true problem.

This problem has triggered many techniques for a more efficient sampling strategy, and

the challenge still exists. I will elaborate on this problem below due to its significance in

my research.

Even when images are captured using a special setup such as the standard dataset

of the online benchmark [3] or the datasets used in earlier work [70], one may encounter

a variety of challenges, from fuzzy and complex structures to isolated BG regions, in

addition to other challenges. One of these challenges is to have the correct FG or BG not

nearby. I have observed many cases among the aforementioned datasets where the nearby

FG is not the correct FG, or the nearby BG is not the correct BG. One example is shown

in Fig. 3.1 where a near FG can yield an incorrect alpha value. Having the red circle

representing one unknown pixel, Fig. 3.1(c) depicts a correct case where the nearby FG

is the hair while the unknown pixel is clearly a combination of the hair and the BG. On

the other hand, Fig. 3.1(d) shows a case in which the unknown pixel is a hair-and-a-BG

while the nearest FG is the forehead.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3.1: (a)The original image [70], (b) one possible trimap, (c) true nearby samples and
(d) false nearby FG

The rest of this section sheds light on an assortment of the state-of-the-art sampling-

based matting techniques. Afterwards, in the light of the limitations of those techniques,

the section will be concluded by discussing the open problems in the literature.
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3.1.2 Image matting using FG/BG pair pool sharing

Prior to the algorithm proposed in [7], sampling strategies were confined to collecting

spatially-near FG/BG samples, which yields an insufficient short-listed pair pool, and

thus poor results. It is worth mentioning that among the few trials to improve this local

pair pool was the method proposed in [10]. Basically, they proposed to adopt a geodesic

distance, that is a function of a parametric color model, rather than a Euclidean spatial

distance while searching for ‘near’ samples. They start by building a Gaussian Mixture

Model (GMM) for the spatially-near FG/BG regions, then they construct their short list

from the regions that are most likely to generate the color of the unknown pixel under

consideration. Although it was a good step towards the enhancement of the acquired pair

pool, it did not succeed to generate a rich-enough short list, since it was generated from

the spatially-near regions only. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.2(a).

The pipeline of shared matting [7] involves three main stages, namely, sample gath-

ering, sample refinement and local smoothing. The main theme of the whole algorithm

is making the most out of a ‘cross-talk’ that takes place among the neighboring pixels.

During sample gathering, the authors proposed a ray-shooting-based sampling strategy.

Starting from an unknown pixel p, they shoot kg rays at certain angles in the image do-

main [7], so that every pixel collects kg
2 FG/BG pairs; particularly, every ray brings to p

the closest FG and BG half-pairs to it. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.2(b). To assess the

kg
2 pairs, they adopted an objective function with photometric, spatial and probabilistic

terms. The first two favour the pairs that minimize the chromatic distortion and that

are near to the unknown pixel. The last term acknowledges (or weighs) the choice of a

specific pair by quantifying the probability of a certain pixel to be affiliated to a FG (or

BG). If the chromatic distortion resulting from a specific pair dictates that αp is close

to 1, while its probability of being of affiliated to a FG region is low, the two terms will

interact destructively and the objective function will deviate from a minimum value. The

objective function is given by:

Op(Fi, Bj) = Cp(Fi, Bj)
eC ×Dp(Fi)

eF ×Dp(Bj)
eB × Ap(Fi, Bj)

eA , (3.3)

where the first three terms are the chromatic distortion and the spatial distance of the
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FG/BG pair from the unknown pixel, while the last term is the probabilistic term.

After sample gathering, every unknown pixel checks the FG/BG pairs selected by its

kr (where kr > 3) spatial neighbours during a process called sample refinement. The three

FG/BG pairs that result in the least chromatic distortion values are averaged and become

the new FG/BG pair of the unknown pixel under consideration. As a local smoothing final

step, the FG/BG pairs of the spatially-closest 100 pixels to the pixel under consideration

are then averaged with weights derived from a Gaussian kernel and the result of the

averaging becomes the final FG/BG pair of the unknown pixel.

Foreground 2

Foreground 1

Foreground 2

(a)

FG

BG

(b)

Figure 3.2: (a)According to the geodesic distance (which is a function of a Gaussian mixture
color model), the pixel colored in grey is nearer to foreground 2 than foreground 1, although
the latter is spatially nearer to it. (b) an illustration of the ray-shooting mechanism proposed
by shared matting

3.1.3 A global FG/BG pair space for robust matting

Following [7], other non-local sampling strategies were proposed, each with its own extent

of non-locality, as will be clarified later. Global sampling matting [8] represents one of

these strategies, and the authors were the first in the literature to point out the distant-

but-true problem.

Given the trimap, global sampling matting constructs a pair space that is comprised

of all the FG/BG samples lying at the boundaries of the trimap. The collected FG and

BG samples are shown in green and red respectively in Fig. 3.3(c). For every unknown

pixel, the algorithm then searches for the best pair in the space shown in Fig. 3.3(d).

Due to the huge size of the pair space, the authors leveraged the advances that have been

achieved recently in calculating approximate nearest neighbour fields (ANN) to help them

expedite the best-pair selection process. Particularly, they used the efficient PatchMatch

algorithm, that was first introduced in [25], to speed up the process of matching patches
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for image editing operations.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3.3: (a)The original image[3], (b) one possible trimap, (c) FG(green) and BG(red)
dictionaries and (d) the pair-space with a square depicting a particular pair in it.

Beside the new sampling strategy, the algorithm uses a new objective function to

assess every pair in the constructed space. This objective function takes in consideration

the classical RGB color feature in addition to the distance between the FG/BG samples

and the unknown pixel; the nearer the sample, the more privileged it is to be nominated.

Their objective function is given by:

ξcolor,distance = ξcolor + ξDF + ξDB . (3.4)

where the first term ξcolor is given by Eqn. 3.2a and the second term ξDF is meant to favor

near FG samples. For a particular FG sample Fi, ξDF is given by ‖xFi
−xI

DF
‖ where the

numerator is the Euclidean distance between the FG sample and the unknown pixel, and

the denominator is the nearest distance between the unknown pixel and the foreground

boundary. The third term is meant to favor near BG samples in the same way as the

second term does with FG samples.

Although it was dubbed ‘global’, this sampling strategy suffers when the true FG (or

BG) half-pair is not included in the boundary of the trimap, which may happen often.

This has left room for further improvements. More drawbacks of this technique will be

highlighted in sub-section 3.1.6.

3.1.4 Weighted color and texture for robust pair selection

The challenge of having a FG neighbouring a BG with an overlapping color distribution

can cause any method that relies solely on the color feature to fail, especially if the true

FG (or BG) does not exist nearby. The algorithm in [12] addressed this problem by

proposing a new texture descriptor as a feature for enhancing the acquired samples. In
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that sense, that work enhances the criterion of sampling, while the strategy for sampling

remains identical to that of [7]. To acquire a texture descriptor, the authors used a 36×1

feature vector constructed from the 2-level Haar wavelet decomposition of the three color

channels of the image. The feature vector is given by

FVT := {Agradl,c , Avarl,c , A
mean
l,c , Hmean

l,c , V mean
l,c , Dmean

l,c } (3.5)

where A, H, V and D refer to the approximation, horizontal, vertical and diagonal sub-

images, l is the decomposition level, c is the color channel and mean, var, grad refers to

the local mean, variance and gradient of the sub-images respectively. To speed up the

matching process, later on during the sample selection, they went through a two-step linear

dimensionality reduction process using both principal component analysis (PCA) and

linear discriminant analysis (LDA). The final output of the texture descriptor calculation

is a 3 × 1 ‘scaled texture image’ that will be used jointly with the original image during

the sample selection process.

As mentioned earlier, they collect samples by ray shooting, akin to [7], and nominate

the best FG/BG pair by adopting an objective function which gives the texture feature

an adaptive weight. This weight is dependent on the degree of overlap between the

color distributions of the FG/BG samples. Significantly overlapping color distributions

provoke higher texture weight during sample selection, to augment the color feature. Their

objective function is given by

O = (Cα)eC × (Tα)eT (3.6)

where Cα is a function of the chromatic distortion (chromatic distortion embedded in

an exponential kernel). Tα serves to authenticate the estimated alpha from the color

information and is given by:

Tα = α̂× PF T
z + (1− α̂)× PBT

z , (3.7)
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where

PF T
z = ‖BT − Tz‖/(‖BT − Tz‖+‖FT − Tz‖) (3.8a)

PBT
z = ‖FT − Tz‖/(‖BT − Tz‖+‖FT − Tz‖). (3.8b)

BT and FT are the background and the foregorund texture samples respectively, while

Tz is the value of the pixel z in the texture space. If the estimated alpha is close to 1

so the probability of the pixel under consideration being affiliated to the FG should be

high in the texture space, otherwise Cα and Tα will interact destructively and devalue the

tested pair. The weighting exponents eC and eT are functions of the degree of overlap

(OL) between the normalized histograms of FG and BG samples in color (OLc) and

texture (OLT ) feature spaces. The significance of overlap between normalized histograms

is defined as:

OL(HF , HB) =

n∑
i=1

HF (i)×HB(i)

n∑
i=1

(HF (i)2 +HB(i)2)/2
, (3.9)

where HF and HB are the foreground and the background normalized histograms, each

with n bins. When the foreground candidate samples and the background candidate

samples have the same distribution, the overlap is 1, and if they are distinct, the overlap

is 0. In order to limit the effect of the texture feature to the cases where color distributions

overlap significantly, the weighing exponents eC and eT are determined by the degree of

overlap of foreground and background samples in color and texture feature spaces as

follows:

eC = e
− OLC

(OLT+OLC ) (3.10a)

eT = e
− 2×OLT

(OLT+OLC ) , (3.10b)

where OLC and OLT are the overlap of foreground and background normalized histograms

in color and texture feature spaces, respectively.
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3.1.5 Constructing a comprehensive FG/BG pair pool

In all the previously-discussed matting techniques, the sampling was non-parametric, i.e.,

there was no color modelling taking place. Similar to Rhemann et al. [10], the authors

of [73] adopted a parametric modelling approach. Their method mainly aims to address

the shortcomings of the global sampling matting by collecting a few samples from every

color distribution in the known FG and BG regions. Since the samples are gathered from

everywhere in the trimap, in lieu of the trimap boundaries only, this method is meant to

construct a comprehensive pair space. A fundamental contribution in this method is their

sampling strategy. They proposed to adaptively augment the number gathered samples

based on the distance from the unknown pixel to the trimap boundary; the larger the

distance, the more the gathered samples. For instance, if the unknown pixel is very close

to the FG boundary, FG samples will be collected from a very thin stripe that exists right

after the FG boundary. The farther the unknown pixel from the boundary, the thicker is

the stripe used to collect the FG samples. The same holds for the BG samples. This is

illustrated in Fig. 3.4.

P1

P2

P3

R1

R2

R3

FG

Figure 3.4: An illustration of the sampling strategy of [73]. P1 will collect samples from the
first region only (R1), P2 will collect samples from R2 (R1 ⊂ R2) since it is farther from the FG
boundary, and P3 will collect samples from R3 (R1 ⊂ R2 ⊂ R3).

The authors retained the color feature and augmented it with the spatial term of [8],

in addition to a term calculated from color statistics. The objective function is given by

Oz(Fi, Bj) = Kz(Fi, Bj)× Sz(Fi, Bj)× Cz(Fi, Bj). (3.11)

This equation evaluates a particular pair (Fi, Bj) for an unknown pixel z using the chro-

matic distortion presented by the term Kz(Fi, Bj), a function of the Euclidean spatial
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distance Sz(Fi, Bj) from Fi and Bj to z, and lastly the term Cz(Fi, Bj) which favours

pairs from well-separated color distributions, where the overlap between the distributions

is measured by Cohen’s d-value embedded in Cz. The comprehensive sampling of [73]

was later combined with the color/texture feature descriptor and the objective function

of [12] in [13]. The same procedure was used in [74] for video matting with an additional

term in the objective function that is added to encourage the temporal coherence of the

calculated alpha values. This latter term is simply a function of the absolute difference

between αt and αt−1 weighted by the confidence they have in αt−1 and the accuracy of the

optical flow estimation used to get the alpha map of frame Ft from that of frame Ft−1.

So far, I have discussed three matting techniques that collect non-local samples. Shared

matting was shooting rays in the spatial domain, global sampling matting was considering

all pairs on the boundaries of the trimap, and lastly the comprehensive sampling matting

which gathers the samples from everywhere in the trimap but augments the scope of every

unknown pixel according to its distance from the boundary. I consider the latter approach

to be the one that benefits the most from the non-local sampling approach.

3.1.6 Open problems in the literature

The discussion on the open problems in the literature will be comprised of the two fol-

lowing aspects. First, I will highlight some drawbacks for the techniques presented in

the previous sub-sections. Afterwards, in the light of those drawbacks, I will enumerate

the prospective directions of improvements, in sampling-based matting in general, and its

application to the IBR systems in particular.

Even though the sampling strategy of [73] has succeeded to guarantee a comprehensive

pair space, their short-listed pair space can still be deficient. In general, I found that

relying on the spatial nearness between the unknown pixel and its most suitable pair

is not necessarily efficient. This becomes more evident when we have a highly-textured

background. More illustrations will be given while presenting my research in Chapter 4.

What is not less important is that when the unknown pixel is far from the boundaries

of the trimap, this technique may include half-pairs from completely irrelevant regions,

which adds more workload that is unneeded to the pair-assessment stage, as will be seen

in Chapter 4.
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The sampling strategy of [12] and [7] are almost the same, hence, they share the same

drawback which is the dependence of the collected samples on the structure of the trimap.

Ray shooting is an efficient way to guarantee the diversity of the short list, but it tends

to collect local samples (especially with FG regions) since each ray is allowed to fetch one

FG or BG pixel, which is the nearest one it hits. The sampling strategy of [8] fails if we

need half-pairs that are far from the trimap boundaries; this may happen often.

Continuing my discussion on [8], their pair assessment strategy may pick a wrong

FG/BG pair that minimizes the chromatic distortion, yet does not yield the correct alpha

value, the color ambiguity problem. This stems from the fact that they offer the ‘whole’

pair space (all pixels on the edges of the trimap) for every unknown pixel; the more the

alternatives the more probable it is to pick an incorrect pair. The strategy of [12] uses

an efficient descriptor, which may alleviate the color ambiguity problem. Nevertheless,

this comes at a significant computational cost of the texture descriptor which involves an

eigenvalue decomposition of a 36 × 1 descriptor for all the pixels in the image; for video

matting, this is a huge amount of computation.

Obviously, the door is still wide open for more improvements, in all the stages of the

sampling-based matting pipeline. I discuss below my suggestions about the prospective

research directions:

• A more flexible, yet robust, sampling strategy is still missing, a strategy that is

able to handle backgrounds with varying complexities and diverse textures, and

to handle trimaps with various structures. Flexibility facilitates the construction

of a sufficient short-listed pair space, while robustness refer to the aspects in the

system that ensure minimal redundancy and irrelevancy in the short-listed samples.

Example cases for the deficiency of the sampling strategies in the literature will be

given in Chapter 4.

• Spatially-near unknown pixels tend to share the same FG/BG pair, since their alpha

values are close to each other. The necessity to go through the pair-assessment pro-

cess for each of them, as well as the possibility of using the locally-linear assumption

to ameliorate the computational burden, have not been explored so far.

• The FG/BG best-pair-search is done simultaneously so far in the literature, i.e., we
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search for the best pair at the same time. The benefit of searching for an appropriate

half-pair first and then match it to a complement half-pair (so that they together

can well-describe the color of the unknown pixel) has not been explored before.

• By adopting the composition model in Eqn. 3.1, current techniques in the litera-

ture are not able to deal with cases where one half-pair that would minimize the

chromatic distortion cannot be found in the whole image. This is mostly the FG

half-pair since the background is always opaque. For example, a plastic bag or any

similar transparent surface will be marked wholly as gray in a trimap. However,

a known ‘opaque plastic’ region may not exist among the known FG regions in

the image, only the opaque background can be seen through. To deal with such a

challenge, a better composition model is required. In general, this model has to sup-

port multiplicative composites, in addition to the current linear-convex composites.

Moreover, it has to allow an unknown pixel under consideration to express itself on

the right-hand side of Eqn. 3.1 if it did not find a pair that yields a low chromatic

distortion. Some instances of this challenge will be shown in the beginning of the

next Chapter.

• By adopting the composition model in Eqn. 3.1, the process of FG/BG pair as-

sessment and best-pair nomination is pixel-wise by definition, and this necessitates

a post-processing smoothing step to ensure that similar and spatially-near pixels

have similar alpha values. Every sampling-based matting technique in the liter-

ature applies a post-smoothing step for the calculated alpha maps, whether is it

Laplacian-based [75] smoothing [8, 12, 73] or guided filtering-based [76] smoothing

[8]. This means that all sampling-based matting techniques are actually hybrid

techniques. First, they calculate alpha values by gathering samples from the known

regions in the trimap, then they smooth it by propagation. Relying solely on the

gathered samples to produce smooth and accurate alpha maps, without resorting to

solving a huge number of linear equations, is still an open problem.

• Trimaps are, so far, manually generated, which is a painstaking task for video mat-

ting and undesirable in IBR systems. Can the trimap generation be automated?

In Chapter 4, Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, I address some of the aforementioned
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questions and challenges. Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 highlight three variants of

a new trimap sampling strategy that overcomes critical drawbacks in the current

methods, while Chapter 6 highlights a new formulation for the automatic generation

of trimaps using laws of perceptual grouping.

3.1.7 Common Practices in The Literature And Comments on

The Benchmark

1. For sampling-based matting techniques, the step of assessing the gathered FG/BG

pairs consists of the three following steps. First, the cost function (chromatic dis-

tortion for example) is calculated for every FG/BG pair, for which there is a cor-

responding alpha value. A tolerance is allowed in the calculated alpha values; this

tolerance has a value of 0.2 in the implementation of [12] and [73]. The values of

the cost function that correspond to alpha values beyond that tolerance (α > 1.2 or

α < −0.2) are set to infinity/zero if the cost function is to be minimized/maximized.

The final alpha value is then taken to be the alpha value corresponding to the min-

imum/maximum value of the cost function, clipped at the value of 0 or 1. If the

array of the calculated cost function values contains more than one occurrence of

the minimum/maximum value, the algorithm picks the alpha value corresponding

to the first occurrence only. This procedure has consequences which will constitute

a part of the motivation for the matting techniques that will be presented in the

next Chapter.

2. The size of the matting dataset is small compared to the standard datasets available

for other computer vision tasks, like the object segmentation dataset for example.

In addition, there are some challenges that exist in the training dataset, but do not

exist in the testing dataset, and vice versa. At the same time, only the performance

on the testing dataset is what determines an algorithm’s position in the benchmark

ranking. The majority of the matting researchers do not provide their code online,

and thus their performance on the training dataset and the challenges in its images

cannot be analyzed.

3. The subjective superiority of a proposed approach, compared to earlier techniques in
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the literature, would be demonstrated on patches in particular images in the training

dataset without referring to the quantitative and the qualitative performance on the

whole training dataset.

4. Addressing a challenge is not always correlated with the position in the benchmark.

A contribution to sampling-based matting could be along one or more of these

directions: feature selection, sample gathering, pair assessment (objective function).

One would propose a sampling strategy that brings good pairs to an unknown

pixel. However, assessing those pairs with an objective function that is not as

efficient would deprive the proposed sampling method from attaining a top position

in the benchmark. This does not mean that the proposed sampling method is not

novel. Publishing the proposed sampling method, in this case, would serve as time-

stamping, because the competition is very fierce.

5. Another point that is related to the previous one: An algorithm could address an

open problem that does not exist often enough (in the testing dataset) to move the

average rank of the algorithm up in the benchmark table. This is not necessarily

because the challenge is cursory or superficial; it could be due to the fact that the

dataset itself is very small.

The next section is devoted to highlight the recent advances in two closely-related prob-

lems in computer vision, namely, hole filling in images and scene completion.

3.2 Recent advances in hole filling and dis-occlusion

management

Chapter 1 featured an abstract presentation about dis-occlusion management. Before

proceeding to its literature review, I present a more detailed picture of that problem in

the following few lines. The term ‘hole filling’ has been brought to the surface, in the

literature, in four different contexts which are: single image hole filling, video completion,

depth-guided inpainting and stereoscopic inpainting. In the first context, the hole is

usually the result of an object removal or scene re-arrangement operation, a kind of

task often needed in image editing. The information available in such a context is the
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image only, the spatial information. In video completion, the reason for having a hole

is usually the same as in single image completion, but now the temporal information is

also available in addition to spatial information. In depth-guided inpainting, one starts

to have another source of holes, other than object removal, which is the dis-occlusions

that result from scene warping to a virtual viewpoint. The information available might be

the spatial+depth information or the spatial+depth+temporal information; however, in

both cases, stereoscopic consistency is overlooked. The depth information is exploited for

hole filling, but every view or frame is completed independently. Finally, in stereoscopic

inpainting, we find the stereoscopic consistency guaranteed, but the temporal information

is not considered. This is the current situation in the literature, and the applications

are limited to the image editing-type of tasks. Figure 3.5 depicts the aforementioned

classification that, despite its importance, is not at all mentioned in the literature. I

believe that Novel View Synthesis (NVS) involves all the aforementioned research areas

as sub-problems. Consequently, I devoted this section to shed light on the recent advances

in these contexts, present the strengths of the proposed methods, and finally, pinpoint

the open problems in the literature.

Being the simplest completion scenario, the advances in single image hole filling have

triggered many improvements in other hole filling applications such as stereoscopic in-

painting and depth-guided video completion. Hence, the following sub-sections will start

off the section by discussing the three most-widely used exemplar-based techniques for

single image hole filling. For those techniques, I will go through the pipeline that was

mentioned in Chapter 1 and Chapter 2, which is the unifying pipeline in the large ma-

jority of such techniques. Particularly, I will state the criteria used in constructing the

Bag of Significant Patches (BoSP), before proceeding to the different objective functions

adopted to single out the proper patch from that aggregated bag. Following the discus-

sion on single-image hole filling, I will proceed to present an assortment of dis-occlusion

management techniques. They are chosen to well-represent both the most recent and the

most relevant literature. In Table 3.1, I summarize a few symbols that will appear often

throughout the rest of this section.
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Frame

Disparity Map

Time

View Space

Figure 3.5: An illustration of the different contexts of hole filling, indicating the possible do-
mains of completion and BoSP construction; it can be the spatial domain only in single image
hole filling (only one green frame is used for completion), the temporal domain only in video com-
pletion (green frames across time are available), view-space+depth only in stereoscopic inpaint-
ing (green and orange frames are available for different viewpoints without temporal informa-
tion), time+depth only in depth-guided video completion, and finally view-space+time+depth
in novel view synthesis.

Table 3.1: Symbols that will be frequently used during the review of image completion tech-
niques

Symbol Meaning

Ω The hole region in an image

Ω̄ The known/source (non-hole) region in an image

∂Ω The boundary of the hole region

pb A pixel on the boundary of the hole region

Ψpb A patch centred on pb in a Criminsi-based approach

Ψp∗b
The patch with the highest filling priority in a Criminsi-based approach

P(p) An image patch centred on an image pixel p

P(p+ s) An image patch centred on an image pixel p and shifted by s pixels
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3.2.1 Criminsi’s priority-based concentric hole filling

The method proposed by Criminsi et al. [21] was the first patch-based hole filling ap-

proach. Following it, the use of patches (exemplars) for such a task has become the

mainstream. It is a non-optimal (greedy) algorithm that has been followed by more ef-

ficient techniques. The motivation to review it, however, stems from the fact that it is

adopted by many recently-proposed depth-guided inpainting techniques. The stages of

the pipeline will be discussed below.

The algorithm takes as an input a hole (target) region Ω and sets the source region Ω̄

as LΩ̄ = L − LΩ; this is the BoSP in this algorithm. L is the set of all pixel locations in

the image, LΩ is the set of all pixel locations in the hole region and LΩ̄ is the set of all

pixel locations in the source region. Starting from ∂Ω, which is the boundary of Ω (or the

fill front), and using a pre-determined patch size, the algorithm proceeds in an iterative,

best-first synthesis strategy. Since the fill front is comprised of pixels affiliated to soft

and/or textured regions as well as regions with local structure (an edge for example), a

priority-based filling approach is adopted, which gives local structures the priority to be

inpainted first. The priority function is calculated for every pixel on ∂Ω and is given by

Pro(pb) = C(pb)×D(pb) (3.12)

where pb is a pixel on the hole boundary, Pro(·) is the priority of the argument, and C(·)
and D(·) are the confidence and data terms respectively; they are given by

C(pb) =

∑
q∈Ψpb∩Ω̄

C(q)

|Ψpb|
(3.13a)

D(pb) =
|∇I⊥pb · npb|

α
, (3.13b)

where Ψpb is a patch centred at pb, |Ψpb| is its area (number of pixels), npb is a unit vector

orthogonal to ∂Ω at pb, and finally ⊥ denotes the orthogonal operator. For initializing

the concentric hole filling process, the confidence C(x) is set as follows: C(x) = 1 ∀x ∈ Ω̄

and C(x) = 0 ∀x ∈ Ω. Hence, the first equation dictates that the filling should start
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from where we have the largest amount of information (non-hole pixels), while the second

equation dictates that the peeling should start from where the strength of the linear

structure (also called the isophote) hitting ∂Ω is large. The priority is calculated for

every Ψpb centred on every pb, and once the patch with the highest priority (centred on

pb
∗) is determined, its best match patch from Ω̄ is copied to its place; the best match is

determined based on the Sum of Squared Differences (SSD) metric. With a part of the

hole now filled, ∂Ω is updated and the whole process is then iterated. I will use pb
∗ and

Ψp∗b
throughout the discussion of every Criminsi-inspired approach to refer to the hole

boundary pixel of the highest priority and the patch centred on it respectively.

3.2.2 Content-aware filling

As opposed to the greedy approach of Criminsi et al., the methods proposed in [23] and

[24] have adopted an optimized framework that minimizes an objective function, called

the coherence measure, which is given by

dcoherence =
∑

P∈Ω

min
Q∈Ω̄
‖P −Q‖2, (3.14)

where P is a patch in the hole region, Q is a patch in the non-hole region and ‖.‖2 is a

distance function. The role of this objective function is to penalize the completions that

involve ‘alien’ patches, i.e., the patches whose best matches in Ω̄ are not similar to them.

Equation 3.14 is optimized using a multi-scale strategy and an expectation-maximization

(EM) procedure. In the expectation step, the best match Q is sought for every P ∈ Ω,

while in the maximization step, the color of each hole pixel is reconstructed by a voting

procedure, since every hole pixel is covered by multiple overlapping patches. Following

the construction of an image pyramid, the aforementioned EM procedure starts at the

coarsest level and the result at every level is interpolated to the next finer level. The

number of levels in the image pyramid is usually determined by setting a lower bound

for the hole size, i.e., keep down-sampling the image until the hole is less than or equal

100 × 100 pixels. This technique was the first optimized hole filling framework to be

adopted in depth-guided inpainting applications [6].

The most computationally expensive stage in the pipeline of all exemplar techniques
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is the patch matching step. Consequently, it has been very favourable to combine those

techniques with other strategies that yield more efficient matching operation, e.g., by

speeding up finding correspondences and/or narrowing the number of comparisons. The

PatchMatch algorithm proposed in [25] has succeeded to do this task. Basically, it calcu-

lates an approximate nearest neighbour (ANN) field using a randomized search strategy.

Assuming the eventual goal is to find patch correspondences in image B for every patch

in image A, the algorithm starts from a random shift map that defines a shift between

the centres of every patch in A and its best patch in B. This random initialization is then

updated iteratively through the following two processes.

First, good initial offsets are propagated to neighbouring patches. This is done by

letting each patch check whether the offsets of its neighbouring patches would bring it a

better match or not, and to adopt their offset if so. Afterwards, each patch searches again

for a better match in concentric regions around its best offset; those regions have radii

that start from the size of the image, and then are halved each time until reaching the

value 1. In a nutshell, the algorithm is comprised of three stages, namely, initialization,

propagation and search, where the latter two stages are iterated until convergence. Since

its proposal, this randomized correspondence algorithm has been adopted in a multitude

of image analysis and vision applications, and is combined with [23] and [24] in Adobe

Photoshop’s Content-aware Filling functionality.

3.2.3 Hole filling using statistics of patch offsets

In the technique proposed in [28], the authors presented a unifying framework for various

image editing operations. They crystallized tasks like hole filling, retargeting and scene

rearrangement as a quest of an optimal shift-map. Recalling the naming convention in

Chapter 2 and Table 3.1, if the known pixel p′ in the known region Ω̄ is the best pixel to

fill the hole pixel p in the hole region Ω, they sought the value s = p − p′ for the pixel

p. Towards this goal, they arranged the image pixels on the nodes of a graph and sought

the optimal map using hierarchical graph cuts, with color and gradient-based smoothness

terms. Their BoSP thus comprised all the patches in the image. While their approach is

versatile, and proved to be useful in multiple tasks, it is computationally demanding since

it considers all the possible shifts for every hole pixel. Moreover, for the hole filling task
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in particular, offering a hole pixel all the possible shifts tends to insert degenerate seams

especially near the hole boundary, which results in violating the image’s linear structures.

Hence, there was a necessity for finding a method to refine that BoSP.

Inspired by [28], the authors of [26] proposed to construct the BoSP from the dominant

offsets between similar patches. Particularly, they observed that those dominant offsets

are sparse and include all the required shifts to fill the missing regions in an image. Their

method starts by calculating the approximate nearest neighbour (ANN) field for all the

patches in an image. For every patch P centred at p, they nominate a shift s which is

defined as

s(p) = argmin
s

‖P(p+ s)− P(p)‖2. (3.15)

Afterwards, they compute a histogram of all the shifts from which they single out K

modes (or peaks of probability mass function) to complete the hole. The essence is that

every hole pixel/patch will find its best match within one of those calculated shift modes.

This is illustrated in Fig. 3.6(a). With those K mode shifts as labels, they seek the

optimal shift map by solving a graph labelling problem whose energy is given by:

E(L) =
∑

pi∈Ω

Ed(L(pi)) +
∑

(pi,pj) : pi∈Ω,pj∈Ω

Es(L(pi), L(pj)), (3.16)

where L(pi) is the shift assigned to pi and the data term Ed(L(pi)) is a constraint assigning

a zero cost to a shift (label) which moves the hole pixel pi to a known pixel location, and∞
cost to a shift if it moves the hole pixel to another hole pixel or to outside the image lattice.

The smoothness cost Es(L(pi), L(pj)) for the two arbitrary shifts sa and sb, between the

neighbouring pixels pi and pj (4-connected neighbourhood) is given by:

‖I(pi + sa)− I(pi + sb)‖2+‖I(pj + sa)− I(pj + sb)‖2, (3.17)

where I(·) is the color of the image at the specified attribute, sa = L(pi) and sb = L(pj).

If sa and sb are not equal, pi and pj will be moved by different offsets and the smoothness

cost will increase unless the shifting results in coherent seams, i.e., similar RGB values

between the shifted pixels. Despite being fast and successful in many cases, the algorithm

can fail easily if the statistics of large soft regions dominate the statistics of much smaller
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Figure 3.6: (a) The dominant patch offsets are expected to reveal the structural regions as
well as the soft regions in the image, which represents an important cue for completion. Only
three examples of possible dominant offsets are shown as red arrows, with the length and the
direction of the arrow representing the magnitude and the direction of the shift respectively.
Part (b) shows a failure case for the statistics of patch offsets where the size of the hole, whose
width is WH , is larger than the calculated shifts from the non-hole region, whose width is WNH .

structured regions in an image, i.e., it will complete the structures with the dominating

soft regions. It would also fail if the hole dimensions are larger than the shifts computed.

An example of this case is illustrated in Fig. 3.6(b).

3.2.4 An observation regarding the literature

This sub-section does not only serve the inclusiveness of the discussion on the literature

of depth-based inpainting. It also makes it easier for the reader to comprehend the reason

behind the considerable differences among the frameworks covered in the coming sub-

sections.

Arguably, there are a few principal milestones in the literature of image completion.

They commenced by the method proposed in [15], which relies on the diffusion of pixel

color values, evolved to the exemplar-based methods of [21] then [23, 25], before reaching

the good performance of the methods that involve graph optimization such as [26] and

[35]. Nowadays, it is widely accepted in the image completion research community that

the capabilities of the early methods such as [15] are limited to specific inpainting tasks,

and thus the new contributions are built over the most recent, which are the more efficient.

The main building block of any depth-guided inpainting technique is an image completion

method. Hence, it is expected to find the recent literature of dis-occlusion management
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adopting the more robust image completion approaches. Actually this is not the case.

Even the very recent literature of depth-guided inpainting and dis-occlusion management

carries the traces of all kinds of hole filling approaches, the ones who are able to deal with

a variety of challenges as well as the ones who can manage fewer challenges.

I preferred to share with the reader an assortment of approaches that are affiliated

to a wide variety of frameworks, to show how diverse the literature is. Last but not

least, a similar observation was made in the research areas of background subtraction in

video sequences and natural image matting, and a good step was taken: an experimental

comprehensive survey and an online benchmark [77].

3.2.5 Hierarchical hole filling

Hierarchical hole filling [1] is a pyramidal approach which diffuses color values, across

image scales, from a hole-free low-resolution estimate of the warped image to its full

resolution. The algorithm starts by building an image pyramid of N levels, each of which

involves a Reduce operation. In each Reduce iteration, a down-sampled version of the

image is obtained by means of an average filter, where the calculations only involve the

non-hole pixels in the sliding filter kernel. The authors kept N a variable, i.e., they stop

Reducing the image only when no more hole pixels exist in the respective down-sampled

image; hence, N is dependent on the hole size. A reduced image at the nth pyramid level

is denoted Rn.

Starting from the hole-free RN , the coarsest image, the algorithm iteratively applies

an Expand (linear interpolation) operation across the pyramid levels. Taking RN as an

input, the expansion produces a hole-free image EN−1, which is used to fill the holes

in RN−1, and so on. This way, the algorithm avoids the depth map filtering operations

adopted by previous techniques [78] which result in noticeable geometric distortions in

the warped images. For further improvement around depth discontinuities, and to keep

the depth information in the loop, the authors proposed a depth-adaptive version of their

hierarchical hole filling approach. This version of the algorithm counts on the observation

that the missing regions, most likely, belong to a background region. It starts by warping

the reference frame and its associated depth map, before a weight is calculated for every

pixel in the warped color image. This weight increases as the disparity of the pixel
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decreases, so that the background pixels are given higher weights than the foreground

ones. The warped color image is then weighted according to the calculated map, which

emphasizes the effect of the background regions during the Reduce and Expand operations.

Finally, the same hierarchical hole filling procedure is applied on the weighted color image.

3.2.6 A new data term for better concentric hole filling

In contrast to hierarchical hole filling, the method in [38] uses exemplars (patches) from

the source region to fill the hole (target) region, by adopting the approach of [21]. It was

not the first method to manage dis-occlusions using an exemplar-based approach since it

was preceded by [79] and [80]. However, those latter approaches had many drawbacks,

chiefly their assumption that the depth maps of the virtual views are known a priori,

which limits their applicability in applications like Free Viewpoint Video (FVV). The

main contribution of [38] is a robust procedure for calculating the filling priority and a

new objective function for nominating the best patch from the BoSP; nevertheless, it does

not consider any temporal information.

The filling priority in this technique is calculated using the same formula adopted in

Criminsi et al.’s approach. Since the classical method in [21] gives equal priorities for all

the pixels on the boundary of the source region, it gives equal importance for foreground

and background pixels. However, based on the observation that the hole regions are

usually a part of the background, a new method for initializing the confidence term was

proposed. The adopted initialization sets the confidence of the foreground regions to zero

and those of the background regions to one. Hence, their fill front is comprised of the

background pixels lying on the hole boundary. Finally, the classification of hole boundary

pixels to foreground (or background) pixels is done by thresholding the warped depth

map. For the second term of the filling priority equation, the data term, a new method

that is more stable (than Eqn. 3.13b) in estimating the direction of local image structure

was proposed. Basically, the new data term is a function of the eigenvalues of a 2 × 2

Hessian matrix of a decision window, centred around every pixel in the hole boundary.

It is designed so that it yields a low priority in case of homogeneous and texture-rich

regions, and to give a high priority for the continuation of local image structures.

The last stage of the algorithm involves the nomination of the best patch in the BoSP
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for every Ψp∗b
centered at every p∗b , where the BoSP is built from a rectangular region

surrounding Ψp∗b
. The objective function used for nomination is comprised of two terms;

the first of these is the sum of the absolute differences between the compared patches,

and the second term favours the patches that lie on the same row as the incomplete patch

under consideration. This second term is weighed by a free parameter in the algorithm.

3.2.7 Space-time hole filling with random walks

Similar to the method presented in the previous sub-section, the technique proposed

in [81] capitalizes on Criminsi et al.’s approach for concentric hole filling [21]. Their

perspective of hole filling is similar to what I referred to in the beginning of this section

as depth-guided inpainting, i.e. they use the depth information while filling occlusions,

however, they fill each frame independently, which violates the stereoscopic consistency.

This drawback was mentioned explicitly in their article. In the following few paragraphs,

the two main stages of their method will be explained, namely, the sample space selection

(BoSP construction) and the space-time hole filling procedure.

Given the video frames and their corresponding depth maps, the algorithm starts by

classifying the boundaries of the holes, which result from view warping, as either affiliated

to the foreground or the background. This is done based on the sign of the warped depth

map Laplacian, i.e., they calculate the Laplacian of the depth map of the reference frame,

warp it, and then check the sign of the hole boundary pixels in that warped image. The

purpose of this process is to assign a zero priority for the foreground hole boundary

pixels during the hole filling process later on. In this aspect, they took an exactly similar

approach to the method in [38] by defining only one ‘fill front’, which is the background

part of the hole boundary.

The sample space construction commences by a binary segmentation step of the

warped depth map into foreground and background regions. The random walker seg-

mentation method of [82] was adopted. This segmentation technique takes as an input

some seeds for the foreground and background regions, generated from the hole boundary

classification step, and propagates the labelling to the rest of the pixels in the depth map.

It is a transduction operation (recall Chapter 2) on the depth map’s weighted undirected

graph. However, instead of using the un-normalized version of the Laplacian, which was
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presented in Chapter 2, the random walk version of the Laplacian is used. In [64], a

discussion on both variants of the Laplacian in the context of image segmentation can be

found. This random walk segmentation is done on a frame-by-frame and a pixel-by-pixel

basis (super-voxels are often used nowadays) which explains the high time complexity

of this method. Going along lines with constraining the fill front to the background re-

gion only, the search space, which will be the input to the hole filling step, is defined as

the segmented background region only. This is the primary BoSP and it will be further

downsized during hole filling.

The hole filling step starts at the background fill front of the hole boundary and

propagates textural information to the interior of the hole region. To keep the depth

information in the loop of calculating the filling priority, the authors proposed to add a

term to Eqn. 3.12 whose purpose is to favor candidate patches lying on a homogeneous

depth plane. Moreover, even though the depth map segmentation is done for each frame

independently, the process of filling priority computation (Eqn. 3.12) takes a temporal, as

well as spatial, neighbourhood into account. Their final BoSP is thus a space-time cuboid

around every Ψp∗b
.

Now, the remaining task is to single out the best matching patch (to the patch centred

at the hole boundary pixel of highest priority) in a space-time volume (cuboid) that is

much smaller than the original space-time tube. This downsized problem stimulated the

idea of carrying out another graph transduction operation. This time, the graph nodes are

the patches within the cuboid, and the affinity function is the MSE between the patches

embedded in a Gaussian kernel. Hence the output of this process can be interpreted as a

probability, the closer the matching between a patch in the space-time cuboid and the hole

patch under consideration, the higher the probability the former patch has. Following the

graph transduction, each candidate patch in the cuboid is now assigned a corresponding

matching probability; by minimizing the SSD between the candidate patches and Ψp∗b
,

weighted by their corresponding probabilities, the best (filling) patch is then determined.

3.2.8 Joint color-depth stereoscopic inpainting

The term stereoscopic inpainting was used for the first time by Wang et al. [32]. Their

framework was more focused on hole filling resulting from object removal, so they were
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mainly concerned about stereoscopic image editing rather than novel view synthesis. This

has left its imprint in their methodology as will be clarified below. It is worth mentioning

that the importance of their work in the context of this thesis stems from the fact that

stereoscopic image editing was the application that linked optimal hole filling frameworks

[25], [23] to the scene (multi-view) completion problem [6].

Using their notation, the algorithm’s pipeline expects three inputs, namely, the image

pair {IL, IR}, their depth maps {DL, DR} and their occlusion maps {OL, OR}. To get

ready for the object removal step, they had to fill the occlusion regions first. This was

done using the widely-used SegPln approach [4]. Basically, the image pair is segmented,

and a depth plane is fitted to every super-pixel, based on the known depth values among

its members. For segments where the known depth values are less than a threshold, the

authors adopted a greedy algorithm that minimizes the objective function given by:

E(t, s) = Eclr(t, s) + λadjEadj(t, s) + λvisEvis(t, s) (3.18)

where t refers to a segment with a known disparity plane and s refers to a segment where

the number of pixels with known disparity values is less than a threshold. The terms

Eclr, Eadj and Evis refer to color, adjacency and visibility [83] constraints, and all λ’s are

empirically-set constants.

If a certain object is to be removed or relocated in the scene, the missing pixels in

{IL, IR}, that were occupied by the removed object, and which are also missing in the

occlusion-filled disparity maps {D̄L, D̄R}, are inpainted by adopting the following two-

step process. The first step is the backbone of the algorithm, and it directly copies the

half-occluded pixels from one frame to the other, using 3D warping. The rest of the

missing pixels, in the image pair and their depth maps, are filled jointly and iteratively

using a modified version of the method presented in [21]. A filling order that gives higher

priority to linear structures, followed by textures, is adopted to each image independently,

i.e. the color and depth are completed simultaneously but the left half-pair is completed

independently of the right half-pair. To fill a patch in the hole, the algorithm proposed

in [21] compared the color pattern of the patches and nominated the ‘filler patch’ using
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the objective function given by

argmin
Pk∈Ω̄

F (Pk,Ph) | Ph ∈ Ω. (3.19)

While using the same objective function, the joint color-depth filling algorithm augmented

the patch distance function with disparity and visibility-based terms to be

F (Pk,Ph) = Fclr(Pk,Ph) + Fdisp(Pk,Ph) + Fvis(Pk,Ph). (3.20)

Since the left and the right images are inpainted independently, mis-matches can occur

leading to inconsistent stereoscopic completions. To eliminate these artifacts, the consis-

tency check given by

|IL(x, y)− IR(x−Dl(x, y), y)|< ε (3.21a)

|IR(x, y)− IL(x+DR(x, y), y)|< ε, (3.21b)

is done for the completed images after each iteration of the aforementioned completion

procedure. Only the consistent pixels are marked as filled after each iteration. If a pre-

determined maximum number of iterations was reached with some pixel still failing the

consistency check, they take their best label through all the iterations.

3.2.9 PatchMatch-based stereoscopic inpainting

The method proposed in [6] was the first attempt to import a state-of-the-art single image

hole filling method to the problem of stereoscopically-consistent scene completion. They

were motivated by the negative impacts of the direct copying of half-occluded pixels,

which was adopted by [32], on the quality of completions. Particularly, they pointed

out the degradation of completions near depth discontinuities. Even though it may be

acceptable in image editing applications, it will be more felt while synthesizing novel

views. Their method has involved two main contributions: a diffusion-based inpainting

for holes in the disparity maps using a coupled system of partial differential equations,

and a generalization of the PatchMatch algorithm for an efficient cross-view search of

suitable candidate filling patches.
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The first stage of the algorithm is similar to that in [32]; depth and occlusion maps

are calculated and the occlusions are filled using the SegPln approach. Following the

step of object manipulation in the stereo pair, which can be a removal or a re-placement,

the algorithm starts to fill the resulting holes in the depth maps. The authors capitalize

on the fact that disparity maps are textureless, mostly piece-wise constant or piece-wise

smooth, which makes filling by simple diffusion a suitable candidate for the task. Towards

this goal, they adopted the PDE given by

∂D

∂t
= ∇L · ∇⊥D (3.22)

where L = ∇2D is the Laplacian of the disparity map. Particularly, to maintain a

stereoscopically-consistent filling of both disparity maps, they used a coupled pair of

PDE’s, for IL and IR, which are given by

∂DL

∂t
= ∇LL · ∇⊥DL + λρL (3.23a)

∂DR

∂t
= ∇LR · ∇⊥DR + λρR (3.23b)

where the first term in both equations is the inpainting term , similar to Eqn. 3.22, while

the second term enforces the mutual consistency between the filled maps. Similar to

[32], the consistency between the depth maps was enforced using the weak consistency

constraint of [83].

With both disparity maps hole-free, they are now ready to be fed, as a constraint,

to the last stage of the algorithm, namely, texture matching and synthesis. The authors

proposed a texture-fill objective function that extends the coherence measure of [23] with

regards to the following three aspects. First, the cross-view patch search, which refers to

the procedure of including all the known patches in Ω̄L in addition to the patches in Ω̄R

while filling ΩR, and vice versa. Second, by including the depth information, in addition

to the RGB pattern, during the assessment of the compatibility of two patches. Third,

by requiring the final completion to minimize the distance between every hole patch and
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its corresponding patch in the other half-pair. The overall objective function is given by

(3.24)

dtot(Ω̄R, Ω̄L,ΩR,ΩL) =
∑

Pt∈{ΩR∪ΩL}

min
Ps∈{Ω̄R∪Ω̄L}

d(Ps,Pt)

+
∑

Pt∈ΩL

d(Pt, CLR(Pt)) +
∑

Pt∈ΩR

d(Pt, CRL(t))

where d(·) is the Euclidean norm, Ps and Pt are patches in the source and hole regions

respectively, CLR(t) in the second term is the corresponding patch for t in the right image,

and CRL(t) in the third term is the corresponding patch for t in the left image.

The framework proposed in [84] made some improvements over [6], chiefly a new

method for quantifying the color-depth compatibility of the filling patches. Even though

they demonstrated their results on a wider variety of stereo editing applications, compared

to inpainting only in [6], both frameworks are very similar. For that reason, in addition to

the fact that the two methods were not visually compared by [84], and that the authors

were more focused on editing applications rather than view interpolation, I found it of

superficial importance to give more details about their method.

3.2.10 Open problems in the literature

During my discussion on single image completion, I highlighted three state-of-the-art

methods, each of which has its inherent limitations. The approach of Criminsi et al. for

concentric hole filling is widely used, and has proved its efficiency in many contexts. How-

ever, being a greedy approach limits its application considerably. Depth-guided inpainting

techniques that are based on that technique such as [38] will, obviously, suffer from its

limitations. In addition to being slow, which is a characteristic of iterative approaches,

the technique proposed in [81] also does not guarantee stereoscopic consistency.

Content-aware filling [23], [24], [25] has more favourable characteristics than Crim-

inisi’s approach [21] since it is an optimized approach, in addition to its speed, thanks

to the PatchMatch correspondence algorithm. Nevertheless, its results are very sensitive

to the initialization strategy and to the adopted optimization technique. Although it is

very powerful, it has left room for improvement. The same conclusion can be drawn on

the depth-guided inpainting techniques that adopt this approach. It is worth mentioning

that the results reported in [6] are not as visually-plausible as the results obtained by
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the method in [32], although they do have less noise at the depth discontinuities. This

affirms that obtaining visually-plausible and stereoscopically-consistent completions is a

goal that has not been yet attained using the aforementioned methods.

In the graph-based image completion techniques [28] and [26], the open prob-

lems in the methods found in the literature are two-fold. First, with regards to single

image completion, it is highly desirable to find a hole filling method that:

• Considers a few possible shifts for hole completion, as opposed to [28], which con-

tributes to the computational efficiency as well as the accuracy of completions.

• As opposed to [26], avoids the dependence on the dominant patch offsets in the

known region, which may or may not suffice to complete the hole.

Second, the literature, so far, has not included a depth-guided inpainting technique, which

can combine the speed, non-sensitivity to initialization, and the optimality of graph-based

methods, while at the same time, guaranteeing stereoscopic consistency and exploiting

the temporal+depth information.

The research that will be presented in Chapter 6 addresses the first couple of the

aforementioned deficiencies starting from the base of the pyramid, the context of single

image completion. In section A.7 in the appendix, I also show how to adopt my technique

to deal with the very general context of dis-occlusion management for novel view synthesis.
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Chapter 4

Towards Efficient Alpha Matting

Using New Strategies for Trimap

Sampling

In Chapter 3, two classes of challenges were discussed in regards to the application of

natural image matting in the context of novel view synthesis. The first class of problems

stems from the inefficiency of the matting techniques proposed in the literature so far.

Specifically, the pipeline of the sampling-based techniques still requires improvement at

each of its stages, namely, feature selection, pair pool shortlisting and best-pair nom-

ination. In this chapter, I present new techniques for trimap sampling which address

inefficiencies in pair pool shortlisting.

In sec. 3.1, I explained what constitutes ‘a good pair’ or ‘good samples’ in the quest

of an accurate alpha value for every unknown pixel in the trimap. The main premise

of the trimap sampling techniques proposed in this chapter is the benefit of adopting a

sequential pair selection strategy, to bring good samples for every unknown pixel. The

existing techniques, that were discussed in Chapter 3, shortlist the pool of all pairs in

the trimap, then evaluate one whole pair at a time in the final stage of the pipeline. On

the contrary, the proposed strategy aims at deciding a suitable half-pair first, and then

searching for a suitable complement. To highlight the merits of this procedure, I devote

the following section to discuss the motivation behind sequential pair selection, before

proceeding to the discussion of the proposed techniques.
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4.1 The motivation behind sequential pair selection

The presentation given in the previous Chapter about the existing matting techniques

showed that good samples that best describe the color of an unknown pixel do not nec-

essarily exist spatially-nearby to that unknown pixel. However, the matting bands (gray

parts in the trimaps or pixels with unknown alpha values) in general exist at the disconti-

nuities between a foreground object and the background. The colors of the pixels in these

regions are the result of a local interaction between the foreground and the background.

So, if the alpha maps are assumed to be sparse [70], i.e., most pixels are expected to be

either fully foreground or fully background [36], at least one half-pair should lie nearby in

space to the unknown pixel under consideration.

If an unknown pixel is mostly FG, throughout the rest of this document, the FG half-

pair associated with it will be called the similar (in feature) half-pair, whether that similar

half-pair is nearby in space or not. For that same pixel that is mostly foreground, the

BG half-pair associated with it will be called the dissimilar half-pair, throughout the rest

of this document. Since the matting bands are the result of local interaction between an

object and its background, and the alpha maps are sparse, two main cases are encountered

during trimap sampling. They are shown in Fig. 4.1.

In Fig. 4.1(a), three examples on the right depict the case illustrated by the diagram

on the left, where the unknown pixels in the matting band find their FG/BG pair nearby;

the similar and the dissimilar half-pairs exist spatially-close to the unknown pixels. For

example, in the first row, the unknown pixels at the intersection between the ear of the

white monkey and the grass in the background are expected to have colors that result from

the linear-convex composition model adopted in natural image matting. In this sense, a

half-pair from the nearby background and another half-pair from the near FG region (the

ear of the white monkey) will constitute a suitable pair, since they will simultaneously

minimize the cost function (Eqn. 3.2a) and yield an accurate alpha value.

Figure 4.1(b) shows three examples on the right that depict the case illsutrated by the

diagram on the left. In this case, the unknown pixels find only one suitable half-pair close

in space, while the other half-pair is faraway, even though the faraway half-pair is the

similar one. For example, in the first row, the blue background pixels that are labelled as

unknown in the trimap (on the right) will not find a similar half-pair nearby in space, since
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(a) Case 1: The unknown pixels in the matting band have a similar half-pair and a dissimilar
half-pair, both nearby in space. Three examples that depict this case are shown on the right.
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(b) Case 2: The unknown pixels in the matting band have a dissimilar half-pair nearby in
space, but the similar half-pair exists faraway in space, or does not exist at all as shown in
the third row. Three examples that depict this case are shown on the right.

Figure 4.1: Cases encountered during trimap sampling. In part (a) and (b), a diagram illus-
trating the case is shown on the left. On the right, three examples are shown to depict each
corresponding case. The first column is the original image with the region under consideration
surrounded by a yellow rectangle. The second column shows those regions enlarged, and finally
the third column shows one possible trimap for every image.

the nearest known background is yellow. However, assigning a blue pixel to a nearby FG

pixel from the leaves region would suffice to calculate an accurate alpha value for the blue

pixel (using the linear compositing model) if the matting algorithm succeeded to locate

the faraway blue BG region, in the lower-left corner of the image. A pixel from the leaves

is called a suitable half-pair, even though it is dissimilar, because it is quite distinctive

from the background. It is worth mentioning that the approach presented in [73] would

suffer in a case like the one shown in the first row of 4.1(b). This is because it augments

the size of the bag of considered FG(or BG) samples as a function of the spatial distance

between an unknown pixel and the nearest FG (or BG) to it. As the figure shows, the

depicted unknown area is very close to a BG region, but its color is quite different from

the BG samples required to calculate an accurate alpha value.

The third example shown on the right of Fig. 4.1(b) depicts another challenge. It is
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a case where an opaque black ribbon (definite foreground) is all marked as grey in the

trimap, however, there is no other known region in the trimap from the same ribbon.

Dealing with this challenge requires:

• Adopting a better composition model that allows an unknown pixel under consider-

ation to express itself if it did not find a pair that yields a low chromatic distortion.

This challenge was mentioned among the open problems in the literature, at the

end of the previous Chapter.

• Adopting a sampling strategy that assigns the unknown pixels of the ribbon to a

suitable half-pair (the nearest BG in space, in this case). Otherwise, if the known

background regions in the image include black objects (similar to the ribbon), the

algorithm would select a half-pair from one of those black objects, which will yield a

wrong alpha value (close to zero), only because that half-pair is a part of a FG/BG

pair that minimizes the chromatic distortion.

The discussion so far has highlighted two problems related to the existing trimap

sampling strategies, and an observation. The first problem is that suitable half-pairs may

exist faraway in space. Second, the dependence on the spatial distance to decide the size

of the bag of samples is not reliable, since it depends on the structure of the trimap, and

would perform poorly with trimaps generated using wide brushes. The observation states

that: at least one suitable half-pair should lie nearby in space.

The bag of samples gathered from the known FG and BG regions occupy a 2D space

(Fig. 3.3). Choosing a suitable pair for every unknown pixel is a search process in that

2D space. Hence, the problem with considering all the FG and BG pixels in the trimap is

primarily the computational burden associated with searching in a large space. However,

there is another problem which may arise whenever the search space gets larger in size,

namely, the color ambiguity problem. That is: the algorithm may occasionally pick a

wrong pair (the term ‘wrong pair’ was defined in Chapter 3, after Eqn. 3.2a) only because

it minimized the chromatic distortion. This problem was reported by the authors of [8].

It may get more severe with the approaches that rely on spatial distance to determine the

number of considered samples, since some unknown pixels may lie faraway from both the

BG and the FG regions, in which case there will be a large pool of pairs to choose from.
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Figure 4.2: Considering a large pool of pairs may result in picking a wrong pair that minimizes
the cost function (chromatic distortion) but yields a wrong alpha value. The case depicted in
this figure shows that the pair FG2/BG2 would be picked instead of the pair FG1/BG1 because
E2 is less than E1.

By recalling the discussion in the first point in sub-section 3.1.7 on the procedure for

assessing the gathered pairs, the case shown in Fig. 4.2 may be encountered. The figure

depicts a case where the algorithm picks the wrong pair because it minimized the cost

function, i.e., if E2 < E1; the inefficiency here is attributed to the cost function and to

the method adopted for trimap sampling and for constructing the shortlisted pair space

(for every unknown pixel) as well. However, if the unknown pixel U was initially paired

with FG1, the probability of encountering that color ambiguity problem would be much

lower (if not eliminated) even if a large number of BG half-pairs would be evaluated to

see the best match for FG1. The best match means the BG half-pair that minimizes

the chromatic distortion, given FG1. The same logic applies if the unknown pixel U was

initially paired with BG1, then a FG complement half-pair is sought for it. This limits

the search space to a streak within the 2D pair space that is comprised of all the FG and

BG pixels in the trimap. A streak is a stripe in that 2D pair space, and is comprised of

all the pairs constructed from the FG (or BG) half-pair and all the available complement

half-pairs gathered from the BG (FG) regions in the trimap.

To demonstrate the significance of the color ambiguity problem, I gathered a large

pool of pairs that is still only a small subset of the known pixels in the trimap, and I

calculated the alpha maps of a subset of the training dataset of [3] using that pool. The

pairs were gathered using the following procedure:
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1. I calculated the edge maps of the images using the method in [85].

2. Then, I calculated the Simple Linear Iterative Clustering (SLIC) super-pixels [86, 87]

(region size=5 and regularizer=0.1) of the images.

3. The final pool of FG and BG samples is then constructed as the mean color values

of the spatially-nearest known super-pixel (identified by its centroid) to every edge

super-pixel in the edge map. A ‘known super-pixel’ is a super-pixel that does not

contain any unknown pixels and an ‘edge super-pixel’ is a super-pixel that contains

one or more edge pixels. I used Trimap1 only in my experiments, due to time and

computational limitations.

4. Afterwards, I looped over the unknown pixels and nominated, for each, the FG/BG

pair that minimizes the chromatic distortion.

Since the pool of pairs is large, e.g., compared to the pool comprised of the spatially near

super-pixels only, it could be thought that the alpha maps should be of high quality, i.e.

relative to the ground truth, achieving lower MSE and SAD than the techniques in the

literature. I plotted the MSE and SAD statistics of the above naive matting procedure

in Fig. 4.3 for twenty-four images out of the twenty-seven images in the training dataset.

I also compared the statistics I got with those of two other matting methods in the

literature, namely, the method of [12] and the method of [73], in addition to the matting

technique that will be discussed in sec. 4.3. For MSE, that is shown in Fig. 4.3(a), the

naive matting method achieved the highest MSE in 13 images out of 24 images. For SAD,

that is shown in Fig. 4.3(b), the naive matting method achieved the highest SAD in 15

images out of 24 images. These statistics show the significance of the color ambiguity

problem, and also show that the size of the considered pool of pairs is not necessarily

proportional to the accuracy of the alpha maps.

For an unknown pixel, given that at least one half-pair should lie nearby: Deciding a

suitable half-pair to start from, and then searching for its best match, will be called the se-

quential pair selection sampling strategy, throughout this document. In the rest of this

Chapter, two approaches will be presented to realize the sequential pair selection, taking

into consideration the two open problems in the literature, namely, the faraway suitable
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3: Statistics showing the (a)MSE and (b)SAD of the alpha maps for a matting
technique that considers all FG and BG samples near image edges (a naive matting technique).
The performance of the naive technique (blue bar) was compared with other matting techniques
in the literature, namely the method of [12] (yellow bar) and the method of [73] (red bar), in
addition to the matting technique that will be discussed in sec. 4.3 (cyan bar). The statistics
demonstrate the significance of the color ambiguity problem, and show that the size of the
considered pool of pairs is not necessarily proportional to the accuracy of the alpha maps.
Please see text for more details.
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half-pairs and the unreliability of the spatial distance as a factor to augment/downsize

the shortlisted pair space.

Last but not least, this section is meant to stress the fact that the presented methods

target a real problem that has not been addressed sufficiently in the literature so far. In

the light of a previous discussion in 3.1.7, the small size of the standard dataset and/or

the frequency of occurrence of the discussed challenges in the testing dataset (which

decides the rank of any algorithm on the benchmark) do not belittle the importance of

the addressed challenges.

4.2 Sequential pair selection by quantifying overlap

between color distributions

The algorithm starts by an over-segmentation step for the input image and an expan-

sion step for the trimap. Throughout this document, the terms ‘region’, ‘segment’ and

‘super-pixel’ will be used interchangeably to refer to an area in an image with coherency

between the features of its constituent pixels – the output of the segmentation step. To

segment the image, I used the publicly-available Edison implementation1 of mean-shift

[88] segmentation. The trimap expansion was done using the same condition adopted in

[73] and is given by

(D(p, Fi) < Ethreshold) ∧ (‖Ip − IFi‖≤ (Cthreshold −D(p, Fi))), (4.1)

which means that an unknown pixel p will be considered as a definite FG if the Euclidean

distance D(p, Fi) between it and another pixel Fi ∈ F (F is all the definite FG pixels in

the trimap) is less than Ethreshold and if a norm of their chromatic difference is less than

Cthreshold−D(p, Fi). Ethreshold and Cthreshold are both constants in the spatial domain and

the color coordinate system respectively, and they were empirically set to 9. The same

condition is applied for comparing the unknown pixels with the background pixels.

In the second stage of the algorithm, I determine whether the spatially-nearest FG

super-pixel (identified by its centroid) to every unknown super-pixel is a suitable half-pair

1http://coewww.rutgers.edu/riul/research/code/EDISON/
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for it or not. It is worth mentioning that, in the following paragraphs, the procedure of

the algorithm will be explained for the case where the known super-pixel belongs to the

foreground; however, the same logic is applicable and the same procedure was followed for

the BG super-pixels as well. In other words, I also checked for every unknown super-pixel

if the spatially-nearest BG super-pixel to it is a suitable half-pair or not.

To determine, for an unknown super-pixel, if the near FG region RFm is a suitable

half-pair or not, a variety of approaches could have been taken. For example, I could

have built a parametric model (GMM [10] for example) for the color distribution of that

near FG region and check its suitability based on the likelihood that the colors of the

members of that unknown super-pixel were generated by such a distribution. To lower

the computational burden, I have adopted a different approach inspired by the work in

[73].

By recalling the illustration provided in Fig. 2.1, there should be an overlap between an

unknown super-pixel and the color distribution represented by the union of the pixels in

the FG super-pixel and the BG super-pixel that best-describe the colors of the members of

that unknown pixel. An illustration for this claim is shown in Fig. 4.4, where the unknown

region, the spatially-nearest FG region to it, and two arbitrary BG super-pixels in the

image are given the symbols Rl, RFm , RB1 and RB2 respectively. The dashed circles in

that illustration symbolizes the color distribution of each region. The orange oval and the

green oval symbolize the distribution represented by the union of the pixels in RFm and

RB1 , and RFm and RB2 respectively. If RFm is a suitable half-pair for Rl, at least one

union distribution among those that exist between RFm and all the BG super-pixels in

the image should be overlapping with the distribution of Rl. The amount of overlap is

shown in red in Fig. 4.4. It is worth mentioning that the distributions depicted as green

and orange ovals in Fig. 4.4 are not assumed to be Gaussian; the figure is just a schematic.

In fact, the formulation of quantifying the overlap between the union distributions and

an unknown region under consideration does not put a prior on the type of those union

distributions. The premise of this formulation is that whatever the shape of these union

distributions, the overlap of an unknown pixel with a union distribution containing a

good half-pair for it will be larger than another distribution that does not include a good

half-pair for it.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.4: The color distributions of an unknown region (Rl), a near FG region (RFm) and
two arbitrary BG regions (RB1 and RB2) in the image. The figure illustrates how a FG region
is decided to be a suitable half-pair for an unknown region, whether it is the similar half-pair
(a) or the dissimilar one (b). Please see text for details.

Assume that the output of the initial over-segmentation step is the following: M FG

regions each with the symbol RFi
where i = 1, . . . ,m, . . . ,M , N BG regions each with the

symbol RBj
where j = 1, . . . , n, . . . , N and L unknown regions each with the symbol Rk

where k = 1, . . . , l, . . . , L. To decide the suitability of RFm for the particular unknown

region Rl, I construct N distributions, each of which is given the symbol RUj
, and contains

the union of the pixels in RFm and one of the BG regions RBj
. I then calculate N Cohen’s

d-values between the color distribution of Rl and the color distribution of each of the N

RUj
s, to quantify the overlap between those distributions. If any of the calculated d-

values is less than dthreshold (set to 2 in my experiments), FG samples will be collected

from RFm for all the pixels in Rl. The value dthreshold was set empirically using exemplar

cases.

In my implementation, I did not calculate all the N d-values. I considered only five

of them, the five distributions whose mean is the nearest (in the feature space using the

Euclidean distance) to the mean of Rl. The d-value is given by

d(RUj
,Rl) =

µRUj
− µRl√

(NRl
−1)σ2

Rl
+(NRUj

−1)σ2
RUj

NRl
+NRUj

−2

, (4.2)

where µ, σ and N are the mean, the standard deviation and the cardinality respectively.

An unknown region could be spatially-near to more than one FG region. The d-value was
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Figure 4.5: (The decision tree that is followed for every unknown region. It indicates how the
FG and BG samples will be collected. Figure (b) depicts a pair space with one point representing
a single FG/BG pair, and (c) depicts a streak in the same pair space. The term ‘streak’ is defined
during the discussion of Fig. 4.2.

thus measured with the near h FG regions struck by H = 8 rays in an almost-similar

approach to [7], where h ≤ H. It is important to mention that the rays emanated in my

algorithm are meant to collect local information, which is the task they usually excel in.

For the unknown region under consideration Rl, and for every unknown region Rk, the

decision tree shown in Fig. 4.5(a) is then followed leading to one of four possible leaves.

The first leaf from the left ‘Near FG - Near BG’ means that ‘S’ samples will be taken from

the particular near FG region RFm and the particular near BG region RBn . The second

leaf ‘Near FG - Distant BG’ means that FG samples exist nearby while non-local BG

samples will be collected from a pool containing all the known BG pixels in the trimap

using the k-nearest neighbors (KNN) algorithm. The third leaf ‘Distant FG - Near BG’

means that BG samples exist nearby while non-local FG samples will be collected from

a pool containing all the known FG pixels in the trimap using the KNN algorithm. If an

unknown region, occasionally, reached the fourth leaf, I check both nearby FG samples

with non-local BG samples and vice versa; this is a computational bottleneck in the

algorithm.

The Matlab function knnsearch was used for seeking the nearest neighbors. For the

second and the third leaves in the decision tree, the KNN search was carried out for

each pixel in the unknown region under consideration Rl. I have followed previous work

in the literature [89] and used the feature vector RGBXY for the KNN search, where

RGB is the pixel color and XY is the pixel coordinate. Nevertheless, I observed that

tying the color feature with the spatial coordinates results in spatially near samples to
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the unknown pixel; sometimes, this over-influences and compromises the color part of

the feature vector. I present more insightful statistics that justify this observation amid

my discussion on the second proposed matting technique in the next section. Hence, I

collected half of the samples using the vector RGBXY and the other half with the RGB

vector only, giving the opportunity for spatially-far samples to be nominated if they yield

low chromatic distortion. The gathered FG/BG pairs were assessed using an objective

function similar to Eqn. 3.4.

The performance of this algorithm was evaluated according to the online matting

benchmark [3]. Even though it succeeded, at the time of its proposal, to achieve a few top

scores in the benchmark, i.e. to attain the least MSE or SAD in a particular trimap for a

particular image, I consider the contribution of this algorithm is conceptual, rather than

practical. In other words, I proposed a new idea which addresses an open problem with

regards to efficient trimap sampling; however, the final alpha maps are not good enough

to put the proposed method on-par with the state-of-the-art techniques. This is why I

preferred to devote more space to analyze the performance of the other matting methods

proposed by this thesis, which will be discussed in the rest of Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.

At the end of chapter 5, and in chapter 8 as well, I compare the performance of all the

proposed matting methods, with respect to one another and with respect to the SoA, and

I present some recommendations based on these comparisons.

Since I determine a suitable starting point along one dimension in the pair space, and

then search for a suitable complement, my shortlisted pair space is limited to a streak in

the whole pair space, such as the one that is depicted in Fig. 4.5(c). I argue that this

reduces the influence of the color ambiguity problem. Moreover, I did not augment my

gathered samples based on the distance of the unknown pixel from the boundary of the

trimap, rather, I check the suitability of the near regions using color-space analysis, and

if they are not suitable for sampling, the unknown region will be assigned to a distant FG

(or a distant BG), and its FG (or BG) samples will be collected non-locally.

Nevertheless, the current implementation of the presented method suffers from critical

disadvantages. Due to the adopted feature vector, the RGB feature, the algorithm is

sensitive to the case where an overlap between the color distributions of FG and BG

regions exists. Moreover, even though the size of the pair pool has been reduced to a
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streak in the pair space, the size of the shortlisted pool-of-pairs is large compared to the

SoA techniques. The alpha maps obtained using this method can be found in sec. A.5.

4.3 Detecting the best half-pair using graph trans-

duction

4.3.1 Choosing delegates for image regions

Throughout the literature of image matting, the shortlisted pair space was used to cal-

culate the alpha of every unknown pixel. Spatially-nearby unknown pixels were allowed

to share the same pair space, however, their inter-dependencies were not leveraged to cut

back the number of computations during the best-pair selection process. Along parallel

lines, I have observed that the combination of the spatial coordinates and the color fea-

ture (RGBXY or HSVXY for every pixel), that is widely used in the literature especially

in propagation-based matting, results in local (close in the spatial domain) neighbours if

used for a KNN search. In fact, the majority of the neighbours found for every pixel lie in

its same super-pixel, i.e., with RGBXY as the feature descriptor, long-range correspon-

dences between pixels in the image domain (or faraway pixels in the terminology of [72])

can not be established. In the following discussion, I will use the terms ‘region’, ‘segment’

and ‘super-pixel’ and the abbreviation SP interchangeably.

To check how local the samples collected using the space-color feature are, I calculated

the Simple Linear Iterative Clustering (SLIC) super-pixels [86, 87] (region size=20 and

regularizer=1) of all the training dataset of [3], then I calculated KNN (K = 15) for every

pixel, and finally I counted the ‘true positives’ and the ‘false positives’. The former is the

case where a certain pixel falls in the same super-pixel with all its neighbours. The latter

is that case where one or more of the neighbours of a certain pixel does not share the

same super-pixel with it. These statistics are shown in Fig. 4.6 and it shows that almost

90% of the pixels have all their KNNs inside their own SLIC pixel; this is consistent if the

statistics are calculated for all the pixels in the image or the mixed pixels only (recall that

we have the ground truth of the training dataset [3]). I also calculated the same statistics

for the case where the size of the super-pixel is reduced to be of radius=10 pixels instead
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of 20; I got almost similar statistics as depicted in Fig. 4.7(a). The same pattern can not

be observed if the feature used for determining the neighbours is RGB instead of RGBXY

as shown in Fig. 4.7(b).

In the light of these statistics, I propose to nominate a few delegates from every super-

pixel. If a certain super-pixel is known according to the trimap, we will consider its

delegates only (rather than all its members) as FG or BG proposals. Similarly, if it is un-

known, the best-pair nomination process (the last stage in the pipeline of sampling-based

matting) will be carried out only for its delegates rather than all its members. Algorithm

1 shows the pseudocode of my proposed algorithm for the nomination of delegates. For

every super-pixel, I calculate the mean RGB color vector, then I sort the members of the

region according to their deviation from the mean. The whole range of deviation-from-

mean is then divided into N intervals (or subgroups, N = 10 in my experiments) of equal

width and SSg samples are picked evenly from every subgroup as a function of a budget

B that is given by

SSg =

⌈
B × NSg

NTot

× (MAD)Sg
(MAD)Tot

⌉
, (4.3)

where B is the budget (B = 40 in my experiments), NSg and NTot are the number of

members in the subgroup and the whole super-pixel respectively, (MAD)Sg is the mean

absolute deviation from the mean in the subgroup and (MAD)Tot is the mean absolute

deviation from the mean in the whole super-pixel. Using this heuristic, the percentage of

delegates for the images in the training dataset in [3] is around 10% of the total number

of pixels in the image. Once the delegates are determined for every region, I calculate

a weighting matrix which indicates how the rest of a region’s members can be obtained

from its delegates. This matrix is calculated using the same procedure of [60] which was

discussed in Chapter 2. It can be expressed as:

W := argmin
wij

NTot∑

i=1

∣∣∣∣ ~Xi −
K∑

j=1

wij ~Xj

∣∣∣∣
2

s.t.
K∑

j=1

wij = 1, (4.4)

where NTot is the total number of pixels in a super-pixel, K is the number of delegates

and ~Xi (and ~Xj) is a pixel’s feature vector. This procedure simply applies the local

linearity principle within every SLIC super-pixel. Once the alpha values of the delegates
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.6: SLIC super-pixel neighbourhood rates for the pixels in the whole image (a), and
the mixed pixels only (b). The cyan bar indicates the percentage of the true positives (same
super-pixel neighbourhood rate) and the blue bar indicates the percentage of the false positives
(different super-pixel neighbourhood rate).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.7: (a) SLIC super-pixel neighbourhood rates for the mixed pixels in the image using
the feature RGBXY when the super-pixel radius is reduced to 10 pixels, (b) and the neigh-
bourhood rates for the mixed pixels in the image using the feature RGB only. The cyan bar
indicates the percentage of the true positives (same super-pixel neighbourhood rate) and the blue
bar indicates the percentage of the false positives (different super-pixel neighbourhood rate).
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of an unknown region are calculated, the alpha values of the rest of the members can be

computed accordingly.

Algorithm 1 A heuristic to nominate delegates from every SLIC super-pixel

1: procedure GetDelegates(Image, SLIC Super-pixels, N, Budget, SSg)
2: loop over SLIC segments :
3: Calculate super-pixel mean
4: Calculate deviation from mean for all members
5: Sort members based on their deviation from mean
6: Calculate deviation range and divide it into N intervals
7: loop over N intervals :
8: Pick SSg samples from each interval as a function of a budget B
9: end procedure

4.3.2 Determining good half-pairs for unknown super-pixels

The process of determining a suitable half-pair for every unknown pixel starts by calcu-

lating the cartoon-texture decomposition [46] of the input image2. The decomposition

was computed at scale = 5. Following their nomination, the delegates of the super-pixels

are represented by their cartoon-texture decomposition, and I then solved a binary graph

transduction problem, akin to Duchenne et al. [64], to find the best half-pair (a FG or

a BG super-pixel) for every unknown SP. This graph is shown in Fig. 4.8. The cartoon-

texture decomposition was used in this stage in lieu of the color to avoid the ambiguity

that may arise if the color distributions overlap.

I start by looping over the unknown super-pixels in the image, and determine those

that are not farther than 50 pixels away from any of the known FG and BG super-pixels.

Every unknown SP will then be offered one of its nearby known super-pixels (proposals)

at a time. To decide whether the unknown SP under consideration accepts a proposal or

not, I adopt the following procedure. Considering an unknown SP and one of its nearby

proposals, their delegates are used to build a graph. The entries of the Laplacian matrix

2I used the publicly-available code at: http://www.ipol.im/pub/art/2011/blmv ct/
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Foreground
Proposals

Background
Proposals

Unknown Pixels
Mostly Background PixelsMostly Foreground Pixels

Figure 4.8: An illustration of the graph model that is used in the transduction process to
determine the best half-pair for every unknown SLIC super-pixel. The proposals are depicted
as squares while the unknown super-pixels are depicted as circles. The affinities between the
proposals and the unknown regions are depicted by the lines connecting them; the solid lines
symbolize high affinity (or appearance similarity) while the dashed lines symbolize low affinities.
An unknown super-pixel is expected to accept a proposal that is similar in appearance to it.

of this graph are calculated using the kernel function given by

k(Xi, Xj) =
k̃(Xi, Xj)

[d̃(Xi) d̃(Xj)]λ
where (4.5a)

k̃(Xi, Xj) = e−
‖Xi−Xj‖

2

2σ2 and (4.5b)

d̃(Xi) =
n∑

j=1

k̃(Xi, Xj). (4.5c)

In the above equations, σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian kernel and is fixed to

the value of 20 throughout the experiments, n is the dimension of the Laplacian (square)

matrix and Xi (or Xj) are defined as Xi := {CR, CG, CB, TR, TG, TB} which is the RGB

cartoon-texture feature vector. By recalling the discussion in Chapter 2, a graph trans-

duction is carried out by minimizing an objective function and solving a corresponding
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linear system which are given, respectively, by

min
F∈Rn

(F − Y )TC(F − Y ) + F TL F, (4.6a)

(L+ C) F = C Y, (4.6b)

where C is the diagonal n×n matrix in which the ith diagonal element is ci (ci=10 in my

experiments) for a labelled point, and 0 for a test point, Y is the n-dimensional vector in

which the ith element is Yi for a labelled point, and 0 for a test point. After obtaining

F , I threshold it to 0 or 1. If at least 30% of the delegates in the unknown pixel accept

the proposal, it will assigned as its best half pair, i.e. the number of ones in F should

be at least 30% of its length. An unknown SP may accept more than one of its nearby

proposals, so the loop over the proposals is interrupted once an unknown SP accepts a

proposal. In other words, an unknown SP is assigned to the first known SP (either FG

or BG) it accepts. This is mainly determined by the closeness of their cartoon-texture

features which is depicted by the weight of the links between the nodes in Fig. 4.8 between

the proposals (squares) and the unknown delegates (circles). Obviously, an unknown pixel

is expected to accept a proposal if they have quite similar appearance.

Since we considered the delegates of every SP only, rather than all its members while

constructing the Laplacian, the size of the Laplacian matrix is equal to the sum of the

number of the foreground (or background) delegates plus the number of delegates of the

unknown region under consideration. Thus, I end up working with small matrices. I loop

over the unknown regions and the size of the Laplacian does not exceed 200× 200 entries

in every loop. Moreover, once an unknown region accepts a proposed super-pixel, it is not

offered more proposals. Both of these reasons contribute to the computational efficiency

of the matte calculation. There is a rare case where an unknown SP contains known FG

pixels, known BG pixels and a few unknown pixels; it is still considered as an unknown

SP. Such a SP would accept a nearby FG and a nearby BG, and in this case, I gave the

priority to the nearby FG super-pixel in my implementation.

The unknown SPs that are farther than 50 pixels away from the known regions will be

considered in the following stage of the algorithm. I continued the best half-pair computa-

tion in propagation fashion. The unknown super-pixels that have been already assigned a
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half-pair will represent the ‘labels’ themselves, and an exactly similar transduction-based

procedure will be followed in an attempt to assign an already-paired unknown SP to one

or more of the remaining unknown SPs that are not farther than 50 pixels away from

it. This propagation stops once all the unknown SPs are paired or when the propagation

itself fails to proceed inside the matting band (the gray band in the trimap); this may

happen if an unknown pixel refused all the available proposals.

I had two strategies to deal with those remaining unknown SPs, which could not be

paired during half-pair propagation. The first strategy takes into consideration that an

unknown SP may be comprised of a mixture of unknown pixels and known, yet dissimilar,

pixels. This happen often in the case of an isolated BG region for example. In this case,

the isolated BG will not accept the nearby FG proposals through transduction because

they are dissimilar; the nearby FG pixels would constitute a good half-pair, though,

because they are quite distinctive from the isolated BG region (recall the discussion in

the beginning of this Chapter). To cope with this case, if a remaining unknown SP

contains known FG pixels, it will be assigned to itself as the best half-pair, and similarly

if it contains known BG pixels.

The last strategy to deal with those remaining unknown SPs is a voting procedure.

I calculate the spatially-nearest seven paired unknown SPs, and I retrieve their half-

pairs. If the majority of their half-pairs are FG labels, the remaining unknown SP under

consideration is assigned the half-pair of the spatially-nearest paired unknown SP among

those which were assigned to FG half-pairs. Similarly, if the majority of their half-pairs are

BG labels, the remaining unknown SP under consideration is assigned the half-pair of the

spatially-nearest paired unknown SP among those which were assigned to BG half-pairs.

It is worth mentioning that in the graph in Fig. 4.8, the unknown super-pixels (circles)

have not been connected because the transduction was done for every unknown super-

pixel independently. A question that may surface at this point is: should not the similar

super-pixels share the same best half-pair? Should not the circles in the graph be con-

nected to guarantee this assumption? My approach actually took this assumption into

consideration, but implemented it differently. I was keen on solving a small graph problem

in every loop, and then let the neighbouring super-pixels share their best half-pairs.

Half-pair sharing is done as follows: I calculate the mean color-cartoon-texture feature
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for all the unknown SPs in the image, in addition to those of the BG labels in the image.

I also determine which of the unknown SPs has more than or equal 25% of its constituent

pixels already known in the trimap; I give them the symbol USN – the unknown SPs with

significant number of known pixels. Every unknown SP is then allowed to share its half

pair with the five spatially-nearest SPs, the five most similar SPs according to the mean

color-cartoon-texture feature and the five most similar BG labels to account for isolated

BGs. Finally, every unknown SP is also given access to the known pixels in the five most

similar SPs among USN , if any. To determine the most similar SP among USN , I used the

joint color-cartoon-texture-xy feature.

The merit of the proposed technique with regards to gathering good half-pairs is

demonstrated using the two following methods. First, I picked a challenging case, in the

training dataset of the matting benchmark, where the classical technique for gathering

spatially near samples fails. I compared the gathered BG half-pairs with that classical

technique with those gathered using the proposed method. This is shown in Fig. 4.9, and

I considered a maximum of 10 gathered half-pairs to plot this figure. In part (c) and (d)

of Fig. 4.9, the unknown super-pixel under consideration is pointed to by a yellow arrow,

while its gathered half-pairs from the BG regions are pointed to by cyan arrows. The

former shows the gathered half-pairs using the proposed method while the latter shows

the spatially-nearest BG half-pairs. On the right of part (c), I show the mean color values

of the gathered half-pairs as a palette. The upper-most square in the palette is the mean

of the unknown region under consideration, while the rest represent the mean color values

of its corresponding half-pairs. The same information is shown in part (d). It is clear that

the proposed method brought more similar samples to the unknown region if compared

with the classical approach.

The second method that was adopted to demonstrate the merit of the proposed tech-

nique with regards to gathering good half-pairs aims at assessing the goodness of the gath-

ered half-pairs objectively. I carried out the following experiment on the whole dataset of

the matting benchmark (27 images with Trimap 1):

1. Calculate the SLIC pixels of the input image with region size = 5 and regularizer

= 0.1. Note that this over-segmentation step uses a smaller region size than the

one adopted in our half-pair computation. This over-segmentation is completely
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(a) Input Image (b) Trimap

(c) Half-pairs With Graph Transduction (d) Spatially-near Half-pairs

Figure 4.9: A demonstration of the benefit of using the proposed algorithm to determine
a suitable half-pair for every unknown super-pixel. In (c), the unknown super-pixel under
consideration is pointed to by a yellow arrow, while its gathered half-pairs from BG are pointed
to by cyan arrows. Part (d) shows the case where the gathered half-pairs are the spatially-near
half-pairs only, which is the prevalent method in the literature. On the right of part (c), I show
the mean color values of the gathered half-pairs as a palette. The upper-most square in the
palette is the mean of the unknown region under consideration, while the rest represent the
mean color values of its corresponding half-pairs. The same information is shown in part (d).
It is clear that the proposed method brought more similar samples to the unknown region if
compared with the classical approach. It is worth mentioning that I gathered similar number of
half-pairs in both cases; however, some of the gathered half-pairs in part (c) are repeated.
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independent of the main algorithm, and that region size was used only in this

experiment for the purpose explained below.

2. According to this over-segmentation, determine the FG labels and the BG labels,

and compute their means. These means will constitute my whole dictionary FG

samples and BG samples.

3. Given the data of best half-pair computation, loop over the unknown labels in the

image, and for each, determine its computed best half-pair. I will assume that the

best half-pair was a FG label, but the same logic holds if it was a BG label.

4. Determine the color feature of the delegates of the best half-pair.

5. Loop over the delegates of the unknown pixel.

6. For every delegate, we have its ground-truth alpha value (in the training dataset),

and we have the features of the delegates of its best half-pair.

7. Assuming that the best half-pair is a FG label, and recalling Eqn. 3.2a and given

the ground-truth alpha value, calculate an ideal ‘other half-pair’; the other half-pair

is BG pixels in our case since the half-pair is a FG. Actually, we will have a number

of ideal other half-pairs that is equal to the number of the delegates of the FG

half-pair.

8. Given the BG dictionary calculated from the over-segmentation step, calculate the

minimum Euclidean distance between the color feature of the computed ideal half-

pairs and that dictionary.

9. For all the delegates of the unknown labels, and for all the labels, compute the mean

minimum Euclidean distance in the whole image.

For a particular image, if the computed half-pairs are good, its mean minimum

Euclidean distance should be close to zero. I calculated that value (the mean

minimum Euclidean distance) for each of the 27 images in the training dataset, then

subtract them from 1 to be able to plot a presentable bar chart. This bar chart is shown

in Fig. 4.10. Ideally, all bars should be close to 1; however, the results are reasonable in
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Figure 4.10: Objective assessment of the goodness of the computed half-pairs using the pro-
posed method. To verify the goodness of the computed half-pairs, we used the 27 images of
the training dataset in the matting benchmark. Given the ground-truth alpha values and the
computed half-pairs, we determine an ideal complement half-pair. Then we calculate the mini-
mum distance between that ideal complement half-pair and all the complement half-pairs in the
image. This distance should be small if the computed half-pair is suitable. The height of every
bar in the figure equals to 1− the mean minimum distance, where the mean is computed over
all the unknown super-pixels’ delegates in the image.

the sense that for 25 images out of the 27 images, the mean minimum Euclidean distance

is less than 0.2.

4.3.3 Punching the pair space

To proceed to the following stage in the pipeline, after the best half-pair computation, I

illustrate in Fig. 4.11(a) the result of the best-half-pair computation step for a particular

unknown SP (Usp); this is shown on a 2D space that depicts all the FG and BG super-

pixels in the image. The same logic holds for the rest of the unknown super-pixels. Just

as an example, in this figure, Usp is assigned to three (out of the say N available) BG

super-pixels in the image: RBx which is its best half-pair, in addition to RBy and RBz

that it shares with its neighbours. It is worth mentioning that if the unknown SP under

consideration would have preferred FG super-pixels as its best half-pairs, we would have
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(a) Best Half-pair Computation
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(b) Pair space Punching

Figure 4.11: An illustration of the best half-pair computation and the punching steps for a
single unknown super-pixel.

vertical streaks in Fig. 4.11(a).

Instead of the streaks in Fig. 4.11(a), I need to further narrow-down the search space

to a few patches (or parts of streaks) in this space. Otherwise, the pair assessment step

would be computationally inefficient as in [11]. If I can determine the FG super-pixels

that best-suit Usp, given its best half-pairs, then those sought patches are the intersections

between the previously-found BG super-pixels (best half-pairs) and their most suitable

complement among the FG super-pixels. An example of those patches are shown as red

squares in Fig. 4.11(b). My final pair-space (shortlisted pair space) for that particular

unknown SP will thus be the FG/BG pairs (pixels) in those red squares. I name this step:

punching the pair-space.

Let’s recall the chromatic distortion that was mentioned in Chapter 1 and 3; that is

the Euclidean distance between the color of a pixel and the color produced by a given

FG/BG pair and the corresponding alpha value for the same pixel. It is given by:

ξcolor = ‖I − (α̂Fi + (1− α̂)Bj)‖. (4.7)

In order to determine the most-suitable complement among the FG super-pixels for Usp,

I calculate the mean color feature for all the FG super-pixels in the image; these will

represent the F s in Eqn. 4.7. I also have the best half-pairs for Usp (all of them are

BG super-pixels in our example); these will represent the Bs in Eqn. 4.7. I retain the
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K foreground super-pixels that result in the least K values for the chromatic distortion

(Eqn. 4.7); K = 10 in my experiments. At the end of this stage, I should have acquired

for Usp: its best BG half-pairs (RBx , RBy and RBz) and its most-suitable complement

FG half-pairs (RFp , RFq , RFrand RFs). The same procedure is taken for all the unknown

super-pixels. It is worth mentioning that CIELab feature performed better than RGB

feature in this step. The pair space punching is the most computationally demanding

stage in the current implementation of the algorithm. This is because, given a BG half-

pair for example, I try to find the best complement among all the FG SPs in the image. It

can also be attributed to the fact that, for an unknown SP under consideration, I perform

the punching for each of its delegates, and then determine the complement half-pairs as

the K most frequent SPs among the bucket of complement half-pairs computed for all

the delegates of Usp. One possible variant of the implementation is to use the mean of

Usp instead of looping over its delegates, but I have not tried this variant.

4.3.4 FG/BG pair assessment

The algorithm’s pipeline is then concluded by the pair assessment stage. In this step, the

FG/BG pair that best describes every delegate in Usp is sought among the delegates of

the super-pixels that are depicted as red squares in Fig. 4.11(b). The alpha values of the

non-delegate members of Usp were reconstructed using Eqn. 4.4 from the alpha values of

the delegates. Since the good nearby samples have already been included in the shortlisted

pair space while determining the best half-pair for every SP, there was no need to include

a proximity term [8, 73] in the objective function. I experimented with three objective

functions for pair assessment. Their mathematical formulation and the results obtained

by each of them will be presented in sub-section 4.3.5 and sub-section 4.3.6.

4.3.5 Pre and post-processing, results and discussion

All the experiments were implemented using Matlabr, and were run on a PC with Intel

Core2Quad 2.66GHz processor and 4GB of RAM. Moreover, in all the experiments, the

trimaps used were first expanded using the same method in [73] according to the condition

that is given by Eqn. 4.1.

The first adopted cost function is the chromatic distortion in Eqn. 4.7. After calculat-
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ing the alpha maps, they undergo a post-smoothing step using the same technique as in [7]

and [73]. A modified version of the smoothing module available in the publicly available

code of [73] has been used. To smoothen the alpha map, a quadratic cost function in α

is minimized. This function is the right-hand side of the equation given by:

E = αTLα + γ(α− α̂)TΓ(α− α̂) + λ(α− α̂)TΣ(α− α̂), (4.8)

where α is a vector containing the values in the alpha map, αTLα is a smoothness term

that encodes the smoothness constraints of [75] in the Laplacian matrix L. The other two

terms in the function serve as data terms. The vector α̂ is the values of the alpha map

to be smoothed, γ = 10−1 encodes the relative importance of the data and smoothness

terms, Γ is a diagonal matrix whose zero entries for the known foreground and background

pixels, and a confidence value f for the unknown pixels. The results presented in this

thesis were obtained with f = β × Emin, where β = 107 and Emin is the minimum value

attained by the cost function for a particular unknown pixel. The last term involves Σ

which is a diagonal matrix with zero entries for unknown pixels and a value of 1 for the

known pixels, while λ is a weighting parameter (λ = 100 in our experiments).

The performance of the proposed method with this objective function was evaluated

according to [3] on May 23, 2015, and its ranking is available on the benchmark’s website

under the temporary name ‘Anonymous SP Lett Subm’. The tables summarizing the

objective performance according to four metrics (MSE, Connectivity, SAD and Gradient)

were obtained from the benchmark website and included in Fig. 4.12 through Fig. 4.15.

The most remarkable merits according to [3] are: For the connectivity metric, the

overall rank of the presented technique is better than that of [12] and [73]. For the

gradient metric, the performance of the presented technique is better than [12]; it has

also achieved a top score over all the techniques in the benchmark (the second trimap

of the image named ‘Plastic bag’), and in 25% of the cases, the performance is better

than [73]. In 50% of the cases, the performance is better than [13]. For the MSE, the

presented technique has achieved a top score over all the techniques (the second trimap

of the image named ‘Elephant’) and its rank is higher than [12]. In 10 cases and 11 cases

(out of 24), my algorithm performs better than [73] and [13] respectively. Finally, for the

SAD metric, the presented technique has achieved a top score over all the techniques in
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the first trimap of the image named ‘Elephant’, and in 13 cases, 6 cases and 10 cases (out

of 24), my algorithm performs better than [12], [73] and [13] respectively.

Fig. 4.16 depicts a few cases where the proposed method is more efficient than the

SoA techniques [73] and [12]. In the eleven cases shown, the subjective quality (compared

to the ground truth), as well as the objective quality (measured in terms of MSE) are

better/comparable to the other techniques. The patches are chosen to demonstrate the

effectiveness of the proposed technique in many cases; nevertheless, there are other cases

where it was worse than both.

4.3.6 Other cost functions for pair assessment

Following the criterion of [36] and [10] to determine a confident pair, the first adopted

objective function was extended to involve two other terms that quantify the separation

between the two half-pairs of a pair under consideration (also called the robustness of a

pair), and promote the sparsity [70, 36] of the calculated alpha maps as well. Throughout

the rest of this document, the second adopted objective function will be referred to as

the extended cost/objective function. The formulation used in this thesis for the sparsity-

promoting term is different from the formulations used in [36] and [10]. The extended

cost function is given by:

ξrs =
‖I − (α̂Fi + (1− α̂)Bj)‖

‖Fi −Bj‖
×min

{
W1

W1 +W2

,
W2

W1 +W2

}
where, (4.9a)

W1 = exp(−‖I − Fi‖), W2 = exp(−‖I −Bj‖), (4.9b)

where ξrs is the cost of the function that reflects the robustness of the pairs and en-

courages the sparsity in alpha maps. The numerator of the first term is the chromatic

distortion that was adopted as our first objective function, while the denominator serves to

favour FG/BG pairs that come from widely separated color distributions. This criterion

facilitates an accurate estimation of the α value using the composting equation.

The sparsity property states that most pixels are expected to be either fully foreground

or fully background. If so, one half-pair should be close in color space to the unknown

pixel under consideration. The formulation of the sparsity-promoting terms in [36] and [10]
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Figure 4.16: A few comparisons with the SoA sampling-based matting techniques. From the
left, the columns depict the original image with the patch under consideration highlighted by
a yellow rectangle, the patch enlarged, its ground truth alpha map, the result of [12] (WCT),
the result of [73] (CS), our result and the MSE of the three techniques; the green, purple and
turquoise bars are ours, [12] and [73] respectively. Please see text for more details.
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involves two weights that quantify the closeness of the unknown pixel under consideration

to both the FG samples and the BG samples. In this thesis, for every FG/BG pair,

a weight is calculated as a function of the Euclidean distance (in color space) between

the unknown pixel and each half-pair (W1 and W2). Two ratios are then calculated for

each of the calculated weights to their sum, and the minimum of each of these ratios is

embedded as a weight in the cost function. The minimum of the two ratios corresponds

to the half-pair that is farther in the feature space from the unknown pixel, which may

sound contradictory with the formulations in [36] and [10]. However, the rationale for the

formulation used in this thesis is: No matter which half-pair is a FG and which is a BG, if

a large separation between the two half-pairs (Hp
1 ,Hp

2 ) is guaranteed by the denominator

of the first term in the cost function, and a large separation is guaranteed between the

unknown pixel I and only one of the half-pairs (let it be Hp
2 ) by the second term, then

there will be one of the following two cases. Either the unknown pixel and Hp
1 are also far

away from each other in the feature space (like I and Hp
2 ), and in this case the chromatic

distortion would be high and the pair would be dis-qualified, or the unknown pixel and

Hp
1 are nearby in the feature space, which is what the sparsity-promoting terms are meant

to do.

The performance of the presented sampling strategy with the extended cost function

in Eqn. 4.9a consistently gave better results on the benchmark than using the chromatic

distortion only. It was evaluated according to [3] on February 20, 2016. The tables

summarizing the objective performance according to four metrics (MSE, Connectivity,

SAD and Gradient) were obtained from the benchmark website and included in Fig. 4.17

through Fig. 4.20. The ranking of the presented method appears in the tables under the

temporary name ‘TSPS Robust Sampling ’.

The most remarkable merits for using the extended cost function, according to [3] are:

For the connectivity metric, the overall rank of the presented technique is better than

that of [12] and [13] and [73]. Its rank is also six-positions higher than the rank of the

performance with the cost function minimizing the chromatic distortion only. For the

gradient metric, the presented technique has achieved a top score over all the techniques

in the benchmark (the second trimap of the image named ‘Plastic bag’); in 11 cases out of

24 cases, the performance is better than [13], and in 25% of the cases, the performance is
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better than [73]. For the MSE, the overall rank of the presented technique is higher than

that of the method in [12]. In 13 cases (out of 24), my algorithm performs better than

[13] and [73]. Finally, for the SAD metric, in 10 cases (out of 24), my algorithm performs

better than [73] and [13]. The use of the extended cost function resulted in consistent

enhancement for the rank of the presented algorithm across all the metrics.

The performance of the presented techniques using the initial and the extended cost

function was compared to that of the methods in [12] and [73]. The bar-charts and the

tables depicting the comparison are shown in Fig. 4.21, Fig. 4.22, Fig. 4.23 and Fig. 4.24.

For the bar charts in Fig. 4.21 and Fig. 4.22, errors for image ‘16’ and image ‘25’ were

omitted because they are much higher than the errors in the rest of the images for all the

algorithms; including them would impact negatively the clarity of presentation of the rest

of the results. Nevertheless, the results of image ‘16’ and image ‘25’ can be found in the

tables shown in Fig. 4.23 and Fig. 4.24.

Further experiments were also carried out on the use of cartoon-texture distortion,

instead of the chromatic distortion. The cartoon-texture distortion was formulated as

follows: Following the cartoon-texture decomposition model, a pixel Ii in the input image

I can be expressed as:

Ii = Cs
i + T si , (4.10)

where Cs
i is the cartoon component of the pixel Ii calculated at the texture scale s, and

T si is the texture component of the pixel Ii calculated at the texture scale s. The matting

compositing equation for the same pixel is given by

Ii = αFi + (1− α)Bi. (4.11)

Thus, the matting compositing equations for the cartoon and texture components at scale

s are given by

Cs
i = αFCs

i + (1− α)BCs

i , (4.12a)

T si = αF T s

i + (1− α)BT s

i , (4.12b)
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Figure 4.21: Objective comparison (MSE) of the performance of the presented matting tech-
niques with the performance of the approaches in [12] and [73], on the training dataset of [3].
The blue, cyan, yellow and red bars represent my method with the extended cost function, my
method with the chromatic distortion cost function, the method of [12] and the method of [73]
respectively.
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Figure 4.22: Objective comparison (SAD) of the performance of the presented matting tech-
niques with the performance of the approaches in [12] and [73], on the training dataset of [3].
The blue, cyan, yellow and red bars represent my method with the extended cost function, my
method with the chromatic distortion cost function, the method of [12] and the method of [73]
respectively.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.23: MSE of the presented matting approach with the two suggested cost functions
and the approaches in [12] and [73], on the training dataset of [3]. The first, second, third and
fourth coloumns represent my method with the extended cost function, my method with the
chromatic distortion cost function, the method of [12] and the method of [73] respectively. The
results with Trimap 2 is shown in (a), while the results with Trimap 1 is shown in (b). The last
row is a count of the number of images where each technique attained the least error.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.24: SAD of the presented matting approach with the two suggested cost functions
and the approaches in [12] and [73], on the training dataset of [3]. The first, second, third and
fourth coloumns represent my method with the extended cost function, my method with the
chromatic distortion cost function, the method of [12] and the method of [73] respectively. The
results with Trimap 2 is shown in (a), while the results with Trimap 1 is shown in (b). The last
row is a count of the number of images where each technique attained the least error.
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which bring another constraint to the calculation of the best alpha for every pixel Ii,

instead of the chromatic distortion only. Thus, the cartoon-texture objective function to

be minimized can be expressed as:

ξ = ‖Cs
i − αFCs

i + (1− α)BCs

i ‖+‖T si − αF T s

i + (1− α)BT s

i ‖. (4.13)

By varying the parameter s, more constraints can be brought to the problem of picking

the best FG/BG pair for the pixel Ii in image I. However, the experiments were carried

out on a single value for s only. The motivation behind adopting this distortion and

its mathematical formulation were presented for the sake of completeness. However,

the cartoon-texture distortion when adopted with the training dataset (of the matting

benchmark) tended to produce alpha maps with much higher mean-squared error rates

compared to the chromatic distortion, and thus presenting the alpha maps obtained with

this error function (cartoon-texture distortion) was seen to be of minimal benefit.

This chapter started by highlighting the motivation behind sequential pair selection –

the core contribution of this thesis to the area of efficient sampling of trimaps. Following

the motivation, I presented the first variant of sequential pair selection. Since it relied

on the quantification of the overlap between the color distributions of the shortlisted pair

space and the unknown region under consideration, this method suffered when the FG and

the BG color distributions overlap. Evaluating a large number of pairs at the last stage

of the algorithm’s pipeline is also another negative aspect in this variant. Objectively,

this method attained the 34th and the 28th, according to the SAD and the MSE metrics

respectively, over the 43 methods in the matting benchmark; this ranking was reported

on the 1st of August 2016, leaving a lot of room for improvement. Hence, the second

variant of sequential pair selection was presented. I proposed to find a suitable half-pair

for every unknown super-pixel by solving a binary graph transduction problem. The

cartoon-texture decomposition of a few delegates, rather than all the constituent pixels,

of a super-pixel were considered in this stage, overcoming the problem of overlapping color

distributions, and cutting back the computational burden of considering all the pixels in

an image. Following the pair space punching, the gathered pairs were then assessed using

the classical chromatic distortion and a newly-proposed sparsity-promoting cost function.

The performance of the second variant of sequential pair selection was then evaluated
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subjectively and objectively on the dataset of the matting benchmark. It showed that

its performance is close to the SoA, while overcoming critical drawbacks in the literature

such as the color ambiguity problem.

Compared with the first variant of sequential pair selection, the performance of the

second method is remarkably better. Nevertheless, according to the method’s ranking

on the benchmark, more room for improvement is still available. This constitutes the

motivation for the third technique, which is the subject of the next chapter.
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Chapter 5

Natural Image Matting Using

Iterative Graph Cuts With Half-pair

Constraints

Even though the research presented in this Chapter is quite pertinent to the scope of

research in the previous one, I discuss it separately for the sake of clarity of presentation.

In this Chapter, I highlight a novel pipeline for sampling-based matting which yielded,

in some cases, better results than the methods explained in Chapter 4. Based on the

main premise of this thesis with regards to sampling-based matting, namely, the benefit

of sequential pair selection, I formulate the problem of FG/BG pair assessment (which

involves assigning each unknown pixel a FG/BG pair) as a graph labelling problem. In

such a problem, I can encode the half-pair constraints, that were discussed in the beginning

of Chapter 4, as smoothness constraints, and then solve it using multi-label graph cuts.

Through the sections of this chapter, I explain each stage of the proposed pipeline that

is depicted in Fig. 5.1.

5.1 Choosing Delegates for Super-pixels

I start the algorithm by calculating the Simple Linear Iterative Clustering (SLIC) super-

pixels [86, 87] (region size=10 and regularizer=0.1) and choosing a few delegates to rep-

resent each of them. Towards the goal of constructing a 1 × N vector that represents a
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Figure 5.1: The pipeline of the proposed algorithm for natural image matting.

feature vector for every SP, where N is the number of delegates, I sought an equal number

of delegates for every SP. Thus, the delegates nomination procedure that was discussed

in sub-section 4.3.1 could not be adopted. It was controlled by a budget (a ceiling) but

in general it yielded a variable number of delegates depending on the variety of the color

feature of the member pixels of a SP.

I chose a fixed number of delegates (N = 10 in my experiments) for every super pixel

using the following procedure. Throughout this procedure and the rest of the pipeline,

the CIEL*a*b feature was used. I measured the variance across the three color channels

for every member of the super-pixel under consideration, and I sorted them accordingly;

this implies a sorting index Ims1 on the members. I also measured the variance across each

channel; this implies a sorting index Ics2 on the channels. I multiplied the two indices,

which implies a composite index for every color channel, for every member of the super-

pixel, Imcs3
. Then, I summed the composite index, over the three color channels, for every

member and sorted the result, which yields the final sorting index Ims4 on the members of

the super-pixel. This can be formally written as:

Ims4 := sort

{
3∑

j=1

Imcjs3

}
, (5.1)

where c1, c2 and c3 are the three color channels respectively. Finally, I divided the sorted
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members into N subgroups and nominated the first member of every sub-group to be a

delegate. This constitutes the N delegates of every super-pixel. The feature vector of

every super-pixel is then constructed as the N × 3 CIEL*a*b vector.

5.2 Constructing the FG and BG Dictionaries

I adopted a procedure for downsizing the two sets of all the known FG and BG pixels in

the trimap; the output of this step is the FG and BG dictionaries. The procedure was

guided by the feature maps of [85], which were computed using their publicly available

code.

The generated feature map is an image whose size is equal to that of the original

image, and each pixel has a value representing the probability of being an edge pixel.

I thresholded these feature maps (threshold is 0.2 in my implementation; the higher it

is, the smaller the dictionaries). I then loop over every label (SLIC super-pixel) that

contains one or more edge pixels and add to the FG(BG) dictionary the spatially-nearest

FG(BG) super-pixel to it. The reduction in the number of FG and BG labels using the

aforementioned procedure is key to alleviating the computational load of the pair space

punching step, which was previously discussed in sub-section 4.3.3.

5.3 Good Half-pair Computation and Sharing

In this stage of the algorithm, I seek a good half-pair for every unknown super-pixel.

Since the certainty about the suitability of a half-pair is inversely proportional with the

distance of the unknown pixel under consideration from the borders of the trimap, I

started by computing a suitable half-pair for SPs that lie nearby in space to the borders

of the trimap. Then I propagate this information to the deeper regions of the matting

band. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.2 and I elaborate on it below.

Starting with the FG and BG dictionaries, and all the unknown super-pixels in the

image, I calculate the 15 most similar known labels to every unknown label. The sim-

ilarity is measured as the Euclidean distance between the super-pixels’ feature vectors;

the construction of the super-pixel feature vector was described in sec. 5.1. I then take a

vote for every unknown super-pixel regarding whether it favours FG super-pixels or BG
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(a) Example of a Trimap (b) Seed Computation (c) Half-pair Propagation

Figure 5.2: An illustration of the stages of half-pair computation: FG/BG seed determination
and BG seed propagation.

super-pixels. The consensus factor in my experiments is equal to 13 (out of the computed

15 neighbours). Only those super-pixels which chose 13 or more FG (or BG) super-pixels

are nominated to be preliminary seeds.

I then loop over the preliminary seeds and follow this procedure:

• If a preliminary seed (an unknown SP) preferred FG super-pixels, I check whether

there is a member of the BG dictionary lying nearby in space to it or not (a maximum

of 20 pixels apart in my experiments, because the radius of the SLIC pixels is

10 pixels). If this conditions holds, I assign that BG dictionary member to the

preliminary seed under consideration as its suitable half-pair; note that this would

be the dissimilar nearby half-pair.

• If a preliminary seed (an unknown SP) preferred FG super-pixels and there is not a

BG dictionary member lying nearby, I check whether there is a member of the FG

dictionary lying nearby in space to it or not. If this condition holds, I calculate the

Euclidean distance D between the feature of the nearby FG super-pixel and that of

the most similar FG super-pixel (among the 15 neighbours computed initially) to

the preliminary seed under consideration. If exp(−D) > 0.85, I pair the preliminary

seed under consideration to the most similar FG super-pixel to it (among the 15

neighbours computed initially).

The same logic holds for the preliminary seeds that preferred BG super-pixels. At the

end of this stage, two sets of already-paired unknown super-pixels are acquired, namely,

the FG seeds and the BG seeds, which are shown in Fig. 5.2(b) as blue and red circles

respectively.

This seed information is propagated greedily to the inside of the matting band, the
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process that is depicted as yellow arrows in Fig. 5.2(c). In the current implementation,

I allowed the propagation from the BG seeds only (but not the FG seeds), which was

enough to bring good half-pairs to the super-pixels inside the matting band. In the last

sentence, and at this stage, the goodness of the computed half-pair was judged subjec-

tively; nevertheless, a procedure similar to the one followed in sub-section 4.3.2 can be

adopted to assess the computed half-pairs objectively.

As mentioned earlier, the BG seed propagation takes place in a greedy fashion. Basi-

cally, I loop over the BG seeds and determine whether there are any unknown super-pixels,

nearby in space, that have not been paired yet. The same 20 pixels limit was used again

in this stage because the radius of the SLIC pixels is 10 pixels. If this condition holds, all

the nearby un-paired super-pixels are assigned the same half-pair of the neighbouring BG

seed. This procedure is iterated until one of two conditions is satisfied, either no more

un-paired super-pixels left, or when more iterations fail to pair the un-paired. The latter

case happened in my experiments but the probability of its occurrence (measured as a

percentage of the total number of unknown super-pixels) is very low. If that case took

place, I loop over those super-pixels which could not be paired using the aforementioned

procedure and pair every one of them to its most similar super-pixel among those that

were successfully labelled during the propagation step.

With all the unknown super-pixels now paired to a suitable half-pair, I then allowed

half-pair sharing according to the following criteria. In addition to its half-pair, every

super-pixel among the FG(BG) seeds is paired with the half-pairs of the most similar

M neighbours among the FG(BG) seeds. The similarity is measured as the Euclidean

distance between the super-pixels’ feature vectors. For the super-pixels that are non-

seeds, i.e., they get their half-pairs during the propagation step, they are paired with the

half-pairs of the most similar M
2

neighbours among the BG seeds and the most similar M
2

neighbours among the non-seed super-pixels.

5.4 Punching the Pair Space and Half-pair Pruning

The algorithm adopted for punching the pair space will be explained for a case where

the best half-pairs, that were computed in the first stage, for the unknown region under
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consideration are FG labels. Nevertheless, the same logic holds for the case where the

half-pairs are BG labels.

For the unknown super-pixels whose half-pairs are FG labels, I need to punch the

2D pair space along the BG direction, the vertical direction in Fig. 4.11 as an example.

Towards that goal I computed the mean CIEL*a*b value of every label in the BG dic-

tionary; each mean will represent a Bj in Eqn. 5.2a. It is worth mentioning that this

is the extended cost function used in Chapter 4. I also computed the mean color value

of the unknown super-pixel under consideration; this will represent I in Eqn. 5.2a. Fi-

nally, the color feature of the delegates of all the FG half-pair labels will represent the

Fi in Eqn. 5.2a. For every FG delegate, I determined the BG label that minimizes the

right-hand side of Eqn. 5.2a and I chose the 5 most frequent (mode) BG labels in the set

containing all the best BG labels of all the delegates.

ξ =
‖I − (α̂Fi + (1− α̂)Bj)‖

‖Fi −Bj‖
×min

{
W1

W1 +W2

,
W2

W1 +W2

}
where, (5.2a)

W1 = exp(−‖I − Fi‖), W2 = exp(−‖I −Bj‖). (5.2b)

As a quick recall, the above cost function is the chromatic distortion divided by a denom-

inator that encourages well-separated FG and BG labels, and multiplied by a term that

encourages sparsity in alpha maps, by ensuring that either Fi or Bj are very close (in the

feature space) to the mean color feature of the unknown super-pixel under consideration.

Following the pair space punching step, I pruned the initially calculated set of half-

pairs. So far, for every unknown super-pixel, I have had M + 1 half-pairs, that is: its

best half-pair plus the M shared ones, in addition to 5 labels computed from punching

the pair space. Assuming the best half-pairs are FG labels, each of them will be given the

symbol Fh, and the BG labels computed from the punching step will be given the symbol

Bp. Along the same lines of encouraging well-separated FG and BG labels, I retained

only one FG label from the Fh that maximizes the function given by
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F ∗ := argmax
Fh

2

P

3P
4∑

p=P
4

+1

‖ Fh −Bp ‖ ∀ p = 1, 2, ..., P. (5.3)

The above function is the inter-quartile mean of the Euclidean distances between one

member of the Fh and all the Bp associated with the unknown pixel under consideration.

5.5 Calculating Alpha Maps Using Iterative Graph

Cuts

In this stage, I use the information about suitable half-pairs and punching labels that were

computed along the pipeline so far to solve a graph labelling problem for pair assessment.

While constructing the graph, I encode the half-pair constraints in the smoothness term

of the energy function to be minimized as will be shown below.

I start by tiling the image with semi-overlapping square patches of size 100 × 100.

Then, I determine (using the trimap) which tiling patches contain unknown pixels. I loop

over those patches, construct a graph for each of them, solve a graph labelling problem

using multi-label graph cuts [90, 55, 52, 91] and compute an alpha map for every patch.

Since the patches are overlapping, some unknown pixels will be covered more than once,

so I averaged the alpha values I get from all the labelling problems containing a particular

unknown pixel. In the following paragraphs, I explain the graph construction of a single

patch; this process is done in the same way for all the patches.

While constructing a patch’s graph, I considered only the unknown pixels in it as

the graph sites. I tried to include the known pixels as well, if any, and fix their label

(as a constraint or a boundary condition), but the computational cost was high since

the complexity of graph cuts is O(NL) where N are the number of sites and L are the

number of labels. After determining the unknown pixels in the patch, I constructed a 4-

neighbourhood system. The labels of that graph problem are the FG/BG pairs of delegates

that represent the half-pair labels + punching labels of every unknown super-pixel within

the patch under consideration. Basically, I check the SLIC label of every unknown pixel in

the patch, retrieve its best half-pair and punching labels, then I construct graph labels by

concatenating the feature of the delegates of the half-pair and the feature of the delegates
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of the punching super-pixels (so, a graph label is a 6 × 1 vector). The graph sites share

all the available graph labels. The energy function that I minimize is given by

E(L) =
∑

pi∈Ω

Ed(L(pi)) +
∑

(pi,pj) ∀ pi∈Ω,pj∈Ω

Es(L(pi), L(pj)), (5.4)

where the first summation is over all the unknown pixels in the patch Ω, while the second

summation is over all the set of pairs of 4-neighbouring pixels among the unknown pixels

in the patch. The term Ed is the chromatic distortion, while the term Es is a Potts cost,

i.e. a fixed cost whenever any neighbouring pixels are assigned a different label (FG/BG

pair). Setting Es is a critical issue in the implementation; I elaborate on it below.

Using Potts model is a hard half-pair constraint. It should suffice to make sure that the

two labels assigned to any two neighbouring pixels have half-pairs of the same affiliation,

i.e., both half-pairs are BG pixels or both are FG pixels. I tried this formulation in

the smoothness cost, but the results were of low visual quality. So, I adopted a Potts

cost which inherently implies a half-pair constraint, i.e. labels of neighbouring pixels

not just should have the same half-pair or the affiliation of the half-pair (the label of its

mother super-pixel), they should be the same for Es to be zero. Last but not least, while

constructing Ed, I set the cost of any FG/BG pairs that yield α < −0.2 or α > 1.2 with a

particular graph site to a very high cost. This way, I hamper the optimization algorithm

to assign those costly pairs to that particular graph site.

5.6 Pre and Post-processing, Results and Discussion

All the experiments were implemented using Matlabr, and were run on a PC with Intel

Core2Quad 2.66GHz processor and 4GB of RAM. I have adopted the same pre-processing

steps that I discussed in sub-section 4.3.5 regarding trimap expansion. I have also adopted

the same post-processing method with one exception which is the setting of the confidence

value f . In this algorithm, f of a particular unknown pixel under consideration was set

as the mean of the chromatic distortions computed for that particular unknown pixel in

all the labelling problems that involved it (in all the tiling patches that cover it).

Prior to discussing the results, it should be noted that the algorithm suffers from high

time complexity; some large images, especially with wide-brush trimaps, took close to
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one hour to finish. Nevertheless, it has some notable merits that I will show through the

discussion of the results. All alpha maps that were acquired by this algorithm for the

testing dataset of [3] are presented in sec. A.6 of the appendix. Throughout the following

discussion, I will refer to the method in this Chapter as GHC matting – a shorthand for

Graph Cuts With Half-pair Constraints.

I start my presentation by showing the performance of the algorithm on one of the

most challenging images in the matting dataset, the ‘Net’ image. What justifies my claim

that ‘Net’ is one of the most challenging images are the MSE and SAD values attained by

the SoA methods on it, compared to the MSE and SAD values on other images. Figure

5.7 depicts a visual comparison (will be succeeded by objective evaluation) between the

performance of the proposed algorithm and the method presented in Chapter 4. The

first row of the figure shows the original image. The second row shows Trimap 1 and the

results of the aforementioned techniques before smoothing, the image on the right is the

result of GHC matting. The third row shows results after smoothing, while the fourth

and the fifth rows show the results for Trimap 3. On the smoothed results of the method

discussed in Chapter 4, visually obvious artifacts are pointed to by white arrows. The

results of GHC matting do not contain such artifacts. It is worth mentioning that for

those two trimaps (Trimap 1 and Trimap 3), the MSE ranking of GHC matting is worse

than the method of Chapter 4, even though the former is visually better.

In Fig. 5.4 through Fig. 5.6, I present the ranking tables of the benchmark for the

connectivity, SAD and MSE metrics respectively. The ranking table of the gradient metric

was not included because the ranking of GHC matting was bad enough that the position

of the algorithm is far down the table, and to show it, the table would not fit in the page.

Nevertheless, according to the connectivity metric, GHC tops the method in Chapter

4 and several SoA techniques. The proposed matting technique has also succeeded to

achieve the lowest SAD (1st position) over all the techniques in the literature in Trimap 1

of the image ’elephant’. Moreover, compared to the method in Chapter 4, GHC matting

attained less SAD in 11 cases out of the total of 27 testing cases, and for the MSE metric,

it was better in 8 cases out of the total of 27 testing cases. Last but not least, Fig. 5.7

shows an objective performance comparison, on the training dataset of [3], between GHC

matting and the method in Chapter 4 with its two cost functions used for pair assessment
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Figure 5.3: The challenging image ’Net’ of [3] and a visual comparison between the results of
the matting technique proposed in Chapter 4 with the chromatic distortion as the cost function
and the GHC matting. The first row shows the original image, second row shows Trimap 1 and
the results of the aforementioned techniques before smoothing, third row shows results after
smoothing, fourth row shows the results for Trimap 3 and fifth row shows its smoothed alpha
maps for the two techniques. Obvious artifacts are pointed to by a white arrow. Please see text
for more details.
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(chromatic distortion and the extended version of it, please check sub-section 4.3.6). I

computed the MSE and SAD for the 27 images (with Trimap 1) and excluded image 16

and image 25 for the clarity of the bar chart – for those two images, the SAD and MSE

values are higher than other images, and plotting the bars corresponding to them results

in very short bars for the other images. By analyzing the bar charts, it can be seen that

GHC matting attained the least SAD and MSE in 40% of the cases (10 cases out of 25).

In this chapter, I proposed another variant of the sequential pair selection strategy.

First, foreground and background dictionaries are gathered by allowing the feature map

and the trimap of the input image to communicate. Iterative and confidence-driven half-

pair computation then took place, followed by pair space punching. The pipeline was then

concluded by an iterative graph cuts step where half-pair constraints were embedded in the

smoothness term of the energy function to be minimized. Because the neighbouring pixels

were penalized if chose different FG/BG pairs (labels), the final alpha maps computed

using this method were in some cases better than those computed using the second variant

of sequential pair selection – the method that was discussed in the previous chapter.

Nevertheless, the overall performance of the third variant, as indicated by the objective

evaluation on the training and testing datasets of the matting benchmark, was worse

than the second variant. Hence, the second variant is recommended over the other two

variants. Future research directions will be highlighted in Chapter 8.

Trimaps so far are assumed to be available prior to computing the alpha map. To

harness the power of matting methods in rendering visually plausible composites in NVS

and IBR applications, trimaps generation have to be automated. In Chapter 6, I propose

an automatic trimap generation technique.
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Figure 5.7: Objective comparison of the performance of GHC matting with the performance
of the approaches discussed in Chapter 4, on the training dataset of [3]. The blue, green and
red bars represent GHC, my method with the extended cost function and my method with the
chromatic distortion cost function respectively. GHC matting achieved the least MSE and SAD
in 10 images out of 25 images. Results for images number 16 and 25 were omitted for the clarity
of presentation.
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Chapter 6

A New Formulation for Automatic

Trimap Generation Using Laws of

Perceptual Grouping

In this chapter, I address the second kind of problems that arise while applying image

matting techniques amid a novel view synthesis pipeline. In Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, I

addressed the first class of problems, which is caused by the inefficiency of one or more

stages in the pipeline of sampling-based alpha map computation. While the latter does

exist with matting, regardless the context, the former kind of challenges is specific to the

combination of matting and novel view synthesis problems, i.e., it may not be significant

if matting is done in the context of single image editing operations.

Let us recall that the matting problem is usually relaxed using some kind of user

interactions (scribbles or trimaps). To benefit from alpha maps in rendering visually ap-

pealing novel views, those user interactions have to be acquired automatically, for every

rendered view, in a fast and a computationally-efficient manner. Throughout the rest of

this Chapter, I will refer to this problem as ‘automatic trimap generation’. It is worth

mentioning that the only matting technique in the literature that featured realtime op-

eration [7] had assumed the availability of dense trimaps for every frame, which is not a

realistic assumption. In video matting, off-line operation is often acceptable. However,

two of its three main challenges lie in: Allowing the the user to specify the foreground ob-

ject spatio-temporally, and how to propagate such interaction through the whole sequence
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in a temporally coherent way [9, 92].

On first thought, the problem of automatic trimap generation, for video matting and

view synthesis applications, may appear as a trivial problem. Due to the enormous body

of research on object detection and tracking, the problem of trimap generation is often,

erroneously, over-simplified to an instance of object detection (on the first frame) and

tracking (on the subsequent frames). In fact, it requires more contemplation for the

following reasons:

• The object proposals, that are usually acquired as bounding boxes, do not solve either

the matting problem, or the trimap generation problem. The bounding box does not

align with the boundaries of the detected object, and thus we still need to identify,

within the bounding box, which pixels are foreground and which pixels are really

mixed. This requirement becomes more critical if we want to minimize the pixels

that are labelled as mixed, to cut back the complexity of the matte computation.

• A lot of research is still ongoing to enhance the tracking of objects, even those

objects with crisp boundaries. It is thus a long shot to rely on the stable tracking of

fuzzy structures that appear often in the matting applications. Hence, performance

of object detection and tracking for trimap generation is questionable, especially for

the cases where the fuzzy regions occupy most of the scene, which is encountered in

some examples in all the matting datasets available to date [3, 93].

• Sometimes, the idea of manually providing a few inputs on key frames is used; while

this is still tedious, yet bearable for video matting, it is inapplicable in IBR systems.

I specify the characteristics of a perfect trimap generator as: automatic, realtime, aligns

with object boundaries and, most importantly, detects mixed pixels only. My attempt to

develop an automatic trimap generator satisfies the first and the third requirements only.

I conclude that Chapter by discussing a framework for extending the proposed approach

to address the rest of the characteristics of a perfect trimap generator. In the following

section, I present a brief literature review before explaining my proposed approach.
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6.1 Literature Review

This research overlaps with several areas in the literature, among which is automatic

object segmentation and the use of Gestalt laws for scene analysis. For unsupervised

object segmentation, Gestalt laws had been adopted before [94], and a few saliency-based

techniques [95, 96, 97] have been proposed to deal with that challenge as well. I argue

that automatic trimap generation is a more general problem than unsupervised object

segmentation. The standard matting datasets [3, 93] show that the amount of fuzziness at

object boundaries and the types of transparencies that can be encountered in the matting

context imply more challenges for object(s) cut-out compared to the crisp boundaries

that are prevalent in the datasets used to evaluate object segmentation methods. To the

best of my knowledge, none of the saliency-based object segmentation techniques in the

literature reported their performance on any of the standard matting datasets [3, 93].

The authors of [98] adopted laws of visual attention (similarity and proximity) to

generate alpha maps automatically. While my proposed method fuses more cues (concav-

ity, symmetry and proximity) to automate trimap generation, their algorithm provides

the method in [70] with shift traces of focus-of-attention as input scribbles. From the

video matting literature, I highlight three recently-proposed and state-of-the-art tech-

niques [99, 100, 14]. In [99], the authors proposed an interactive system for object cut-out

from video sequences. The performance is dependent on the amount of user assistance

and, in some cases, frame-by-frame control points should be supplied by the user. The

method in [14] adopts the non-local principle. In addition to being more efficient than

[100] (which is also non-local-principle-based), it often suffices to provide one trimap on

the first frame of a video sequence. However, the performance deteriorates gracefully with

motion blur.

Automatic trimap generation had also been investigated by other researchers. In

reverse chronological order, the algorithm in [101] uses a feature map calculated from

the RGB image, morphological dilation and the region growing algorithm to generate a

trimap. A learning-based approach was suggested in [102] in which GMMs for the FG

and the BG (estimated static) are initially learnt. Afterwards, a per-pixel classification is

computed to generate a trimap for the scene at hand. In [103], a range sensor was used

to acquire depth information from which the trimaps were generated.
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My automatic trimap generator is based on spectral matting [70]. As mentioned

earlier, none of the saliency-based automatic object cut-out techniques were tested on

matting datasets. Hence, I consider [70] the only matting technique in the literature

that supports unsupervised operation (no user interactions required). Although it offers

automatic matte computation, it suffers from critical limitations, among which is the un-

reliable results in the absence of user interactions. To state this more clearly: spectral

matting is a framework which makes the automatic alpha map computation possible,

procedure-wise; however, it often produces erroneous results in the absence of user inter-

actions. In that sense, my proposed technique can also be seen as an enhancement over

spectral matting. Before proceeding to the discussion of the proposed trimap generator,

and due to its pivotal role in my research, I devote the next section to give a review of

spectral matting.

6.2 Review of Spectral Matting

In [70], Levin et al. proposed a matting technique that is inspired by spectral clustering.

In spectral image segmentation, the smallest eigenvectors of the image’s graph Laplacian

(where the pixels of the image represent the sites of the graph) are used to automatically

extract the hard segments in an image. Similarly, the smallest eigenvectors of the matting

Laplacian defined in [75] were shown to span, usually quite well, the matting components

of an image. Those fuzzy components can thus be obtained by linear transformations

of the smallest eigenvectors, and then act as building blocks for a meaningful complete

foreground matte. An example of the matting components of an image can be found in

Fig. 6.1. Those components were calculated using the publicly available spectral matting

code [104]. As can be seen in the figure, each of these components is an image of the

same size as the original image, and the pixel values in these components range from 0

to 1. The components surrounded by red boxes are the components that when added

(their pixel values are added), will result in the complete alpha map which is shown in

the bottom right corner of Fig. 6.1. Cast as a labelling problem, we need to label the

components surrounded by red boxes with the label 1, and the rest of the components

with the label 0, so that we can get the shown complete alpha map. This alpha map is
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still not the ground truth, but very close to it. That closeness will depend on the quality

of the calculated components. Taking the head of Donald Duck as an example, it can be

seen in the figure that the thin structure representing the end of its hat is missed in the

corresponding component.

Best Grouping

Figure 6.1: Matting components of the 6th training image in [3]. The first two images in the
first row are the original and the ground truth respectively. The image in the bottom right
corner is the best grouping which is the result of adding the components with red boxes. I
calculated ten components for each image; only nine matting components are depicted in the
figure though, for a clearer presentation of the figure.

The algorithm’s pipeline is depicted in Fig. 6.2 and it proceeds as follows: given an

input image with N pixels, it calculates the N ×N sparse Laplacian matrix L and its K

eigenvectors corresponding to the K smallest eigenvalues (please recall my discussion on

graph Laplacian matrices in section 2.4). K matting components are then obtained from

linear transformation of the K eigenvectors by minimizing a non-convex energy function

that respects the sparsity in the resulting components and their linear-convexity at each
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pixel [70]. This energy function is given by

∑

i,k

|αki |γ+|1− αki |γ , where αk = Eyk (6.1a)

subject to
∑

k

αki = 1, (6.1b)

where i is an index for the image pixels, k is an index for the matting components,

E = [e1, · · · , eK ] is anN×K matrix of Eigen vectors and yk is a set ofK linear combination

vectors. Newton’s method is used to minimize that energy function and the process is

initialized by applying an unsupervised k -means clustering on the smallest eigenvectors.

February 12, 2015 A.Al-Kabbany and E.Dubois - Matting With Gestalt Cues

Review of Spectral Matting

7

• Is the grouping objective function good enough?

Problem Statement Spectral Matting Prior Work ResultsProposed Approach

Matting 
Components 

Grouping

Alpha Map

Matting 
Components 
Calculation

Eigenvalue 
Decomposition

Laplacian 
Matrix 

Calculation

Image

Figure 6.2: The block diagram of the un-supervised spectral matting algorithm. The stage
where my proposed trimap generator comes into play is highlighted in green.

Starting with K matting components, like those shown in Fig. 6.1, the last step in

the algorithm aims at grouping those components, to extract a complete matte. As

mentioned earlier, only some of these components should be high-flagged (assigned label

1), then added to get the alpha map, while the rest of the components should be given a

0 label. Since K matting components have been computed, the authors of [70] test the

2K grouping hypotheses in which each of the K matting components is either high or low

(active or inactive). Hence, the term ‘grouping’ can refer to two things; it is an alpha

map that is acquired by adding k ≤ K matting components, and equivalently it is the

binary vector that corresponds to that grouping. In [70], the best grouping is the one

that minimizes the quadratic cost given by

J(α) = αT × L× α, (6.2)

where L is the matting Laplacian and α is the vector of N alpha values for the pixels in

the image (the alpha map in vector form). To minimize Eqn. 6.2, the correlations between
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the K matting components are precomputed via L and saved in a K×K matrix Φ where

Φ(k, l) = αk
T × L× αl. Then, the score of a hypothesis is calculated as

J(α) = bT × Φ× b, (6.3)

where b is a K dimensional binary vector indicating whether a component is active or not.

Such a cost is biased towards nominating groupings with small number of fuzzy pixels

and the authors of [70] resorted to balanced cuts, putting a constraint on the size of the

FG object, which impacts negatively the generality of their grouping approach. This is

where my contribution lies, a new objective function for efficient grouping of matting

components.

Contrary to [70], my proposed cost function does not make any presumptions about

the FG object’s size; it is designed to favour the grouping hypotheses that adhere to the

Gestalt laws instead. My objective function probes the symmetry, the concavity and the

connectedness of a grouping, and gives it a Gestalt score. Formally, I pick the grouping

that satisfies the following equation:

argmax
G

Gs(G) ; G :=
∑

k

Ck
p , (6.4)

where Gs(·) refers to the Gestalt score of the argument; it reflects the argument’s con-

cavity, symmetry and connectedness, and G is one of the 2K grouping hypotheses. A

single component in a grouping takes the symbol Cp, thus a particular grouping can be

expressed as a summation of k components (Cps).

In the following sections, I will give more details on the data terms of the suggested

objective function, with which I quantify the adherence to the Gestalt laws. Analyzing

the contour of a grouping under consideration plays a pivotal role in the formulation of

all the proposed data terms. Contours are usually obtained by calculating an edge map,

before connecting the edges together to construct the contours. If I fed the grouping itself

to an edge detector, it is often the case that I get a large number of disconnected edges

(a noisy edge map), especially in highly fuzzy regions of the image. To overcome this

problem, two strategies can be adopted:

1. Thresholding the grouping before detecting its edges: This is the technique used
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to obtain the results that will be shown in this document. After thresholding, if

the contour is disconnected, I checked the distance between the ends of the discon-

nection; if it is less than a threshold distance, I connected them with straight line

segment (short segments should not bias the Gestalt score), otherwise the hypothesis

is ruled out as a disconnected grouping.

2. Another possible strategy is to calculate the matting components of the cartoon

component of the image under consideration, instead of calculating the matting

components of the original image. Consequently, most of the fuzzy (textural) regions

will be left in the texture component, and a smooth contour can be obtained for

subsequent processing.

6.3 Estimating the symmetry of a grouping

According to Gestalt laws, we tend to perceive objects as being symmetric figural entities.

Even though, explicit symmetry is an over-simplification of the scenes encountered in

matting tasks, the spatial extent of a BG in an image/scene is usually more than that of

the FG which creates an instance of a non-trivial symmetry. This is also closely related

to the FG object being observed as a closed surface [105]. I designed a cost function that

is expected to have low values (leading to a low cost) in case of a symmetric grouping.

This function is given by Eqn. 6.5.

To single out an enclosed grouping, I adopt a notion that is related to symmetry

which is the centre of mass (CoM). The CoM was incorporated twice, once as a prior and

once as a constraint. The prior, which is realized by the first term in Eqn. 6.5, favours

groupings which minimize the absolute horizontal distance between the CoM and the

apsis of the alpha matte (the FG pixel with the largest vertical coordinate in the image

plane). The CoM-based constraint is realized by ruling out all the groupings in which

the CoM lies outside the FG. This constraint is backed by the observation that objects

like a horseshoe, for example, are not common in matting scenes. However, it could be

reformulated as a prior based on the context. For the standard matting datasets, on which

the performance of the proposed method was tested, I did not find this reformulation of

remarkable significance.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 6.3: An erroneous grouping (a) and its canny edge map (b) featuring its W as a green
rectangle, and the best map (c) with its edge map (d). The figure illustrates the significance of
the second and the third terms in Eqn. 6.5.

Inspired by [105], the second and third terms of Eqn. 6.5 capitalize on the closed-

boundary characteristic of an object to infer symmetry. In the case of a symmetric

grouping, the bounding box ‘W ’ of the grouping’s edge map should enclose most of the

figural object and most of it should be occupied by that object as well. The significance

of that rule is illustrated in Fig. 6.3. The symmetry cost is thus calculated as

Jsym(α) =

(
DH

IW

)
+

(
|FG \W |
NFG

)
+

(
1−min

{
T , |FG ∩W ||W |

})
, (6.5)

where DH is the absolute horizontal distance between the CoM and the matte’s apsis,

IW is the width of the image, |FG ∩W | is the number of foreground pixels in W , |W |
is the area of W , |FG \ W | is the number of foreground pixels outside W , NFG is the

total number of foreground pixels in the grouping and T is a constant (T = 0.5 in my

experiments). The reason for using a threshold and how I set it is explained as follows:

As mentioned earlier, I want to favour the groupings in which the bounding box is mostly

occupied by the foreground object; once the ceiling of half the area of the bounding box

is reached, the third term should not favour one grouping over the other. Otherwise, I

would favour the high-flagging of extra components that fill more area of the bounding

box without adding to the symmetry of the alpha map.

6.4 Estimating the concavity of a grouping

Motivated by the study in [40], I have incorporated the concavity cue to penalize (and

eventually rule out) erroneous groupings where an area bounded by a concave arc (or

contour) is assigned to a background. To cut back the algorithm complexity, in contrast
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Table 6.1: Two entries from the dictionary used for concavity/convexity calculation

Direction Change Indication 

North-east To South-east 

 

Concavity 

North-east To North-west 

 

Convexity 

 

 

FG 

BG 

BG FG 

to [40], I didn’t fit splines to contours. Instead, I analyzed the contours of the groupings

themselves (like those contours shown in Fig. 6.3 (b) and (d)) and used a simple dictionary

of rules to decide if a certain pair of direction changes indicates concavity or convexity.

Two examples of the entries of that dictionary are shown in Table. 6.1

After obtaining the contour of the grouping under consideration, using any of the

two methods indicated at the the end of section 6.2, I have divided the contour into

sections, each of which corresponds to a pair of direction change, like those indicated in

the previous table. A section in the contour is thus a set of pixels which represents a part

of the contour, and features a pair of direction changes. The concavity score of a contour

is formulated as

CAV =
∑

Scvj

C × Lf × (1 + λ× P ), (6.6)

where C is the curvature of a contour section, Lf is the lifetime of a contour section, P

is a constant which contributes to the concavity(or convexity) score if a curve persists on

a certain status (either concavity or convexity), and lastly λ is a binary indicator which

takes the value of 1 or 0 if persistence exists or does not exist respectively. Figure 6.4(a)

depicts a typical example of a concave section in a contour, and the different variables in

Eqn. 6.6 are shown on it. The overall concavity score of a particular contour, CAV , is

then the summation of the concavity scores of the set of concave curve sections {Scvj } in

the contour. Fig. 6.4(b) depicts a section of a contour (a set of pixels representing a part

of the contour), and it illustrates how I quantified the curvature of a contour section; this
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(a)

C 

(b)

Figure 6.4: (a) An illustration of a concave section of a contour with variables in Eqn. 6.6
shown on it, and (b) depicts a contour section and shows how its curvature is measured. Please
see text for more details.

curvature is formulated as follows:

C = sup
a∈A

inf
b∈B

D(a, b), (6.7)

where ‘sup’ is the supremum, ‘inf’ is the infimum, A is the set of all the contour pixels

of the curve whose curvature is to be quantified, B is the set of all points on the chord

subtending to A, and D(a, b) is the Euclidean distance from a to b. Particularly, the

curvature is computed as the largest minimum distance from the points on the contour

to the chord subtending to it. If the contour under consideration is a perfect circular

arc, its maximum curvature is given by its sagitta. An equation similar to Eqn. 6.6 is

used to calculate the convexity score, where the summation over Scvj is replaced with the

summation over Scxj , the set of convex curve sections in the contour.

Having the overall concavity and convexity scores (of the contour sections) calculated,

the concavity cost of a particular grouping is then computed as

Jcav(α) =
2× CVX
CVX + CAV , (6.8)

where CVX and CAV are the convexity and the concavity scores respectively.
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6.5 Estimating the connectedness (proximity) of a

grouping

I assumed that the foreground object is spatially connected, which is true for all trimap-

based matting [10]. Dealing with multiple foreground objects has not been addressed in

the current implementation, as will be discussed at the end of this Chapter. Consequently,

the graph whose nodes are the matting components has to be connected, which is satisfied

if every pair of components are connected. This can be verified from the components

adjacency matrix using the Dulmage-Mendelsohn decomposition [49]. For the adjacency

matrix A with entries ai,j:

ai,j = 1 ⇐⇒ ∃ p ∈ cri : Dmin(p, crj) ≤ D (6.9)

where cri and crj are the two sets of the contour pixels of components i and j respectively,

Dmin(p, crj) is the minimum Euclidean distance between pixel p and the set of contour

pixels crj , and D is a constant (D = 4 in our experiments). We used the connectivity as a

constraint and defined Jconn as

Jconn(α) =





1 if T (ADM) = 1

∞ otherwise,
(6.10)

where ADM is the Dulmage-Mendelsohn decomposition of the adjacency matrix A, and

T (ADM) is an indicator function which returns ‘1’ if the grouping ‘α’ is connected and

returns ‘0’ otherwise. The final cost function is then formulated as the product of the

costs corresponding to the three cues discussed so far, and is given by

J(α) = Jcav(α)× Jsym(α)× Jconn(α), (6.11)

where Jcav(α) is given by Eqn. 6.8, Jsym(α) is given by Eqn. 6.5 and Jconn(α) is given by

Eqn. 6.10. Results of the proposed automatic trimap generator are shown in Fig. 6.5.

To show the significance of every term in the objective function, I tried to disable

two of them at a time and keep the thrid, then check the nominated groupings. The

results are shown in Fig. 6.6. Leaving any term out of the objective function would
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Figure 6.5: The results of the unsupervised spectral matting (column 3), the alpha mattes
produced automatically by our algorithm (column 4) and the trimaps generated from them
(column 5). Column 1 shows the original images and column 2 shows the ground truth. The
results in column 3 were calculated using RGB affinities.
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Figure 6.6: Examples for erroneous groupings calculated by adopting a single cue in the
objective function, instead of using three cues for inferring the correct matte. The first column
is the original image. The upper two rows show instances of highly-symmetric, yet erroneous,
groupings. The lower two rows show overall concave groupings with bad symmetry score.

result in erroneous groupings, which emphasizes the effectiveness of the proposed objective

function and aligns with the holistic role that the Gestalt laws play in the process of visual

perception.

6.6 A probabilistic view

The problem of picking the best grouping can be seen as a set of optimum decisions,

each of which determines whether a component Cp in that grouping will be set to high

or low. A label lc that is assigned to a matting component can thus be modelled as a

binary random variable, and the labelling of a single component in a grouping G can be

formulated in a Bayesian fashion as follows:

P (lc/I) ∝ P (I/lc) · P (lc), (6.12)
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where P (lc/I) is the posterior probability that a certain matting component Cp will take

the label lc (lc = 1 means the component is active), given the original image I. The first

term on the right hand side, P (I/lc), is the observed data term which can be formulated as

the likelihood that the component Cp contains a FG object or mixed pixels with fractional

alpha values (0 < α ≤ 1). A possible formulation of this term will be pointed out in the

future research directions in Chapter 8.

The second term in this formulation, P (lc), encodes the prior assumptions about the

final matte. Particularly, given the labels of the rest of the components (all neighbours

of Cp), this term will consider the label lc = 1 highly probable if the overall grouping is

more concave, symmetric and connected than if lc = 0. For the formulation of an energy

function, this prior would be represented by a higher order term that involves interactions

between the labels of all the available components. The best grouping is thus the one

which maximizes the equation given by:

argmax
j

K∑

k=1

P j(I/lkc ) · P j(lkc ); j := {lkc} (6.13)

where P j(I/lkc ) is the likelihood of component Cp to have label lkc in grouping ‘j’; here,

k is an index for the matting components and j is an index for the possible 2K grouping

hypotheses. P j(lkc ) is the probability of component Cp to have label lkc in grouping j given

the Gestalt score of the grouping.

As mentioned earlier, finding the optimal grouping guarantees an alpha map that is

very close to the ground truth, up to the accuracy of the calculated components. It

is often the case that even the optimal grouping is not an accutrate alpha map. This

means that the accuracy of the calculated components do not let them constitute an

accurate alpha map with satisfactory quality, even though the optimal grouping is very

close to the ground truth compared to the output of Spectral Matting without my

proposed grouping algorithm. My technique makes it possible to single out the best

grouping, dilate the boundaries, and feed it to a more robust matting technique as a

trimap. Although this trimap has been acquired automatically, resorting to the final

step of the morphological dilation is not desirable, since it may augment the number of

pixels with unknown alpha values unnecessarily. Moreover, even though I did not adopt
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Figure 6.7: A few examples for cases that the proposed method is not ready to handle, cases
of failure.

computationally demanding stages like spline fitting for instance, the proposed approach

is still far from realtime operation. It is an automatic trimap generator, it aligns with

the foreground object boundaries, rather than generating bounding boxes; however, a

lot of room for more development is still available. Most importantly, augmenting the

ability of picking a Gestalt-adhering grouping with the ability to detect mixed pixels is

highly favourable; those two requirements were addressed by the presented probabilistic

framework. Last but not least, the proposed algorithm is not ready to deal with multiple

foreground objects, or cases where the foreground object is not concave, or cases where

the foreground object contains concave parts at varying scales. Thus, I consider those

cases as cases of failure, and I give a few examples of them in Fig. 6.7. The first image

is from [106], while the last two images are from the standard image matting dataset [3].

Dealing with multiple foreground objects though (as in the first image) is a point of future

research.

In this chapter, I proposed a new formulation for generating trimaps automatically

using the Gestalt laws of visual perception. Using the matting components computed from

the Eigen decomposition of the matting Laplacian, a new cost function that incorporates

concavity, symmetry and proximity was proposed to generate the trimap by computing

the best combination (grouping) of matting components. In the light of the characteristics

of a perfect trimap generator, which were mentioned in the beginning of the chapter, the

merits and the drawbacks of the proposed method were discussed. Finally, future research

directions will be highlighted in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 7

Image Completion Using Image

Skimming and Near-globally-optimal

Shift Maps

As a recall to what have been mentioned in Chapter 3, the dis-occlusion management

(scene completion) is the most general setup of the hole filling problem. This is due to

the fact that we have temporal information and we have depth maps, in addition to the

multiple views. Accordingly, at the heart of every dis-occlusion management technique, a

single-image hole filling approach plays a pivotal role. I found that there is still room for

improvement even for single-image hole filling. Therefore, I start off by proposing a new

method for single image completion that lends itself well to manage dis-occlusions in the

context of novel view synthesis. A high-level sketch for the framework that adopts my

proposed technique in the novel view synthesis scenario will then be given in section A.7.

I propose an algorithm for image completion that follows the same two-stage frame-

work of the techniques discussed in Chapter 3; it starts by constructing a BoSP and

then uses those patches to fill the hole. Akin to [26] and [28], my technique seeks a

near-globally-optimal shift map, while simultaneously addressing their inherent limita-

tions. The optimality here refers to the process of minimizing (or maximizing) an energy

function for the completion, while ‘global’ describes the nature of the technique used for

doing the optimization, which finds a local minimum within a known factor from the

global minimum. Please check section A.8. Recall that for robust image completion, it is
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favourable to have:

• A small number of shifts, from which an optimal shift is nominated for every hole

pixel. The confinement of the number of shifts is crucial for the quality of completion

as well as the computational complexity of the optimization stage of the algorithm.

• A set of shifts that are sufficient to fill the hole, i.e., calculated as a function of

the hole size; as the hole gets larger, they cope accordingly. Otherwise, if they are

collected based on the known part in the image, for instance, they may be smaller

than required to bring a known pixel to inside the hole.

Any arbitrary shift in the image plane is comprised of a slope and a translation (shift)

along that slope. Hence, a possible starting point for the hole filling procedure is to

nominate dominant slopes, rather than shifts, then let the size of the hole decide the

magnitude of the shifts required to bring pixels from the non-hole region to inside the

hole region. The development of the presented method counted on another key observation

that is: No matter how many pixels an image contains, a very small number of patches

(square or rectangular windows) is required to describe a linear texture, for instance,

in that image. Consequently, this research suggests another formulation for the image

completion problem. My formulation uses some ‘representative’ square regions or patches

in the image plane to calculate a few dominant slopes. The shifts required to fill the hole

are then decided based on the spatial location (in the image plane) of the intersection

between the hole region and the bag of patches when they are slid along the calculated

dominant slopes.

The bag of representative patches will be called the image skim, and the term skim

will be used as a verb and as a noun, throughout the rest of this thesis. The criteria for

including a patch in an image skim, as well as the reason for the preference of using the

term skim over the more-frequently-used term summary will be discussed in the following

section. The pipeline of the suggested hole filling procedure is comprised of the three

following steps: skim the image, nominate a few dominant slopes from that skim, slide

the skim along the nominated slopes to paint the hole. The rest of this Chapter covers

the details of the aforementioned three steps.
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7.1 Constructing the Bag of Significant Patches Us-

ing Image Skimming

I seek a comprehensive image skim S, which will represent my BoSP. Throughout the

following discussion, a ‘patch’ is a square region in the image’s spatial domain, S is the set

of all patches in the image such that S ⊂ S, a ‘patch’s feature neighbour’ is another patch

that is very similar to its RGB pattern, i.e., the Euclidean distance between their RGB

patterns is low, and a ‘near feature neighbour’ is a neighbour that is spatially close to the

patch under consideration. Details on how close two patches should be to be considered

spatially close will be given later on amid the discussion of the presented method. As for

what constitutes the feature neighbours of a particular patch: An approximate nearest-

neighbour (ANN) field is calculated for every patch based on the Euclidean distance

between its RGB pattern and those of the rest of patches in the image. Thus, the K

feature neighbours of a particular patch are the most similar K patches to it according

to their RGB patterns.

Inspired by [107], I developed the skimming process so that it fulfills two requirements

in S, which are:

Similarity : A patch P is included in S if it has many similar patches in the image I.

Orthogonality : A patch P is included in S if none of its feature neighbours is already

included in S.

The terms ‘summarization’ and ‘skimming’, either for images or video sequences [108],

have been used interchangeably in the literature. However, I argue that their goals are

different. Summarization from the perspective of [109] is a condensation process of the

image’s content. On the other hand, in skimming, we may neglect some of the image’s

content if it does not satisfy the aforementioned similarity requirement. The above two

requirements can be formulated in a Bayesian fashion. To include a patch P in S, I

estimate the posterior as follows:

P (lm/I) ∝ P (I/lm) · P (lm), (7.1)

where P (lm/I) is the the posterior probability that a certain patch Pm will take the

binary label lm (lm = 1 means the patch is included in S), P (I/lm) is the observed data
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(likelihood) term and P (lm) represents our prior assumptions about the skimmed image.

The prior captures orthogonality and enforces a smoothness constraint on the skimming

binary field by taking into consideration the labels of the patches in the neighbourhood N
of Pm while assigning the label lm. Throughout the rest of this Chapter, when a patch is

said to be ‘high-flagged’, it means that it has been assigned the label 1, i.e., it is included

in S. Conventional wisdom says that we shouldn’t assume the smoothness of the skim

field, since the skimming of an image seems to be in contradiction with ‘high-flagging’ two

neighbouring patches. I argue that, while this is true for smooth regions, it is not the case

for regions with edges, for instance. Thus, I assumed the smoothness of the skim, and

then let the inclusion of a patch in S abide to the orthogonality assumption, as will be

clarified below. Inferring the MAP estimate can be done using several techniques. I have

chosen two of them to present in this document, an iterative heuristic and a graph-based

approach. A third method, which I decided not to detail here, has also been explored.

It involved the formulation of a closed-form objective function for the skimming process,

which can then be minimized using any quadratic integer programming method (the

Matlabr function ‘ga’ can be used).

7.1.1 A graph-based approach to construct S

This approach starts by calculating an ANN field for the image patches in the known (non-

hole) region. Using the calculated field, I generate some proposal patches and feed them

to a graph labelling problem whose solution is the skim S. Those patches get a priority

to be included in S but they do not have to. To generate such proposals, I divided the

known region in the image into non-overlapping rectangular windows, and high-flag K

mode patches in each window. The set of mode patchesMp, which are the proposals, are

defined as the ones which appeared most often in the ANN field. A few examples of these

proposals are shown on the first row of Fig. 7.3. Afterwards, I constructed the graphical

model with nodes representing the patches in the image; this is shown in Fig. 7.1(a).

The eventual goal is to obtain an optimal binary map where each node is assigned either

the label 1 to be in the skim or 0 to be excluded from the skim. Towards this goal, I
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formulated an energy function given by

E(Lb) =
∑

Pi∈S

Ed(L
b(Pi)) +

∑

(Pi,Pj) | Pj⊂S,Pj∈Ni

Es(L
b(Pi), Lb(Pj)), (7.2)

where Pi is a patch in the image I, Lb(Pi) is the binary label assigned to Pi and Ni is the

neighbourhood of Pi. This neighbourhood is comprised of the spatial local neighbours

Nsi of the patch Pi, in addition to Nfi and N 2
fi

– the non-local feature neighbours of the

patch Pi and the feature neighbours of its feature neighbours respectively, obtained from

the ANN field. Since each node is actually a patch, the ‘spatial local neighbours’ refer to

the patches with upper-left corners at a spatial distance that is at most patch-size-away

from the patch’s upper-left corner. I excluded from Ni any feature neighbour that is

farther than D pixels away from the patch under consideration, and kept this D as a free

parameter; the higher it is, the smaller the skim size. A pair of patches are considered

connected if and only if they are in each others neighbourhoods. The neighbours-of-

neighbours can be excluded from a patch’s neighbourhood, but I found that this ANN

field braiding is useful especially if the ANN field is raw, i.e., the approximation of the

NN field makes it far from the exact due to the small number of neighbours and the small

number of comparisons [87]. The data term Ed(L
b(Pi)) is a constraint that takes the

following values:

Ed(L
b(Pi)) =




C1 if Lb(Pi) = 0 ∧ Pi ∈Mp

0 otherwise,

(7.3)

where C1 is a high cost (a positive integer). The smoothness term Es(L
b(Pi), Lb(Pj)) is

a function of the graph edge weights that are established among the connected patches.

These weights are set to the following values:

W (Pi,Pj) =




−1 if Pj ∈ Nsi ∧ Pj /∈ {Nfi ∪N 2

fi
}

1 otherwise,

(7.4)

which read as follows: The weight will be set to −1 if and only if the patch Pj is a spatial

neighbour of the patch Pi and if the patch Pj is not among the feature neighbours of Pi
and is not among the feature neighbours of the feature neighbours of Pi; otherwise, the
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.1: (a)The proposed graphical model. In this graph, each site represents a patch, each
of which has spatial local neighbours, in addition to feature (RGB pattern) non-local neigh-
bours. Spatial neighbours are connected with the weight Ws−nib while the feature neighbours
are connected with the weight Wf−nib. Both types of weights are set according to Eqn. 7.4; they
are given different symbols for the sake of clarity. Building the graph is tailored to encourage
spatially-connected skimmings and to reject the inclusion of close feature neighbours in S. The
sites labelled ‘1’ are proposed to the algorithm as an input; they get a high privilege to be in
S but they do not have to be included. (b) An illustration of the patch-slope nomination step.
In this step, for every patch P in the skim, depicted by the green patch, and for every slope in
the refined {G}, a line is extended from the upper-left corner of the patch. Two examples of
these lines are the red and the orange lines. The mean Euclidean distances between the RGB
pattern of P and those of the patches whose upper-left corners lying on each of those lines are
then measured. The slope G∗ that gives the minimum mean Euclidean distance is nominated
for P.

weight will be set to 1. The smoothness term Es(L
b(Pi), Lb(Pj)) is then formulated as

Es(L
b(Pi), Lb(Pj)) =




C2 ×W (Pi,Pj) if Lb(Pi) = 0 ∧ Lb(Pj) = 0

C3 ×W (Pi,Pj)× (1− |Lb(Pi)− Lb(Pj)|) otherwise,

(7.5)

where C3 > C2 > C1. Table 7.1 enumerates the different cases encountered by the

smoothness cost term and the corresponding cost assigned in each case.

In Fig. 7.1(a), spatial neighbours are connected with the weight Ws−nib while the

feature neighbours are connected with the weight Wf−nib. Both types of weights are set

according to Eqn. 7.4; they are given different symbols merely for the sake of clarity.

According to the formulated smoothness term, our energy is inherently non sub-modular.

For binary problems, sub-modularity holds if and only if

VPi,Pj(0, 0) + VPi,Pj(1, 1) ≤ VPi,Pj(0, 1) + VPi,Pj(1, 0). (7.6)
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To minimize Eqn. 7.2, I have tried the QPBO [57] to infer the optimal binary map using

the publicly available code of Ref. [4]1. An inherent limitation in the QPBO, however, is

its partial optimality, i.e., it guarantees an optimal labelling but it does not guarantee a

complete labelling, which may leave important patches unlabelled, and consequently not

included in S. Hence, I used the LSA method [56] using the publicly available code in

[91].

Table 7.1: Different cases encountered by the smoothness cost term, in Eqn. 7.5, and the
corresponding cost assigned in each case.

Case Cost

Spatial neighbours and look alike and both labelled zero 1× C2 = C2

Spatial neighbours and look alike and labelled differently 1× C3 × 0 = 0

Spatial neighbours and look alike and labelled one 1× C3 = C3

Spatial neighbours and do NOT look alike and both labelled zero −1× C2 = −C2

Spatial neighbours and do NOT look alike and labelled differently −1× C3 × 0 = 0

Spatial neighbours and do NOT look alike and labelled one −1× C3 = −C3

7.1.2 An iterative heuristic to construct S

Similar to the graph-based skimming method, this approach starts by calculating an ANN

field for the image patches in the non-hole region, followed by dividing the known region

in the image to non-overlapping rectangular windows, and high-flagging K mode patches

in each window. While the similarity condition is satisfied by the mode patches in S, the

orthogonality condition is satisfied by the following step which enforces the smoothness

of the binary skim field. I loop over the set of non-mode patches Q and grant a patch

the membership in S if and only if none of its near feature neighbours has been already

included. So far, the smoothness assumption has not been enforced yet. It is enforced

when the second case takes place, i.e., when a near feature neighbour has been already

included in the skim. In this case, a final check is made to see if it is spatially nearer

to the rest of S than the non-mode patch under consideration. If the latter is nearer, I

include it in the skim and remove its near feature neighbour. Although this procedure is

iterated in a greedy manner, I found that it produces more spatially connected skims. To

1http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/%7Eojw/software.htm
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show this, I chose a subset of the images2 that were used to test the performance of the

algorithm. The size of this subset is 15 images. For each of them, I calculated the image

skim using the aforementioned heuristic with and without the smoothness enforcement

step. For every calculated skim, I looped over the chosen patches and I calculated the

distance of every patch to its nearest patch among the skim. The distance is defined as

the spatial Euclidean distance between their upper-right corners. I then calculated the

mean distance and called it the mean inter-patch distance. If the smoothness enforcement

step results in more spatially connected skims, their mean inter-patch distance should

be smaller. Fig. 7.2 shows a comparison between the mean inter-patch distance of the

image skims computed with and without the smoothness enforcement step. It shows that

the former is consistently smaller than the latter. A few example skims can be found in

Fig. 7.3.

Last but not least, I consider any feature neighbour that is less than D pixels away

(from the patch under consideration) to be a near feature neighbour. Accordingly, there

are three free parameters in this procedure, which were set empirically: the number of

neighbours in the calculation of the ANN field, the size of the rectangular windows used

to nominate the mode patches, and the value of D. The size of the skim is proportional

to the size of the final ‘bag of shifts’ that will be used to paint the hole, as will be seen in

the following sections. Hence, while setting the aforementioned free parameters, the size

of that ‘bag of shifts’ was taken in consideration simultaneously with the visual quality

of completions. The pseudocode of the heuristic is shown in Algorithm 2.

7.2 The Hole Filling Step

7.2.1 Nominating a slope for every patch in S

My eventual goal is to slide each patch in the calculated skim S along particular slopes to

fill the hole. Towards the goal of identifying those particular slopes, I started by collecting

a raw set of slopes which is calculated from the skim itself. Specifically, for every patch

2The images used in my experiments are a part of the Microsoft MSRA Salient Object Database and
the Microsoft Research Cambridge Object Recognition Image Database, which can be found respectively
at:
http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/um/people/jiansun/SalientObject/salient object.htm
http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/downloads/b94de342-60dc-45d0-830b-9f6eff91b301/
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Algorithm 2 A greedy heuristic to construct an image skim S
1: procedure GetSkim(Image, Patch Size, Number Of Neighbours, Window Size, Max-

imum Distance)
2: Calculate the ANN field
3: Divide the known region to non-overlapping windows of size Window Size
4: Determine the mode patches in every window
5: NonModePatches = Number of non-mode patches
6: while NonModePatches do
7: Get the feature neighbours of the current non-mode patch, not farther than

Maximum Distance
8: if No near feature neighbour already exists in S then
9: Add the current non-mode patch to S

10: Remove the current non-mode patch from Q
11: NonModePatches = NonModePatches - 1
12: else
13: Identify the neighbour of the current non-mode patch in S
14: Check which of them is nearer to the rest of S
15: if The current non-mode patch is nearer then
16: Remove the near feature neighbour patch from S
17: Remove the current non-mode patch patch from Q
18: Add the current non-mode patch to S
19: NonModePatches = NonModePatches - 1
20: end if
21: end if
22: end while
23: end procedure
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Figure 7.2: Comparing the spatial connectivity of the image skims computed with and without
the smoothness enforcement step.

P in S, I determined its most similar member in the skim. The initial set of slopes

{G} is then defined by the gradients of the lines joining the upper-left corners of every

pair of similar patches. This step involves the patches in the skim only, and every patch

adds a slope to the set of slopes {G}. I then refined that set through the following two

steps. First, I discarded the slopes that correspond to lines which do not pass through

the hole region. Second, I quantized the slopes and retained those that fall in the three

most-frequent bins only.

Afterwards, for every patch P in the skim and for every slope in the refined {G}, a line

is extended from the upper-left corner of the patch. The mean Euclidean distance between

the RGB pattern of P and those of the patches lying on that line is then measured and

the slope G∗ that gives the minimum mean Euclidean distance is nominated for P . This

step is called the ‘patch-slope nomination step’ through the rest of this document. Its

output can be described as a matrix – the patch-slope nomination matrix, which stores

the corners of the patches and the best slope to slide each of them along. An illustration
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Figure 7.3: A few examples of image skims calculated using the iterative heuristic approach
discussed in sub-section 7.1. The patches included in the skim are blue-masked in the images.
The first row and the second row show the skims calculated with and without the smoothness
enforcement step respectively. The images in the second row shows that the blue masked patches
are more connected compared to the skims in the first row. The figure should be seen in color.

for this step is shown in Fig. 7.1(b) and it can be formally written as:

G∗ := argmin
Gi

1

N

N∑

j=1

‖ P − PjGi ‖
2 ∀ i = 1, 2, ..., N, (7.7)

where PjGi is the jth image patch with upper-left corner lying on the line defined by the

slope Gi and the upper-left corner of P . The set of all G∗s will be denoted G. If the skim

is quite representative, the slopes in G should give an information about the dominant

filling directions (or filling patterns) in the image, which well-guide the following step in

the pipeline – the hole painting step. An example of such filling patterns is shown in

Fig. 7.4 as dotted cyan lines.

While calculating G, I did not consider the skim patches that are farther than 200

pixels from the hole. This complies with the proper setting of the boundary conditions as

will be seen in the discussion on graph construction. Also, for a particular patch, prior to

calculating the mean Euclidean distance for every slope, I disregarded the distances that

are more than 25 times the minimum distance in that vector. The output of this step is

the patch-slope nomination matrix, which stores the set G and the corresponding patch
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corners; actually, the latter is a subset of the corners in S. I also stored the minimum

mean Euclidean distance that resulted in every patch-slope nomination, and the entries

whose distances are larger than 25 times the minimum of the minimum mean Euclidean

distances are omitted from the patch-slope nomination matrix.

The patch-slope nomination matrix can be further refined using the boundary con-

ditions of the hole. I did this step using the following procedure. When every patch in

the patch-slope nomination matrix is slid along its corresponding slope in G, it brings

non-hole pixel values to a subset of the set of the hole’s boundary pixels. I calculated the

nearest non-hole pixel (bounding pixel) to every boundary pixel and determined which

patch in the patch-slope nomination matrix brings to every boundary pixel a known pixel

that is most similar (according to the RGB feature) to its nearest bounding pixel. If a

patch in the patch-slope nomination matrix did not succeed to bring any ’good non-hole

pixels’ to any boundary pixel, their entry is omitted from the patch-slope nomination

matrix. In addition, if two corners in the matrix are less than
√

2× (Patch Size/2) apart,

I retain only one of them in the matrix. Lastly, I limited my final bag of slopes so that

it is comprised of the two most-frequent slopes in that refined patch-slope nomination

matrix.

7.2.2 Painting the hole

In this step, every corner in the patch-slope nomination matrix (which is a subset of the

corners in S) is slid along each slope in the final bag of slopes. Whenever the upper-

left corner of P traverses a pixel in the hole, the shift between them is calculated. If

the sliding of a certain patch along a particular slope does not intersect the hole, it is

discarded. The calculated shifts are then binned to buckets of size equal to the patch size

used in the calculation of the ANN field. With the aggregated set of shifts, I sought an

optimal shiftmap by solving a graph labelling problem, in a way similar to the previous

techniques in the literature [26, 28, 39] using multi-label graph cuts [90, 55, 52, 91]. My

energy function is given by

E(L) =
∑

pi∈Ω

Ed(L(pi)) +
∑

(pi,pj) ∀ pi∈Ω,pj∈Ω

Es(L(pi), L(pj)), (7.8)
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where Ω is the hole region in the image, pi is a pixel in Ω and L(pi) is the shift assigned to

pi. The data term Ed(L(pi)) is a constraint which assigns a zero cost to a shift (label) that

moves the hole pixel pi to a known pixel location, and assigns an ∞ cost to a shift if it

moves the hole pixel to another hole pixel or to outside the image lattice. The smoothness

cost Es(L(pi), L(pj)) for the two arbitrary shifts sa and sb, between the neighbouring pixels

pi and pj (4-connected neighbourhood) is given by:

Es(pi, pj, sa, sb) = ‖I(pi + sa)− I(pi + sb)‖+‖I(pj + sa)− I(pj + sb)‖, (7.9)

where I(·) is the color of the image at the specified attribute and ‖·‖ is the Euclidean

norm. If sa and sb are not equal, pi and pj will be moved by different offsets and the

smoothness cost will increase unless the shifting results in coherent seams [26], i.e., similar

RGB values between the shifted pixels.

For setting the boundary conditions, I adopted the following procedure during graph

construction. Similar to [26], I included the bounding pixels among the sites in the graph

labelling problem. The bounding pixels are those pixels that are one-pixel away from

the boundary pixels; the former are non-hole pixels while the latter are hole pixels. For

those pixels in particular, a zero-shift is introduced in addition to the aggregated bag

of shifts. The data term then serves to constrain that zero-shift only for the bounding

pixels, so that it becomes invalid for any other site. The data term also serves to hamper

the accessibility of the bounding pixels to any other shift except that zero-shift. For the

boundary pixels, each of them is allowed only one shift, that is the shift that brings to it a

non-hole pixel that is most similar (according to the RGB feature) to its nearest bounding

pixel.

In addition to producing a near-globally-optimal solution, the proposed method avoids

some critical limitations in the state-of-the-art techniques. First, as opposed to [28], it

considers a limited number of possible shifts for completing the hole; this does not only

impact the computational efficiency positively, but also contributes to the accuracy of

completions [26]. Second, on the contrary to [26], I avoid the dependence on calculating

the dominant offsets from the known region, since the success of this approach depends

heavily on the size of the known region compared to the hole. The proposed method uses

image skims, which are used at a later stage to figure out the dominant slopes, along
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which the completion would be most plausible.

Figure 7.4: Dominant slopes (filling patterns) extracted from the calculated image skims,
shown in cyan.

I compared my results with three of the most recent and the most relevant techniques in

the literature, namely, hole-filling using statistics of patch offsets [26], content-aware filling

[23, 24, 25] and shiftmap image editing [28]. All the results reported in this document for

the aforementioned techniques were either cropped from [110]3 or acquired from [111]. I

have used VLFeat [87] to calculate the ANN field of quarterly-overlapping patches that

tile the whole image plane. The patch size was fixed to 32 × 32 pixels throughout the

experiments and I considered five neighbours for every patch. While the technique in

[26] considers a constant number of shifts (60 shifts) to fill the hole, the number of shifts

considered by my technique is varying; it mainly depends on the skim size, the position

of the skim patches and the size of the hole. Some images result in a number of shifts

that is much less than 60, other cases required the consideration of more shifts. The most

computationally-demanding step in my algorithm is the patch-slope nomination. While

the skimming process takes around one second, the slope nomination step results in slower

3Those results were re-printed in accordance with the IEEE rules regulating the re-usage of copyrighted
material by individuals working on theses. A printed copy of the permission grant is attached in section
A.9. Copyright ©2014, IEEE.
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completions compared to the timings reported in [26].

In Fig. 7.5 and Fig. 7.6, it can be seen that the proposed method and [26] are the

only methods that consistently yield plausible completions. Nevertheless, the dominant

patch offsets can repeat efficiently the image patterns, but it fails if the repetition ‘period’,

determined from the known region, is less than the size of the hole. This limitation can

result in failing the completion even for trivial cases as the one shown on the fourth row

in Fig. 7.6. Since the shifts in my proposed method are obtained based on the nominated

slopes and the hole size, the proposed method is able to complete the image successfully.

It is worth mentioning that the method presented in [26] performs two more steps in

addition to the computation of an optimal shift map, which are the misalignment removal

(this involves solving another graph labelling problem) and the Poisson image blending

for the around-hole seam removal. I postponed the implementation of those two steps for

future work, in addition to other aspects that will be stated in the following paragraph.

Figure 7.7 and Fig. 7.8 show more results for the proposed algorithm. Lastly, Fig. 7.9

shows some cases of failure.

There are some parameters in the current implementation of my technique that need

more analysis, in terms of their effect on the computational complexity and the quality

of completions. For example, the user is prompted to choose a bounding box around the

hole, from which the algorithm computes the skim. This bounding box can be trivially

set to be the whole non-hole region. The effect of changing the size of that bounding box

on the performance needs further analysis. The patch size, the adopted feature vector for

the pixels, the parameter D that was mentioned at the end of sub-section 6.1.2, and the

weight of the smoothness term in the graph labelling problem are other parameters that

may affect the performance of the presented technique, and thus require more analysis.

Last but not least, in the current implementation, I limit the final bag of slopes to have

a size of two (the two most-dominant ones); however, it could be better to determine the

size of the final bag of slopes adaptively, based on the number of dominant structures in

the image. Particularly, I am interested in exploring the possibility of augmenting my

method with the real-time edge-maps of [85] to adaptively discard/retain slopes.

Scene completion is the eventual goal of the research presented in this thesis. More-

over, the author of this document believes that ideas are open-source, while their for-
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mulation and their implementation are not. Hence, and for the sake of completeness of

presentation, I dedicate section A.7 for discussing a possible formulation for extending the

suggested single-image completion method to the problem of depth-guided dis-occlusion

management.

In this chapter, I presented a new method for filling holes in single images. The pro-

posed pipeline started by skimming the image through nominating a few representative

patches in it. Towards this goal, a heuristic and a graph-based method for image skim-

ming were proposed. Dominant slopes in the input image are then calculated using the

constructed image skim, before sliding the skim patches along these slopes. The latter step

results in a bag of shifts, from which a near-globally-optimal shift map is computed using

multi-label graph cuts. While suffering from high time complexity, the performance of

the proposed method was shown to be on par with the SoA techniques, while overcoming

two of their critical drawbacks.
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(p) Image (q) Ours (r) Results of [26] (s) Results of [25] (t) Results of [28]

Figure 7.5: Results of the proposed algorithm (second column) compared to Ref. [26] (third
column), content-aware filling[23, 24, 25] (fourth column) and shiftmap image editing[28] (fifth
column). The input images with the red-masked and the blue-masked holes (first column) and
the results of the latter three techniques were cropped from Ref. [110] or acquired from Ref. [111].
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(q) Image (r) Ours (s) Results of [26] (t) Content-aware filling

Figure 7.6: More results from the proposed algorithm compared to [26] and content-aware
filling [23, 24, 25]. The results of the two aforementioned techniques were cropped from [110] or
acquired from [111]. The fourth row is not an illustration, it is a real result. While the proposed
technique succeeded to complete the hole by nominating good slopes, the method of [26] will
lack the proper shifts to complete the image. We do not have an access to content-aware fill, so
its result for that image is not available.
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Figure 7.7: More results for the proposed image completion technique. The first, second, third
and fourth columns show the original images, masked images, filling patterns and completed
images respectively. Please see text for details about the databases from which the images were
acquired.
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Figure 7.8: More results for the proposed image completion technique. The first, second, third
and fourth columns show the original images, masked images, filling patterns and completed
images respectively. Please see text for details about the databases from which the images were
acquired.
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Figure 7.9: A few failure cases. The first, second, third and fourth columns show the original
images, masked images, filling patterns and completed images respectively. Please see text for
details about the databases from which the images were acquired.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

This thesis is inspired by the significant impact that image-based rendering systems have

on a wide range of applications. It conceives image-based rendering as a mother problem

in computer vision, with several constituent sub-problems, and it addresses two of those

problems, namely, image compositing and image completion. After pinpointing a num-

ber of open problems in the literature, the thesis adopts a framework that is based on

graph theory, and utilizes techniques from the literature of image decomposition, machine

learning, mathematical optimization and perceptual grouping to propose new solutions

for these challenges.

8.1 Thesis Summary

• In Chapter 1, the thesis’ problem is defined. I give an overview on the spectrum

of different techniques for image-based rendering systems, and I highlight view-

interpolation-based novel view synthesis as an IBR technique of specific concern to

the scope of the thesis. This is followed by a detailed discussion on the relation

of NVS, as a mother problem, and other constituent problems including image

compositing and completion.

• Chapter 2 features the mathematical modelling of the problems addressed in the

thesis. It also presents and follows a map of concepts that collectively represent the

theoretical background of the thesis. Image cues, general graph theory concepts and

matrix representations, graph cuts as well as manifold learning and label propagation
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methods are discussed. I also mention briefly a part of the literature of image-

analysis-related problems that have adopted the aforementioned concepts. Finally,

I state how and where each of those concepts are used in my research.

• In Chapter 3, a comprehensive review of the related literature is presented. It starts

by reviewing the recent advances in sampling-based matting and what makes it

more suitable for image-based rendering applications, compared to other matting

techniques. The open problems in the literature are then enumerated, particularly,

the challenges that are tackled by this thesis’ research contributions. The rest

of the Chapter is dedicated to a review on recent hole filling and dis-occlusion

management techniques, and how they fall short with respect to the open problems

in the literature and the requirements of image-based rendering systems as well.

• Chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7 discuss the contributions of the thesis. I start by discussing

the proposed research on the matting problem. Chapter 4 presents new strategies

for trimap sampling, Chapter 5 presents a new pipeline for sampling-based matting,

involving new methods for sample gathering and pair assessment, while Chapter 6

highlights a new framework for generating trimaps automatically. Lastly, Chapter

7 is dedicated to explain a novel single image completion technique. The content

of this Chapter is complemented by a section in the appendix that explains how

the proposed technique can be extended to complete scenes and panoramas using

texture+depth+temporal information.

8.2 Thesis Contributions

This thesis addresses several drawbacks in the existing techniques of image compositing

and image completion. I sum up the contributions of the thesis as follows:

• For natural image matting, I point out two problems that impede its incorporation

in IBR systems, and I address both of them in my research. The first problem is

the robust sampling of trimaps. I discuss the pipeline of the most recent techniques

in the literature, and I highlight their strengths and drawbacks which show that the

development of more efficient sampling strategies is still an open problem.
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With regards to the formulation of a new sampling strategy, I present the moti-

vation behind my proposed concept before proceeding to my first attempt on re-

alizing sequential pair selection matting. The contribution of that initial attempt

is conceptual, since the results are not on-par with today’s literature of sampling-

based matting. Nevertheless, I explained how it avoids many pitfalls of the current

sampling-based techniques. Most importantly, it does not suffer from the color

ambiguity problem since it relies on determining a good half-pair and then com-

plements it with a good complement half-pair. Towards this goal, I quantify the

overlap between the color distributions of the unknown regions and their neighbour-

ing known regions to decide whether the FG/BG samples should be acquired locally

or non-locally.

The proposed method was evaluated according to an online benchmark in January

2014, and attained at that time a reasonable position among the rest of the tech-

niques. For a few trimaps of particular images, it attained the first position in the

benchmark according to a particular metric (out of the four adopted metrics). Nev-

ertheless, it suffered from critical drawbacks such as the large size of the shortlisted

pair pool and the non-robust feature vector used. This leads to performance deteri-

oration if the BG and the FG distributions do overlap. Hence, I proposed another

sampling technique that adopts the same sequential pair selection framework while

addressing the drawbacks of my first attempt.

The second variant I have proposed for trimap sampling using sequential pair selec-

tion adopts a more robust color-texture feature vector (robustness is against over-

lap between color distributions), that is constructed by a computationally efficient

cartoon-texture decomposition. The proposed method also exploits the redundancy

among the known and the unknown neighbouring pixels. This is done by applying

the local linearity principle on the SLIC pixels of the image under consideration. My

proposed technique is thus the only method that makes use of that redundancy in the

literature of sampling-based matting, which drastically impacts the time complexity

of the matte computation. It also determines the best half-pair using a more reliable

approach than the one used in my first realization of the sequential pair selection.

The best half-pair is determined by solving a binary graph transduction problem.
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The process of graph transduction propagates the certainty that a particular region

is a FG(BG), or similar to a FG(BG), to its neighbouring unknown regions in the

trimap. On the 23rd of May 2015, my proposed algorithm attained state-of-the-art

results and it was on-par with the top performers in the online matting benchmark.

I also extend the classical chromatic cost function that is used in the first version

of the algorithm, to encourage the sparsity of trimaps as well as the FG/BG half-

pairs that come from well-separated color distributions. The performance of the

graph-transduction-based sequential pair selection, together with the extended cost

function (for pair assessment) is consistently better than the first version of the

algorithm that uses the classical chromatic distortion. This is verified on the training

dataset and is acknowledged by the online matting benchmark.

I conclude my contributions to sampling-based matting by proposing a third variant

of the sequential pair selection strategy; it is a novel pipeline that involves new

methods for sample gathering and pair assessment. I incorporate accurate and

computationally efficient feature maps to guide the process of sample gathering.

Another variant of propagation-based half-pair computation is adopted, and the

pair assessment step was formulated as a graph labelling problem. While casting

that problem, half-pair constraints are embedded as smoothness constraints in an

energy function minimized by multi-label graph cuts. The proposed pipeline was

evaluated on the 18th of April 2016 on the matting benchmark. As shown by

an objective assessment of their performance on the whole training dataset of the

benchmark, the proposed pipeline has a number of merits over the other matting

techniques presented in the thesis.

The third variant of the sequential pair selection strategy has been shown to have

some merits with regards to subjective quality, as compared to the second variant.

Nevertheless, the overall performance of the second variant, as indicated by the

objective evaluation on the training and testing datasets of the matting benchmark,

was better than the third variant. Hence, the second variant is recommended over

the other proposed variants of sequential pair selection.

• Another matting-related problem that is addressed by the presented research is the
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automatic trimap generation. While this problem may not be tangible in matting-

for-editing applications, it is pivotal in NVS. I give the reasons for considering this

topic as an open problem, and I show that it has not been adequately addressed

in the literature. To clearly identify my goal, I list the characteristics of an ideal

trimap generator before I present the details of my proposed technique.

My proposed trimap generator has two characteristics of a perfect generator. First,

it is completely automatic, so no user interaction is required at any stage of the

pipeline to acquire a trimap. Second, it does not rely on bounding boxes to produce

the trimap; instead, it aligns with the fuzzy object boundaries, which is an advantage

in regards to the reduction of the number of alpha values to be computed in the alpha

map. My method is not the first in the literature to incorporate the laws of visual

grouping for segmenting a foreground object from a background. Nevertheless, the

algorithm improves an automatic matting method, spectral matting, by developing

a novel objective function that employs the Gestalt laws of perceptual grouping for

the efficient grouping of matting components. This objective function favours the

alpha maps that satisfy the Gestalt laws of visual perception; particularly, I propose

to assess the concavity, symmetry and connectedness of a grouping. I also propose a

probabilistic formulation of the problem that incorporates the proposed method in

a framework that takes into consideration the other requirements of an ideal trimap

generator. On the other hand, the algorithm still suffers from a few drawbacks,

which may trigger the prospective research directions in the next section.

• Dis-occlusion management is the second topic addressed by my research; I am con-

cerned with one of its principal constituent challenges – single image completion.

My technique for single image completion suggests a solution for two critical draw-

backs in the state-of-the-art methods. I formulate a novel framework that involves

the development of a heuristic and a graphical model for image skimming; for the

latter, the skim is constructed by solving a binary optimization problem. Using

statistics on the constructed skims, I infer the slopes along which the completions

would be most plausible subjectively, before I slide the skims along those slopes. I

then collect a bag of shifts and seek a near-globally-optimal shift map using multi-

label graph cuts. I show that my technique is on par with three other techniques
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developed by distinguished research labs. It gives subjectively plausible results, and

is generic enough to deal with some challenges that other techniques failed to han-

dle. On the other hand, the proposed method still suffers from high computational

time complexity; this becomes critical if the proposed method is expected to be

incorporated in IBR systems, and is a point of future enhancement.

In summary, the specific contributions of the thesis are as follows:

1. A new trimap sampling algorithm that avoids the color ambiguity problem. The

ambiguity was eliminated by following a sequential fashion in nominating good

samples from the foreground and the background for every unknown pixel/super-

pixel. It achieved overall reasonable results in the standard matting benchmark on

the date of submission. This work was published in [11]1.

2. A new trimap sampling method that overcomes the disadvantages of the aforemen-

tioned technique while retaining its merits. It adopts a more robust feature vector

to represent pixel values and presents a graphical framework for realizing sequen-

tial pair-selection; it nominates a known super-pixel (as a suitable half-pair) for

every unknown super-pixel by solving a graph transduction problem. It achieved

state-of-the-art results on the date of submission2.

3. A new pipeline for sampling-based alpha matting. It uses feature maps to guide

the process of sample gathering, then it solves a graph labelling problem for pair

assessment. The proposed pipeline is another variant of the methods that realize

sequential pair selection, and it encodes half-pair constraints as smoothness con-

straints in the graph problem solved by multi-label graph cuts.

4. A framework for automatic trimap generation that adopts laws of visual perception

for the grouping of matting components. It facilitates the incorporation of matting

in the pipeline of IBR systems. This work was published in [34]3.

5. A single-image completion method that ameliorates two critical disadvantages in

the existing techniques. Its performance is not a function of the hole size, and the

1http://www.site.uottawa.ca/%7Eaalka046/spie2014matting/index-spie14.html
2http://www.site.uottawa.ca/%7Eaalka046/TspsMatting/index.html
3http://www.site.uottawa.ca/%7Eaalka046/spie2015matting/index-spie15matting.html
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procedure for nominating plausible filling patterns results in a limited number of

shifts, which contributes to the quality of the results while taking the complexity

of the optimization into consideration. Through its pipeline, the technique also

features two approaches for constructing a skim of an image which can play a role

in a variety of image/video analysis applications. This work was published in [35]4.

8.3 Future Research Directions

Throughout the presentation of thesis, I have pointed out several drawbacks that still

need to be dealt with. A few suggested future directions include:

• For some ‘conservative’ trimaps, whether generated manually or using morphological

dilations, one of the true half-pairs for some unknown pixels could be missing from

the known regions. In other words, every telling foreground (or background) pixel,

about a particular unknown pixel under consideration, is labelled unknown as well.

This happens due to the usage of a thick grey brush or over-dilating the trimap.

To calculate an accurate alpha value in such a case, the formulation of a better

composition model is required. This model should allow an unknown pixel under

consideration to express itself if it did not find a pair that yields a ‘low-enough’

chromatic distortion. The black ribbon of the ‘plastic bag’ image of the bench-

mark testing dataset is an example of such a case. A technique that capitalizes on

synthesizing good samples is currently being explored.

• The formulation of an objective function that is more efficient than the chromatic

distortion is also a possible future direction. Metric learning is a concept that has

not been adopted before in the matting research, and has potential for best-pair

nomination.

• The pipeline proposed in Chapter 5 requires improvements to achieve better time

complexity. I am currently exploring the construction of graphs for only a part of

the unknown pixels within a patch, rather than all of them. The alpha values of the

excluded pixels can then be constructed from the alpha values of the pixels included

4http://www.site.uottawa.ca/%7Eaalka046/spie2015completion/index-spie15completion.html
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in solving the graph. In other words, I am trying to reduce the number of graph

sites, while retaining the quality of the computed alpha maps.

• Another topic of future research is an automatic trimap generator that builds upon

the presented probabilistic approach in Chapter 6. That approach integrates the

Gestalt laws with other low-level features to nominate the most probable compo-

nents grouping. Particularly, I propose to quantify the certainty about the existence

of mixed pixels in the matting components before grouping those ‘mixed compo-

nents’ using laws of visual perception. To pin down directly the mixed pixels in an

image, different sharpness [112] and defocus metrics are currently being explored.

These metrics may be used in conjunction with structured decision forests which

have recently been proven efficient in a closely-related application, realtime edge

detection [85]. While the goal of the authors of [85] was to label each pixel with

a binary label, whether it is an edge pixel or not, my goal is to label each pixel

whether it is mixed or not.

• The parameters involved in the single image completion algorithm of Chapter 7

require further analysis with regards to their effect on the speed and the quality of

completions.

• A scene completion algorithm that seeks a near-globally-optimal shift map, and that

is temporally and stereoscopically consistent, is another point of future research. In

section A.7, I present a basic framework for the extension of the proposed single

image completion technique so that it can be adopted to complete a multi-view

scene. This involves the formulation of a new energy function that benefits from

temporal and depth information, in addition to the spatial information, to manage

dis-occlusions in warped views.
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Appendix A

A.1 A Discussion on The Alpha Matting Benchmark

The matting online benchmark was first introduced in the research work published in

[113]. The motivation behind it is to introduce a quantitate benchmark, similar to the

well-known benchmarks that are available for other low-level vision problems. These

benchmarks represent an online repository with which the researchers working in a par-

ticular research area can track the recent advances in that area, compare the performance

of the SoA techniques, in addition to evaluating their own algorithms. It has augmented

the high-quality dataset presented in [114] to construct a set of images that feature natural

scenes, with a variety of focus settings, highly-textured backgrounds, color ambiguities,

hard and soft boundaries, different boundary topologies, in addition to other types of

transparencies, e.g., translucent objects. Even though its size is much smaller than the

datasets available for other computer vision tasks, like the object segmentation dataset for

example, it has been accepted by the matting research community as a standard dataset.

In addition to creating a standard and a challenging dataset, the benchmark also

provides perceptually-motivated metrics for the quality of the computed alpha maps.

These error functions were meant to complement the classical pixel-wise error functions

(e.g., MSE and SAD) that do not always reflect the quality of the alpha maps as humans

perceive it. A user study was carried out to validate the compliance of the developed

perceptually-motivated metrics with human perception.

The data was captured in a restricted studio environment. Eight images, out of a

total of thirty-five images, featured an object shot against a natural scene that that was

built by the benchmark developers. In the other twenty-seven images in the dataset, the
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foreground object was shot against a screen displaying a natural scene. To obtain high-

quality ground truth alpha mattes, the foreground objects were captured against a screen

displaying a single-color background, and each object was shot against four different colors

(black, red, green and blue). After capturing the foreground objects against those single-

color backgrounds, the objects were removed and the backgrounds were photographed.

The ground truth alpha mattes were then calculated using the triangulation technique

which will be discussed in the next section. The developers of the benchmark also provided

information in [113] about the specifications of the camera used in the experiment in

addition to other precautions taken to avoid camera shakes during capture; such details

were considered beyond the scope of this thesis.

The user input in the benchmark was simulated by three types of trimaps. The first

and the second types are generated automatically by the morphological dilation of the

unknown regions in the ground truth alpha mattes by 22 and 44 pixels respectively. The

third type of trimaps represents a more natural user input and it was created for the

testing images only in the dataset, i.e., type 3 trimaps is not available for the training

images. To generate that type of trimaps, an experienced user was provided a paint tool

with three brushes (foreground, background, unknown) and a flood filling functionality;

the user was asked to generate the trimap within two minutes (for each image).

The matting algorithms proposed in [115, 70, 116, 117, 37, 118] were run over the

thirty-five images in the dataset, and the MSE rates were calculated for all of them. The

dataset was then categorized into four categories according to the amount of transparen-

cies in their ground truth alpha mattes. The two most challenging images from every

category were then selected to construct the set of eight testing images. An image ‘x’

is considered more challenging than another image ‘y’ if the average error from all the

aforementioned algorithms on ‘x’ is larger than ‘y’ and if the quality of the results are

more diverging on ‘x’ than ‘y’.

In their pursuit to perceptually-motivated error functions, the developers of the bench-

mark focused on two specific error categories which seemed to lower the visual quality of

image composites considerably. The first category is the connectivity errors which appear

in the alpha map as disconnected foreground objects. The second category is the gradient

errors which result from either over-smoothing discontinuities or introducing discontinu-
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ities erroneously in the alpha map; in both cases, the gradient of the original image is not

similar to that of the alpha map.

In order to make sure that the designed metrics for gradient and connectivity errors

comply with human perception, psychological experiments were carried out on two sets

of image compositions; each set suffers solely from either gradient errors or connectivity

errors. To construct such sets, a variety of matting algorithms were run on the input

images in the dataset, and crops from the computed alpha mattes were chosen to represent

each of these error categories. The participants were then asked to rank those crops.

More specific details on the number of participants, their age and gender, and the study

procedure can be found in [113].

The metric used for quantifying the gradient error is given by:

Ge =
∑

i

(∇αi −∇α∗i )q (A.1)

where Ge is the gradient error, ∇αi and∇α∗i are the normalized gradients of the computed

alpha matte and the ground truth at pixel i respectively. The normalized gradients are

computed using a first-order Gaussian derivative filters with variance σ. The metric used

for quantifying the connectivity error is given by:

Gc =
∑

i

(ϕ(αi,Ω)− ϕ(α∗i ,Ω))p (A.2a)

ϕ(αi,Ω) = 1− (δ(di ≥ θ) · di) (A.2b)

where Gc is the connectivity error, ϕ measures the connectivity of the pixel i to the

source region Ω, di is the difference between the alpha value of pixel i and the maximum

threshold level li at which pixel i is 4-connected to Ω. The source region Ω is defined by

the largest connected region where the alpha matte and its ground truth are completely

opaque. The pixel i is fully connected if ϕ = 1, i.e., αi = li. The purpose of δ is to neglect

any variations in di that are smaller than θ.

The parameters σ, q, θ and p are chosen to maximize the correlation between the

aforementioned metrics and the ‘average ranking’ of the participants. This section of the

appendix is meant to discuss briefly the benchmark details that are most pertinent to
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the scope of the thesis. It explained: the structure of the dataset, how the ground truth

maps were obtained, how the trimaps were generated, and finally what the perceptually

motivated error metrics are. A comprehensive discussion can be found in [113].

A.2 A Discussion on Calculating Ground-truth Al-

pha Maps Using Triangulation

In section 2.1, the mathematical modelling of natural image matting was presented and

it was shown that the problem is incompletely specified, and thus infinite number of

solutions exist unless more information is provided. The authors of [2] presented three

special cases where a solution of the matting problem can be found. These cases add

some constraints on the general problem to prune the space of possible solutions. One

of these special cases is when the un-composited foreground color Co := {Ro, Go, Bo} is

known against two different shades of the backing color Ck := {Rk, Gk, Bk}, which makes

the problem solvable by triangulation.

The two shades will be given the symbols BK1 and BK2 respectively. Without loss of

generalization, these colors can be taken to be the blue and the black; thus BK1 = cBk

and BK2 = dBk, where d = 0 and d < c ≤ 1. The special case of knowing Co against the

two shades of Bk can be written formally as:

Cf1 :=

[
Ro Go α×Bo + (1− α)×Bk1

]
(A.3)

Cf2 :=

[
Ro Go α×Bo + (1− α)×Bk2

]
. (A.4)

By combining the expressions of the blue channel of the first foreground Bf1 and the

second foreground Bf2 , the value of the alpha can be calculated as:

α = 1− Bf1 −Bf2

Bk1 −Bk2

, (A.5)

where the denominator can not be equal to zero because Bk1 and Bk2 are different. The

solution of the matting problem is then completed by computing the components of the
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un-composited foreground color Co as:

[
Ro = Rf1 = Rf2 Go = Gf1 = Gf2 Bo =

Bf2Bk1 −Bf1Bk2

Bk1 −Bk2

]
. (A.6)

The aforementioned algorithmic procedure (triangulation) was used to compute the ground

truth alpha maps provided by the online matting benchmark. Recently, the ground truth

foreground colors (Co) of the benchmark’s training dataset were made available on the

benchmark’s webpage as well.

A.3 Results of The Transductive Sequential Pair Se-

lection Matting on The Testing Dataset of The

Matting Benchmark

Figure A.1 shows the results of the matting technique discussed in sub-section 4.3 on the

testing dataset of [3].

A.4 Results of The Transductive Sequential Pair Se-

lection Matting With The Extended Cost Func-

tion on The Testing Dataset of The Matting

Benchmark

Figure A.2 shows the results of the matting technique discussed in sub-section 4.3 on

the testing dataset of [3]. In the previous section, the alpha maps were calculated by

assessing the FG/BG pairs using the chromatic distortion only. This section shows the

results obtained by adopting an objective function that involves the chromatic distortion

terms, and in addition promotes sparsity in the alpha maps and encourages the selection

of FG/BG pairs where the FG half-pair and the BG half-pair come from well-separated

color distributions.
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A.5 Results of The Sequential Pair Selection Matting

on The Testing Dataset of The Matting Bench-

mark

Figure A.3 shows the results of the matting technique discussed in sub-section 4.2 on the

testing dataset of [3].

A.6 Results of GHC Matting on The Testing Dataset

of The Matting Benchmark

Figure A.4 shows the results of the matting technique discussed in Chapter 5 on the

testing dataset of [3].

A.7 Graph-based depth-guided scene completion

This part of my research is still at its infancy, even though its main building block (single

image completion) has been already implemented. As a quick recall, the holes we get

in single image completion are usually due to image editing operations, such as object

removal and/or object re-arrangement; on the other hand, the holes we are dealing with in

scene completion are mainly due to dis-occlusion. My proposed technique for single image

completion lends itself well to that more general context of scene completion. As will be

shown shortly, the same energy function I have used, to calculate an optimal shiftmap,

can be extended to involve the additional terms that guarantee stereoscopic and temporal

consistency. This extension is expected to be the first stereo-temporal near-

globally-optimal scene completion method in the literature. In the following few

lines, I will present a high-level abstract of that extension.

My prospective method is expected to follow the classical pipeline that starts by

filling the warped depth map, associated with the warped frame, and then use it to

accomplish the texture synthesis step in the color frame. This depth filling step may also

be done simultaneously with the color synthesis; actually, this may be more favourable

according to my framework, since both of them are completion steps that seek the same
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shiftmap. By checking the variety of datasets available in the literature, I could figure

out some characteristics of the problem of scene completion which, if properly exploited,

can result in a multi-fold advantage of my method over the state-of-the-art. For example,

it usually suffices to limit the known region so that, instead of the whole frame, only the

background region that is less than a particular distance from the hole is considered. This

is expected to result in considerable speedups in the skimming and the multi-label graph

cuts steps. This becomes very tangible if compared with iterative and greedy approaches.

Moreover, since the known region is not the whole frame, the number of dominant slopes

are not expected to be large; consequently, the most computationally-demanding step of

patch-slope nomination can be discarded, with negligible compromise in the quality of

completions. My energy function, which is similar to Eqn. 7.8, has a data term that is

expressed as

ED =
∑

pi∈Ω

Ed(L(pi)) +
∑

pi∈Ω

Ed(D(pi)), (A.7)

where the first term penalizes the invalid shifts while the second term penalizes the shifts

that violate the weak consistency check; this check was mentioned for the first time in

Chapter 3 and is given by:

|IL(x, y)− IR(x−Dl(x, y), y)|< ε (A.8a)

|IR(x, y)− IL(x+DR(x, y), y)|< ε. (A.8b)

The smoothness term in the energy function can be expressed as:

(A.9)

Es =
∑

(pi,pj) ∀ pi∈Ω,pj∈Ω

Es(L(pi), L(pj)) + Es(D(pi), D(pj))

+
∑

(pi,p
Vn
i ) ∀ pi∈Ω,pVni ∈Vn

Es(L(pi), p
Vn
i ) +

∑

(pi,p
t+1
i ) ∀ pi∈Ω,pt+1

i ∈f t+1

Es(L(pi), p
t+1
i ),

where the first and the second terms ensure coherent seams in the warped frame and the

warped depth map, while pVni is the corresponding value of pi in the view Vn and this term

is meant to ensure stereoscopic consistency. Finally, pt+1
i is the corresponding value of pi

in the succeeding frame f t+1 and this term is meant to ensure temporal consistency.
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A.8 A Brief Presentation on The Convergence and

Optimality Properties of Graph Cuts

For the convenience of the reader, I present in this section a brief discussion on the

convergence properties of graph cuts, the multi-label optimization tool adopted in my

research. It is worth mentioning that I was concerned with graph cuts merely as a tool,

and the thesis does not contribute to the efficiency of graph cuts, rather, it benefits from

it. The specific interest in graph cuts stems from the following two reasons. First, the

graph cuts-based algorithms are known to be fast, and in many vision problems, their

running time is lower than what can be expected from their computational complexity

[64]. The second reason is the adherence of my problems to the type of energies that

graph cuts can minimize, e.g., pixels are assigned one label from a discrete set of labels,

and the neighbouring pixels are expected to favour similar labels which complies with the

sub-modularity condition that should be satisfied by the pair-wise terms, (please check

Chapter 2). Since my research does not contribute to that optimization tool, and did not

involve convergence analysis of it, the following discussion will be comprised of a summary

on the convergence and optimality properties of graph cuts as presented in [90].

The authors of [90] proposed two algorithms, based on graph cuts, that approximately

minimize energies for which the computation of a global minimum is an NP-hard problem.

Those energies are of a type that could surface in a variety of contexts, one of which is

the Bayesian labelling of Markov random fields. The form of such energies was given in

equation 2.15, and is reproduced here for the readers convenience as follows:

E(f) =
∑

p∈P

Dp(fp) +
∑

(p,q)∈N

Vpq(fp, fq), (A.10)

where Dp(fp) is the cost of assigning the label fp to pixel p, N is the set of interacting

pairs of pixels and Vpq(fp, fq) is the cost of assigning the labels fp and fq to the interacting

(neighbouring) pixels p and q in a certain neighbourhood system (4 or 8-connected). The

set of labels assigned to all the pixels constitutes what is called a labelling, which is given

the symbol f , e.g., the optimal labelling that results in reaching the global minimum of

E is referred to as f ∗.

Even though the two proposed algorithms in [90] compute a local minimum for E(f),
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their superiority, when compared to the predecessor methods in the literature, stems from

the type and the size of ‘moves’ they allow. The term ‘move’ in the context of discrete

labelling problems is used to indicate how far two labellings are, e.g., a labelling f1 is said

to be near to another labelling f2 if it lies within a single move of it. While the majority

of local optimization problems allowed standard moves, where the label of just one pixel

is allowed to change at a time, the algorithms proposed in [90] find a local minimum for E

with respect to two very large moves, namely the α− β-swap move and the α-expansion

move, where the labels of arbitrarily large number of pixels are allowed to change at a

time. These large moves help avoiding the problems of local minima and the low quality

solutions associated with standard moves.

The α − β-swap move can handle a wider class of smoothness penalties Vpq than

the α-expansion move (V s should be a metric distance function for expansion moves).

However, it does not have the guaranteed optimality properties of the local minimum

found when α-expansion moves are allowed. Hence, the rest of my presentation, for the

exact definition of the move, as well as the optimality properties will be referring to that

of the α-expansion moves. In the following paragraph, I explain what this type of move

means.

There is a one-to-one correspondence between any labelling f and a partition P of

image pixels, where P = {Pl|l ∈ L}, L is the set of discrete labels, and Pl = {p ∈
P|fp = l} is the subset of image pixels which were assigned the label l. To make an α-

expansion move from a partition P1 to another partition P2, which is equivalent to move

from a labelling f 1 to the labelling f 2, these conditions should be satisfoed: P1
α ⊂ P2

α

and P2
l ⊂ P1

l , for any label l 6= α. Stated in other words, during an expansion move,

any set of pixels is allowed to alter their labels to α. The pseudocode of the α-expansion

algorithm is summarized as follows:

In the terminology of [90], the single execution of the steps 5 through 8 is called an

iteration, and the steps from 3 through 11 is called a cycle. The above procedure shows

that the algorithm terminates after the first ‘unsuccessful cycle’, a cycle in which no further

improvement can be achieved, where a single cycle takes L iterations. The α-expansion

algorithm is guaranteed to terminate [90] in O(|P|) cycles, if the data and the smoothness

penalties in Eqn. A.10 are independent of the image size, which is a valid assumption in
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Algorithm 3

1: procedure GetLabelling(Image, Labels)
2: Start with an arbitrary labelling f
3: Set success := 0
4: for every α ∈ L do
5: Find f̂ = argminE(f ′) among f ′ within one α-expansion of f
6: if E(f̂) < E(f) then
7: set f := f̂ and sucess := 1
8: end if
9: if success = 1 then

10: goto 3

11: end if
12: end for
13: Return f
14: end procedure

practice. Nevertheless, the reported experiments showed that convergence happens within

a few cycles, with the first iteration leading to the largest part (99% in some cases) of

the improvement, starting from an arbitrary labelling f . The locally optimal labellings

generated with respect to α-expansion moves were also proved to lie within a known

factor of the global minimum, where this factor is the ratio of the maximum value of the

smoothness cost to the minimum value of it.

A.9 Permission Grant of IEEE Copyrighted Material
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Figure A.1: Results of the transductive sequential pair selection matting algorithm on the
testing dataset of [3]. The 2nd, 3rd and 4th columns correspond to the 1st, 2nd and 3rd trimaps
respectively.
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Figure A.2: Results of the transductive sequential pair selection matting algorithm with the
extended cost function on the testing dataset of [3]. The 2nd, 3rd and 4th columns correspond
to the 1st, 2nd and 3rd trimaps respectively.
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Figure A.3: Results of the sequential pair selection matting algorithm on the testing dataset
of [3]. The 2nd, 3rd and 4th columns correspond to the 1st, 2nd and 3rd trimaps respectively.
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Figure A.4: Results of the GHC matting algorithm on the testing dataset of [3]. The 2nd, 3rd

and 4th columns correspond to the 1st, 2nd and 3rd trimaps respectively.
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Figure A.5: Permission Grant of IEEE Copyrighted Material.
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